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FOREWORD 

In February 1959, the Advisory Committee on the Work Programme on Indus- 
trialization - which was convened by the Secretary-General in accordance ssitli 
resolution 674 A (XXV) of the Economic and Social Council recommended 
that a study on the establishment of industrial estates in under-developed countries 
should be undertaken by the Secretariat of the United Nations under its programme 
of work on industrialization and productivity. 

At its twenty-seventh session, the Council adopted resolution 709 A (XXVII) 
in which, among other things, it requested the Secretary-General to " lay particular 
emphasis on projects of direct practical value to economic development " and in 
particular, to " projects concerning industrial zones and estates ". The present 
reporthas been prepared, in accordance with this request, by the Division of Indu 
trial Development of the Department of Economic and Social Affairs. 

In view of the ma: ./ problems raised in connexion with the establishment of 
industrial estates in under-developed countries, it is expected that further projects 
in this field will be undertaken in the near future in the form of reports and studies 
which will appear either as monographs or articles in the United Nations Bulletin 
on Industrialization and     oductivity and in the form of seminars. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Towards the end of the nineteenth century, a new 
method of organizing, housing and servicing industry 
began to be applied in some economically advanced 
countries of western Europe and in the United States 
A few organizations were «t up for the purpose of 
assembling, improving and subdividing tracts of land 
and frequently for erecting factory buildings, according 
to a comprehensive plan, in advance of, or upon, demand 
either for sale or lease to prospective industrial occupants 
The plan provided for street rail lead tracks and utilities 
and sewers, which were usually installed before the sites 
were sold or leased, or were otherwise assured to the 
prospective occupants. Control over the area and build- 
ings was exerted  by the developing agency through 
Kmmg and restrictive covenants incorporated in the 
deeds of sate or leases, with a view to protecting the 
investments of both  developers and  occupants and 
ensuring compatibility among the industrii) activities of 

Z+Xi î*£?y " *"*"w"s provided by ,hc 

kJÏ?e.JÎ*t,,reS ,are <ìommon to lhe ortamartions 
known today as planned or organized industrial tracts, 
districts or parks» in the United States, trading estates 
or industrial estates in the United Kingdom, industrial 
«ones m Italy industrial subdivisions in Puerto Rico 
and industrial estates in India and other countries 
he» terms refer both to the organization managing 

the project and to the site and installations. They dif- 
ferentiate these industrial communities from portions of 
a town reserved for industrial use by city zoning ordin- 
«BOM, rrom unimproved and unplanned tracts of land 

UStS't .¿% "*¥* f0f industry' » from sites 
SZüü^ J** UK °* in individ««l industrial estab- 
lishment or of a very small number of industries. 

These common features allow for différences in the 
parpose^organiMtion and operation of such commu- 
nities, both as between countries and within the same 

Wow. In this study, the term - industrial estate " will 
, "^i0 Mf?CM the *•«* *wxf*, although it will 

alsoappry to the specific form, known under this name 
m certain countries. 

KiHHLÏ*1 VT ZÏL*^?^ in im ín tn* United Kingdom, at TraJTord Park, Manchester, by a private 

MtoT TZZZLJ!? "V?•*?* UTkt*> «" «* «bove defr 

aSL SrtT ^L^fî*1 °»«n«'OB» «»»««in «nd the existii» 

vZä! tJï? ? New *••»»**» (Cambridge,   MusachuKtts 

Sc, 'Uï rUhnÍtCd S,alcs' lhc C,carin*  "^^" District,  near  Chicago,  also sponsored   by  a   privile 
corporation,  began  to operate in  1899.  |„  hil v   , ' 
industrial zone of Naples wis founded m  iWb 
special state law which entrusted the zones managemen 
to the city. In the course of the next thirty oí forty 
years only a few private groups followed suit in Britain 

tahnerr  e.,U,n,,eÍKStaLeS- "nd a few ••Mil¡cs " nor" thern   Italy^ The   British  Government  did   not   show 

Wo'rld w«'     dfVÍCe Umil a feW VCarS brfore ,hc Se-"J World War, and at no t.me did the Federal Government 
of the Un.ted States intervene in the development" 
mdustnai cstatcs m (ha, coun,iy  T|w |(a|jan

p
c        | 

ment began to promote industrial estates as a tool for 
the industrialization of southern Italy only in 1957. 

The British Government first encouraged the use of 
the device in 1934 as one of «he means" of coXt*"« 
unemployment in the depressed regions known then 
as Special Areas, and gave it considerable impetus 
after the Second World War. when it adopted a Zu'n- 
wide policy of industrial location tending to divert new 
industry from congested areas and to steer it towards 
Sü." ""d,er-Pr,v"1f8

ed re8¡• and new population 
centres. Today, eighty-one estates and smaller » group 
site,    are in operation in the live Development Areas 
Ä°«T ÇC,al A.reas

J
and so• additions), fifteen 

in the    New Towns    and six in Northern Ireland. 
In Italy, seven industrial zones were established in 

the course of the thirty-three-year period from   1917 
to 194«, all of them in the industrially developed nor- 
thern part of the country. In 1953. a -one was opened 
at Catania, Sicily, which is, apart from the zone of 
Naples now almost fully occupied, the only one    in 
operation in the South. Between 1941 and 1957   basic 
development work was started in fifteen zones, in both 
northern and southern Italy. In 1957 and  1959   the 
Government passed two laws on the development of 
Southern Italy which stressed the role of industrial zones 
in the industrialization of that region and  set  forth 
uniform rules for their establishment. Under these laws 
the Government will assist in the creation of large areas' 
of industrial development      four of which are currently 
being developed       as well as of industrial estates of a 
narrower scope. 

In the United States, the growth of industrial estates 
has accelerated, in tht past few years at an extraordinary 
rate By 1939, only thirty-three industrial districts and 
parks were in existence. Between 1940 and 1949 seventy- 
four additional districts were developed. Towards the 
end of 1957, the total number was 302; in 1958 it was 
estimated at over 800; by the middle of 1959. at well 
over |,0n0. scattered throughout the country (sec map 

I 



.ncs 'íhich'"'!" "1CSC "gUrCS ma> ,ndutk- groups of „idus- ints   »hiLh   do   noi.   slr,ctl>   spcakjni-   ,a|| *      , 

uis nu or park has become one of the most crnr,, i,.r,..,. 

:sri„T£?ii;rufind --—- 

iraus and estates have been developed most of them 
under the sponsorship of municipalises In Canada 
eera,nnumrK-r of estates are established near orto 
Ontano, and Vancouver. British Columbia, and plans 
have been made, mostly by municipalities for scE 
up estates ,„ a „umber of localit.es in ( mar.o   ATnena 

as parto,    h"i     •   0nC  ,S  '" opcra,ion  »'   ^eland 

mal estates and have launched nation-wide construction 

on an experimental basil ^ '" most «•"« 

In   India,   the establishment   of industrial es,ates is 

»land: hy ,|,c end V low  ^ ? 'hroughou.  ,hc 

In Jamaica. British West Indies an «..,.,. ¡ 
«ion near Kingston  Three .v.. o u    C ,s ln orH:ra 

Trinidad.   In   Bra",l  .T,   v afC ^'ng laid out in 

sSffiMS-HättiSS 

another in Hat-Jam neir  f,-i   \,.,    .- 
planned. In Pal      ,,  a L, '•""'•'!»" arc hem, 

rÄhT^^^ 
a •-• to be bu.l, ,„ 19«, 6I. rhrcc mdu ¿¿£• "** 
are under way in the Republic of China   on»      KJ 

connexion with the exim<loatflh*Zaïïfj^m 

nizational differences are aDDaremlTtk °rga* 

SîSaaèsSSS 
of location and growtl ôf £?? aS * ^ ÍB P°,icics 

economic and socXiL/ I?""?''. and abo" »heir 
of «¡me in ?hj7tL dite It ^^ ^ «*riod 

«he paucity of a»nLaU 5 • *?" apP,,cd «P1•* 
objectives "ssgnTd'Ti Í 1.1 ""'"V" aChÌeVÌn* ,he 

scarcity, in all countrL of r/ ^ f P'a,ns ,he re,ative 

v-r.ua.fy a„ u^ñf^ -ïtAïK' " 
or esiates. factories and »orler,   , •„       J "^ '"*» 

u  P°,,u« are examined  in both 

Pasma  (Hasiungton    D7^4\^   'TVLby Th^Hlorc K. 
Internal,»•!  .»dus.r.al bcvc.oplín,   <" ^  R?^reh  ,ns,"u'<- 

3'U *T JT triers' ¿ w/;r< •«Ä^ Ä 
«New York',, pablad n he ¡«Îdaïd'VT!? "' < """"• 
>" errent da.., s exacted to K-nroí L^ / '7'' N"° An ana'y*'> 
>•' an im,uir> e,mci out bv iheTrh.n i" Í ¡n '%l as a «»«" 
ingtt.ii. IU - lnt Urban L;,nd Institute of Wash- 

It has been traced back to ixtn   „,i^   • 

"^a ai, isa ¡»^fla ^ •* 
be di«u»ed i„ a Aï^ "J2l,iüf ^"«r»' «Ut« will 
Burea, of Social AiTaiS ,,fX^ 'd N^ ,1tU,te "> ,he 

tcononiic and S.vial AlFairs Trie r^rli ú°nS
J
Depí,rtmen« «* 

compárame ease stud.c, Tal.nc wT? 1 ^ °n a **« "f 
relation  to   transport  and communiî,- aSPCC,S as ,oca,ion. 
and «rviccs. htu'sm, a"d tCTe nT'i Ì°mmun'*y ^ilities 
Mud> „ ,o formulate (>h;ial and IK .^ l>f "* «*»««'•«• of the 
>»'8hl prov.de some Ju.dLi Í« ^?K p'anmn« Principi« wh^h 
"nder-Uevelo(x-d count"!« ' es,abl,sh'"« 'nduStrial^ate$ ¡" 

»«KiÄ".!. frlioírl^nl "V"•«•* Problem, 
OP- ct.. which also eontS,^^Z^Z^ ?iUlam *«*> 

«- —- «... «^^jssysaja 



lg 
>n 
2. 
:s 
>c 
ts 

economically advanced and under-developed countries 
*ith a view to proving not only a frame of reference 
for comparison purposes, but also some guide-lines 
which would help ,n formulating and apprais.ru pok.es 
m the latter group of countries. The study ,s addressed 

Phyical panning and zoning: Imdutrml f.uur, ^ OrWf for 
Small ImJusmes Develops, .4 SlUth of t tpenen, n»LZ 
turope, a joint , ubkution of the Researching ?r!?¿¡* 

W Frogreu. pushed by ,he Central Small Indu^rmTCZ 

Primarii) u» authorities m charce o| mduMn.l   i-, -i 
ment   ,„   under-developed   eouñtne     ,nd     ,   , Pi 
assistance experts ,„ that „eld. „ ^ J,,, '    ^ 
tive and subject to reconsideration in the h,h.   V 
complete mformat.on. »,1Cn ,hl, IZ^^•* 

/ation    Mmistrv   o|   Commerce   and   |,u|,IMrs    ,   ,v 

Phkns and aniel« ,n I n £d v."   ' TL     "* '"""fv' '" ','"'- 

Supplrmem, puNished  hv   (he   wr.    '       f        , Ul"'""-   »nd 



Chapter I 

OBJECTIVES AND POLICIES IN DEVELOPED COUNTRIES 

In economically advanced countries, the objective* 
sought in establishing industrial estates, the methods 
adopted to plan and control them and the services pro- 
vided to their occupants present appreciable differences, 
not only from country to country, but from one estate 
to another. All estates, however, present a common 
feature they are venture undertakings »here sites are 
developed and sometimes general-purpose " speculative " 
factories are erected, prior to an agreement of sale or 
lease with prospective manufacturers. Huge capital 
outlays, public, private, or both are tied up for long 
periods of time in land purchase and development expen- 
ditures. In many cases, this is combined with promotional 
measure* and incentives to induce manufacturer* to 
establish themselves on the estate. I ven in countries 
where promotion expenses account for a high proportion 
of total costs as i* the case in the United States 
or where " steering " measure* arc in vigour as in 
the I inited Kingdom the rate of occupancy is usually 
slow : ten years or more may he required before an estate 
of average si/e i* entirely occupied.1 

To minimize the risk* involved in the establishment 
of an estate, the developing agency, private or public, 
generally undertake* an initial planning survey, set* 
forth entry standards and procedures, operating regula- 
tions and control'. in particular, restrictions to certain 
productions or processes and introduces promotional 
programmes. The type of planning, including, if necessary, 
control* and inducements, will vary with the objective* 
sought in establishing the estates. These are either to 
make a profit for the private groups which own and 
operate them; to secure advantages of an economic and 
social nature to a community or a region; or to promote 
industrial development, frequently within the context 
of assistance to small-scale industry. Consideration* 
related to decentralization or dispersal of industry, 
regional and town planning, urban renewal and slum 
clearance also frequently enter into the picture. 

The objectives and policies hearing on the establish- 
ment of industrial est te* will he discussed with reference 
to three industrial countries tin* United States, the 
United Kingdom and Italy where this device has been 
extensively applied. In each of then- c» untries. estate* 
have been established both in big cities and industrial 
centre* and in rural and small town locations. In these 
countries, the degree of government intervention in (he 
economy, both at the national and ¡ocal level*, and the 
relationship* between public authorities at all levels of 
government and the private sector differ widely. The 

1 In  N57, the average *i/e of industrial estates in the I nited 
State* was about .HW acre* (202 hectares). 

extent of intervention of the central Government in the 
establishment of industrial estates is very strong in Great 
Britain, much weaker in Italy, and practically nil in the 
United States; the action of meal authorities is important 
in Italy and plays a nu»dcst role in the United State*. 
It can Se expected Mat the various form* taken by the 
industrial estates in these three countries would reflect 
the full range of condition* prevailing in developed 
economies based essentially upon private enterprise. 

I ¡Mft« ¡Stiffs 

According to a survey made in 1957 of 302 industrial 
districts in the United States.2 70 per cent were sponsored 
by profit-motivated private group* industrial district 
corporations, railroads, industrial real-estate brokers, 
contractors, architect* and landowners 24 per cent 
by non-profit community organizations industrial 
foundations, chamber* of commerce, redevelopment and 
housing authorities, development commissions — alone 
or in co-operation with others, and 6 per cent by local 
governmental agencie* county or municipal govern- 
ments, and port and airport authorities. 

Developers in the first group generally seek their profits 
in the sale of improved land and provision of services 
to the occupants Railroads, however, are mainly inter- 
ested in indirect benefits afforded by industrial districts, 
and seek above all to ensure increased freight revenue; 
for that purpose, they frequently offer special induce- 
ments, such as low purchase prices, to freight-receiving 
and freight-generating industries guaranteeing a minimum 
freight traflic.3 

Community-sponsored industrial district organization! 
look for the indirect benefit* that industrialization bring! 
to the community in the form of increased employment, 
payrolls, trade, service*, and tax revenues.* A variety 
of special advantages is usually offered to prospective 
occupant* to induce them to settle on the estate. 

' William Uredo, op. cit., page SO. 
The  guarantee  usually cove« the shipment  of a  specified 

number of carload* of freight per moni h and per acre of land 
acquired. 

1 In establishing industrial districts, certain residential com- 
munities sometimes seek to give employment to the local popu- 
lation and. at the same time, to hold down per capita real estai« 
taxes I he underlying assumption is that the new industrial pianti 
will increase local revenues without a proportionate increase in 
the population of the town particularly the school-age group 
or in the consumption of municipal services, experience suggests 
that the benefit» expected are likely to materialize in the short 
run only, since, OIKC industrial growth has been induced, both 
consideration*, particularly the latter, rapidly become invalid. Sec 
A Ktpuri un the liarlnutuih Collège Conference on Industrial Parks, 
op. cit.. pages 52 to 54. 
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Districts operated by governmental agencies also 
seek principally the indirect benefits brought by industrial 
development. As in the case of railroads, port authorities 
seek industries requiring heavy shipping, but do not 
restrict occupancy to them. Sites on government-owned 
land are offered for lease only. 

The development of industrial districts in the United 
States has taken place without the direct intervention of 
the Federal Government. It may. however, have been 
influenced to some extent by the 1951 presidential policy 
statement, motivated by strategic considérions, which 
called for dispersal of new industrial establishments 
Reliance was placed, however, on private initiative and 
on the states a.id local communities to see that dispersal 
within their areas was properly carried out. 

As may be seen in map No. I. the areas of greatest 
concentration coincide, on the whole, with the old 
industrial regions of the country and particularly with 
the   large   industrial   "conurbations"   of  the   north- 
eflerl//lfn!iC sea"board •<* «he industrial centres 
of the Middle West. The map also indicates a correspond- 
ence between the establishment of industrial districts 
and the rela'.vcly recent development of industry in 
California and the South. 

PRIVATtLY SPONSORED  INDUSTRIAL DISTRICTS 
AND  PARKS 

The considerable development of profit-motivated 
industrial districts and parks in the United States is 
related to a phenomenon which occurs in that country 
with particular intensity. In most industrial or industrial- 
«mg countries, industry tends to » bunch up " in or 

fn
rr?J•8er,CUÌCS^hJCh prOVÌde exlernal ccono•<» in the form of trained labour, transportation and financing 

facihttes and business contacts and various amenities 
As the large cities grow larger and in-town industry- 
zoned land becomes scarcer and more expensive new 
mdustry ,s forced to seek location in the outskirts of 
metropolitan areas or to settle in or near smaller sur- 
rounding cities affording the required markets, labour 
or raw materials. 

afl'
n ,hf U.nited Sta,es. »he outward spread of population 

lnnn
rt
UStry "üV" rCCem years' ,aken o" enormous 

proportions and has created serious new problems - 
economic, social and political. In its search for outïyin« 
industry-zoned sites, industry finds itself in competition 
and frequently in conflict with residential comr¿unU°es 

KÜF OUtTni im° ,he suburbs and «nii-ruraTareás 
Lengthy and complex negotiations and arranaements 
are mvolved between industrialists and landowne^reâ 
estate agents, municipal, county, and sometimes state 
authorities, utility companies and contractors for 
assembling and developing new sites, opening ¿oads 

on Th^f"!' ff ' °btainin,g ZOnin« P^ion8and so- 
on. The fact that even small establishments today desire 
relatively large lots adds to the difficulties encountered 

•hnr!3'riment«S,en,S from th* Posent preference for 
horizontal-line"  material  handling  and  production 

and assembly methods involving one-floor layout   il h 
a ho due to the fact that while settlement in outlying 

shin anHmade|^Srlb,C?y widcsP•<* P"vate car owier* 
ship and availability of truck transport, land-consuming 

off-street parking and loadme- and unloidin.» f. -.1.1. 
must be provided as a counterpart; .       a     *^'Ì 

extent als«,  the recent emphasis on aesthetics „,  pimi 
design  u„d   landscaping both  lor  „„curat,  n \ , 

ea.    "«J   n r 17     ,   "M^"*   ,he   am"""'    «*   '-'nd required in relation to its use. 

In such conditions, the offer ol an immediately av ,,|;lhK- 
smproved sue «„,„„ commuting distance „fa „ 
protection against improper us,- ¡„ th, :il nm, ^ 
and. frequently ol a »package plan" provuhn, leu I 
engineering and financial services I ,r des-ninï u I 
constructing  buildings and other Cad,,,,  , , 
to  induce an  entrepreneur  to  locate  ,„  an   „ 

22."•.'"   Pr,Va,dy  dCVdo»Kd  di^-   the    l,s " 
n ,   Í   , SCrV,CCS arc USUa">  hi*lKr tlwn those  «Inch 

action "h"! W7,U ,haVC '° mCC' ,h•*" ¡"dependen, action, t is considered, no doubt, that the difference .-. 
cos ,s,a,rly well offset by the advantages of a v „g 
difficulties and worries, reducing the t,mc-lag bc.wccï 
d cision to locate and beginning o, production and "he 
protection afforded to investments by private coven s 
which• usually much stricter «hai cV tnmg^- 

,   This explains the fact that occupancy of sites ,„ such 
industrial districts and parks appeals no. onl>w  erne 
pnses which have a sound financial standing, bu,rc 

not large enough to have their own legal and locatîn" 
Planning personnel, but also lo large corporation^ w h 
he necessary facilities and extensive financial resources 

these frequently erect small or medium-si/ed plants or 
warehouses   ,n   districts,   because   satisfactory   •"inde- 
pendent     sites are not available in the areas selected 
Very large factories do not find the generally limited 
district   sues   suitab.'e   for   «heir   purples  and   heavy 
industry is as a rule deluded by the regulations 

Private developers usually have strict selection stan- 
dards and look with greatest favour upon well-established 
nationally-known firms possessing sound credit ratings' 
successful   business   histories,   and   proven   managerial 
ability. Such companies are able to satisfy the credit 
requirements of institutional financial investors, mainly 
ife insurance companies, which extend the mortgage- 

loan financing needed by the districts occupan's   "As 
a result, few small or young companies have been able 
to obtain district properties, except in such subdivisions 
as  Clearing [Industrial   District] and Central  [Manu- 
facturing District] at Chicago, which carry their own 
purchase contracts.-*Establi hment by nationally-known 
or locally-known corporations is also sought because it 
sets a standard which. When well publicized, will .end to 
attract other companies. Attractive sales prices arc fre- 
quently   offered   to the   first  occupants.«  Promotional 

l.onUT..Verfy/0f Wfh'"«ton- <»"*W «>r Business Adnmnstra- 
Uon An Analysis of l>la„netl l„h,smul /J,\/rim. by i harks 
W. Hackett, Jr. (Scalile. Washington. IW», page 4«) 

At the time a district is operici, prices are generally low and 
competitive w,.h those of other mdus.nal sites ,n !"c UaMv 
As a rule, they rise sharply in the curse of .he tirsi and scco.ul 
years reflecting the increase in demand lor s.ies and the increment 
in v due resulting from the building of (he lirsl factor.es I herealicr 
prices increase at a slower rate, on account of Mllh fauors as 
urbin   growth,  opening   of   thoroughfares   and   the   like    apart 
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serv.ns. .,s «di as v..nM,Ul„„„ i,(ll|lj)t,    ,(H,H. scrVK^ 

art- supplì hy ,lu A„i1w I, n„rll  „r  through j,,,, 
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li.cil.m-s    building   mamtename    ,»..«    removal    p,,|,lC 

am   lire  protection    health  ,rvK„   hunk mg  HTVM-S 

and d.n.nf ami rcvreat.on U.l.ttes   Ihe special chat* ter 
«»I Ine inducements offered ,„ ,,„lr.-,((! sponsored districts 
has already  been »oled 

The succès-, of im- proin-momaicl districts ,s thus 
largely the resultant of th.- rnduMrwl and urban 
overdevelopment of metropolitan arcas When located 
•n or near large industrial centres, these districts are 

instrumental not so much in attracting indusiry as m 
permitting it to satisfy an existing demand for a jriven 
location The opcninr «>f such districts ,n lesser centres 
M due lo the ovcrcrowdmg of the large cities. Purchase 
ol a site in these districts is proposed to prospective 
manufacturers as a move advantageous m itself addi- 
tional incentives are usually not considered necessary. 

t'OMMUNItY-SlftNMMMD  INIMMNUI    imtKI« ÌS 
AND  PARKS 

II is in the slates a ,d cities relatively less developed 
less attractive to industry, or economically depressed' 
thai, upon the initiative of community groups, industrial 
districts have been established and promoted by a great 
variety of. inducements to attract new industry ' These 
inducements include low sales prices or rents gifts of 
land and buildings, loans at low interest rates, temporary 
tax exemptions or abatements, provision of generai- 
purpose factory buildings, and various forms of assist- 
ance and services.   Encouragement  and   aiti   is  often 

from inllatumary changes See Stanford Research Insl.iute. An 
AitalvM of Orgam.uul Industrial nùtria*, by James P I J and 
Ciilherl K. M Won« .Menlo Park. ( .hforma! ÄandWillS 
Hrcuo, op, vil, 

7 •• It is not news to anyone that some of our original New 
I ngland Males »ere active in promoting new industry by such things 
as ta* abatement, community funds, and (perish the thought) 
Ktter.es and raines." Association of State Manning and DeÄL 
ment Agencies ••Inducements to New Industries Bait. Gadgets 
y Necessary Help? ". Proceedings of the Tenth Annual Come* 

Hon^Washington. DC. N55). page 133. See also "AR^n 
on Recent Changes in State Legislation to Attract New Industry - 
TV ,?     %t Re*m"; ***<«**> of the eleventh Annual ion- .««/ton, 1956, pages 39 to 50. 

¿ivcn to new small industries. Wink- restrictive controls 
exist. îhe> arc. as a rule, less rigid than those prevailing 
m private districts | unds are usually raised by the 
business community md. occasionally, by public sub- 
s' npiion Non-profit community districts are exempt 
troni lederai corporate .nome tax and may be financed 
at sei- low interest rates through the issue of tax-exempt 
munii ip.il Kinds 

In il', opinion of some American observéis." differen- 
tial advantages   ire mostly  of marginal  importance in 
attracting industry to specific locations. Many corpora- 
tions look w.th disfavour on lax differentials.'for public 
relations reasons, some would disregard offers of unim- 
proved  free siles because these account for onlv a small 
part of  t.tal plant costs    These and the fringe advan- 
tages, such as climate, recreation facilities and various 
amenities,  which are often emphasized in  promotional 
literature, appear to influence selection of location only 
m the last siagc of analysis, after the manufacturer has 
been satisfied that he can fulfil in the area his primary 
location requ.rements       markets, materials or labour 
as the case may be   I ijaally. if not more, important to 
the prospective manufacturer is the assurance that the 
host commun..v .s willing and able to supply the general 
scrv.ccs  contributing  to  the  development   of external 
econonncs for which ,t ,s responsible      effluent public 
administration,   development   of   roads   and   utilities 
public transportation, fire and police protection, schools' 
nosp.tals.  shopping areas,  recreational and  residential 
facilities, and so on. 

Community-bawd efforts m the United States have 
been particularly successful when local resources have 
been brought to the f .re through the creation of indus- 
trial  districts  combined   with   broader  developmental 
measures, the offer of general-purpose, - shell-form " 
lactones for sale and sometimes for lease has been an 
important coninbutory factor. Subsidization by various 
means appears to have played a secondary role; while 
»I may have facilitated the establishment of many new 
concerns w.th limited financial resources, it does not 
appear to have been a necessary condition either for 
their foundation or for their location in a specific area. 

I «1IH Ktogdo« 

In the United Kingdom, a certain number of indus- 
tnal estates are  privately owned and operated on a 

TÏÏETÏ? . r,S- Traí0u, Park Es,a,es< Lld- and Slough 
Trad ng Estate       which are the oldest estates in the 
«»umry       are private joint-stock companies, and the 

Tx\^S' Vn ,,h,s group-A"such cs,ales are i«*2 n the viunily of large cities; four of the largest are in 
the Liverpool-Manchester area and five in Andò! 

•Stefan Robo* .Washing^,   D C   Im   änd nï•*^* 

.¿SEATS" " •"•"" «• ä*«M» 
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they receive no assistance from the Government. Light 
engineering industries predominate in these estates, 
with the expection of the one at Trafford Park, where 
both heavy and light industries are established. 

The majority of the estates in the United Kingdom 
were started upon the initiative and with the assistance 
of the Government.10 Construction began before the 
Second World War under the Special Areas legislation 
of 1934 and 1937, and gathered momentum after the 
war under the Distribution of Industry Act* of 1945 
und 1950, and the Town and Country Planning Acts 
of 1947 and 1954. 

THI  PRF-WAR ptrnoD 

Before the war, establishment of industrial estates was 
one of the devices used by the Government to rehabi- 
litate certain areas in England, Wales and Scotland 
the " Special Area« " which were particularly depressed 
and where unemployment rates were very high. Employ- 
ment in these areas depended largely upon the coal, 
steel and shipbuilding industries, which were already 
declining by the late nineteen twenties and were parti- 
cularly hit by the depression of the nineteen thirties. 
Two commissioners appointed by the Government were 
given power to take " measures designed to facilitate 
the economic development and social improvement " of 
the Special Areas. The measures adopted tended to 
promote the general economic and social rehabilitation 
of the Areas more than their industrial development - 
a policy which, as will be seen in the next section, pre- 
sents analogies with the action carried out until I9S7 
by the Italian Government for the development of 
southern Italy. Of the £21 million spent in the period 
1934-1938," about £15 million were for investment in 
overhead facilities and relief," and about £6 million 
for industrial development. Industrialization was pro- 
moted by non-profit " trading estates companies " set 
up by the commissioners. These companies, between 
1936 and 1938, established six industrial estates in 
England and Wales, and one in Scotland where site 
work was also begun on three other estates. They built 
over 300 factories on the estates, ranging from 2,000 to 
over 100,000 square feet in area (186 to over 9,290 
square metres), most of them general-purpose plants 
erected in advance of demand; they also constructed a 
certain number of factories on individual sites. All 
factories were offered for rent. 

In the opinion of the commissioners, the availability 
of these factories proved to be particularly effective in 
inducing indust..a!ists to settle in the Areas. Grants, 
loans at low interest rates, and temporary relief from 

10 A ho, a certain number of estate« have been set up by local 
governments, mainly municipalities. 

11 Assistance was also provided by the private trust fund estab- 
lished by Lord Nuffield in 1936. Part of these funds was used 
to finance new industry in the foi m of minority contributions to 
risk-bearing capital. 

" Of this £15 million, about £7.5 million was spent on building 
hospitals, providing water supply and installing sewers; £3.25 mil- 
lion on holding and allotment schemes for encouraging small- 
scale gardening; £1 75 million on housing; and about £2.5 million 
on social services and relief, clearance of derelict sites and other 
purposes. 

rent and from certjin state and Un. a I t.i\^ anJ rates 
were also available, but were ludgcd to be less valuable 

"[The] power to provide factories has been ,.( the 
greatest value ". staled the Commissionir i>>i I nt-land 
and Wales.13 " It is. of course, an indirect l.niu oi 
capital assistante as it frees íunds which would other- 
wise be required for buildings, and is theictotc ol 
more lasting benefit than the contribuions towards 
rents, rates and taxes for a short period ot sears 
which I was also empowered to make under the Nu 
of 1937. [The latter) inducement has. howcvci. Ken 
of special use in attracting industrv to the -nullet »He. 

These views were echoed bv the Commissioner (or 
Scotland. "The Hillington I raduti? I state is the most 
significant development in the Scottish  Area It is 
charging economic rents and most ol its tenants have 
had no special inducement-. [that is. prints) troni the 
Special Areas Fund. . . Mos« of the lactone«, would not 
have been in existence at all tf Hillington had not been 
there. ... I have been particularly struck by the value of 
having factories ready and available for the prospective 
tenants. In some cases tenants have been los« because 
factories were not completed and ready fW occupation 
at the time of application. . . The trading estates owe 
much of their success to building in advance of orders ".'* 

Me suggested that, to be of value, remissions from rent, 
rates and taxes should be " confined substantially to 
the worst part of the Areas ". After reviewing the results 
achieved in his Area, the Commissioner noted that, in 
the period 1934 to 1938, new industry had continued 
to locate predominantly in the already congested indus- 
trial centres of the country, and concluded that " if 
inducements are to be seriously used as a means of 
attracting industry to any part of the country, they 
must be big enough to produce results, unless they 
are counterbalanced by restriction upon the establish 
ment of new enterprises in other districts." 

Tin mrr-wAR «aun» 

During the war-time years, the industrial resources ol 
the whole country, including the Special Areas, were 
fully mobilized. After the war, in anticipation of an 
industrial construction boom which was expected to 
concentrate, as in the past, in the large urban centres 
and the already industrialized areas, the (iovernment 
adopted a policy of regulating industrial location in 
order to counteract this trend. The I>tstribution of Indus- 
try Act, 1945, entrusted the Board of I rade with the- 
task of inducing industrialists to set up or expand indus- 
trial undertakings in the Development Areas.'• the 
inducements included financial assistance and provision 

11 United Kingdom, Report of the t' ttmmiswmrr for the Spiru.1 
Artas M furiami ami Hates for the fear r mieti Huh September 
/«_?*, Cmd 5896 (London, I'MHI. paragraph 4 

*• United Kingdom, Report of the t ommiwttmrr for the \petutt 
Are"* in Scotland for ihr Pertml ht September /Vi? 10 i>>iti Se¡h 
temhrr /«.is, Cmd 5<*)5 (I .ondon. W*i, paragraphs 222 ..ml 224 

'* The Development Areas incl'i-k- the former Special Areas and 
some additional regions They c er parts of Vorland, the north- 
east of England. West Cumber!.i I, South Wales and I amashirc 
(see map No. 2». 



by the trading estates companies " of sites or buildings 
in   the  Areas 

In I'M", tuli location control was introduced with the 
passage ot the I own and Country Planning Act Ihe 
Board ol I rade assumed responsibility lor controlling 
the  location of all  industry sir.all  and large, old or 
new throughout   the  countrv.   No   factory  could  ix 
huilt anywhere at ,mv time wi;h«--ul An '" industrial 
development cerutkalc " delivered hv the Hoard ot 
Trade, which staled that the proposed location wis 
consisten! with the " proper distribution ol industry ". 
** planning permission " and building licences lor pro- 
jects of over \(Mi -«juaic feet (464 square metres) could 
not   be obtained without  H 

While the " proper distribution of industry " was 
never officially delined. industry was. in practice, barred 
from heating in heavily industrialized and populated 
areas, except in unusual circumstances, and was steered 
towards the Development Areas, the I ncmploymcnt 
Areas, the New Towns and Northern Ireland. Local 
expansion ol existing industries or establishment ( f new 
industries in areas other than the main urban centres and 
the  development regions was.  however, not prevented. 

I he IX-velopment Areas were mapped out according 
to their size in terms of area and population," their 
present and potential resources and the possibility of 
trade both within the Areas and between them and 
iHher sei »ions of the country Within each Area, a tradinc 
estates company supplied improved sites and factories 
for rent on industrial estates, on smaller " group sites " 

where no common services were provided or on 
individual industrial sites (see map No. 2). All tracts 
of land were acquired and owned by the Board of Trade 
a ml leased without charge to the estate company the 
company, in turn, leased plots and factories built on 
sttch plots to manufacturers in advance of, or upon 
demand financing was provided to the companies by 
the treasury through the- Board o» Irade and any 
surplus ol income over expenditure was paid back to 
the tiovcrnntent. 

I he I nem ploy men! Areas'" included a lumber of 
towns and ome rural areas in I ngland, Wale- and 
Scotland which did not tit the criteria applied in schedul- 
ing the lK-velopinc it Aree I nemplovment in these 
ureas was high and persistent. The major:'v of the unem- 
ployed lacked industrial skills, and, in spite of effort» 
by the Hoard of Trade and a special Development 
Commission which built a few government-owned 
factories m rural localities, industry was generally 
reluctant to settle in the I netrtptoymeni Areas 

As the number of areas suffering from a high rate of 
unemployment continued to grow, grants or loans were 

'* the vompanies »cr\ governmentspoils, red hai seini-juto- 
noiiMuis insidiai, ns I oui ot them were in existence betöre I'Ms 
and were taken mn N the Roani o! Ir.uk from tin- dwmiv 
siomrs for the S(s.M.tl \rcas. ¡he n;'ih tompaiiy covering ihe 
I ancashirc and   Vtcrsevsteie   \re.»s       w.;s  sel   up aller th.il àule 

' With luo exceptions [De Highlands and Wrexham no 
IX-veiopmenl   \ie.i has a working population of les« than Si.mm. 

'" t he I nemplovmcm \rcas .ire nove su|vrsedcd bv the Develop- 
ment l>isin ts \ Usi ol lhe I i,cmplovmtnt Ve.ts »as pnr-Uhcd 
m the lUmrJ of frutti- Journal ll ondoni. vol l?(>. No 0'4, 
* ' January I***4» Some c»l' them coiiuidcd uiih parts ot k.r!un 
tVvelopmenl   \ie.is 

made available, under the Distribution of Industry 
(Industrial I mance» Act. 1 *>5K. to encourage the develop- 
ment   ot   industry    md  other economic activities. 

Ihis was follower, in April 19«), by the adoption of 
the lavai I mployment Act" which empowered the 
Board ol Irad. to assist " anv locality in Cireat Britain 
in which, in the opinion ot the Board, a high rate of 
unemployment exists or is imminent and is likely to 
persist (whether seasonally or generally!". Inder the 
Act. anv undertaking large or small factories, banks, 
insurance companies, hotels, office organizations or the 
like «huh   would   reduce"   unemployment   in   such 
locality called Development Districts -'• may be 
eligible tor various forms ol help. Special attention is 
paid to attracting manufacturing establishments. The 
Board o( I rade is enabled to acquire land by agreement 
or. if so authorized, compulsimi)-, and to erect factories 
for rent at favourable rates or for sale on deferred terms. 
Management of the Board's properties is entrusted to 
three Industrial f states Management Corporation» for 
Lngland. Scotland and Wales, respectively, which replace 
the trading estates companies. The jurisdiction of these 
corporations extends over each region as a whole, and 
is not limited to the Development Areas a« in the case 
of the estate companies. Manufacturers who prefer to 
build their own pr-mises may be eligible for a grant 
of 85 per cent of the difference between the estimated 
cost of providing a factory and the value such a factory 
would have on the market Factory values in these 
areas tend to be significantly depressed; in some cases, 
such a grant may amount to as much as a quarter of 
the cost of putting up a building. Loans may be made 
for the acquisition of premises, plant, machinery and 
equipment of all kinds, and for working capital. Repay- 
ment can be spread <f necessary over ten year» or more; 
in the case of a new establishment, interest may be 
deferred for a time or even be remitted altogether for 
the tirsi year or two. 

Thus, under the Act. the Government*« powers for 
controlling the distribution of industry are considerably 
extended and strengthened and government action is 
mainly directed towards the development of areas of 
unemployment. Pronotion of industry appears to be the 
principal tiu>l of this policy, and the provision of indus- 
trial estates is likely to play a significant role in this 
connexion. 

Most of the New Towns, fifteen of which have been 
established under the New Towns Act, 1946, are situated 
in the broad areas surrounding large urban centres. 
chiefly London and Glasgow (see map No. 2). Their 
purpose is io divcit and even shift industry and popula- 
tion from these centres,21 without, however, becoming 
too large themselves. They are intended to become 
self-sufficient towns, not suburbs of larger cities. Their 
population is scheduled to range from 10,000 to 80,000. 

" the Net repeals the Distribution of Industry Acts, 1*15, I9S0 
and I'is., and parts of the  Town and Country Planning Acts. 

\ IIM of Development Districts is published in the Board 
»I ria.L J.'.irnal Hondón), vol |7¿, No. J289. | April I960. 
and No    «MO. M  April  I*«i0 

So'-ic oí i hem have been sei up for meeting the special needs 
ot urtali areas, and are not intended to receive new industry; 
tor instance. ( orhs %cas hutlt to provide housing for the employe«» 
ol  ,i lai ite- s'eel  mdl   in the  nciglihnurhood 



As of the middle of 1959, their aggregate population 
was around 350.000. In most of them, one or several indus- 
trial estates are owned and operated by the Develop- 
ment Corporation appointed by the Ministry of 
Housing and Local Government in charge of the 
administration of the Town. The Government lends 
the necessary funds at current interest rates for a period 
not in excess of sixty years, and the corporation leases 
sites and buildings to industries at cost. The total outlay 
on the construction of the New Towns has amounted, 
so far, to about £258 million. 

In the immediate post-war period, a number of general- 
purpose factories, usually ranging from 25,000 to 50,000 
square feet in area (2,322 to 4,645 square metres) ri 

continued to be built in advance of demand on the 
estates in the Development Areas, as an inducement to 
manufacturers wishing to get into production quickly. 
F.xcept for a few standard factories built in some of the 
New Towns and six factories currently being built as 
an experiment in Development Districts in England, 
Wales and Scotland,** none have been authorized since 
the economy measures of 1951/52 which permitted 
expenditure on factory buildings only against a known 
demand; as will be seen below, " advance " factories 
are still being built in Northern Ireland. 

The only special benefit provided at the present time 
in the industrial estates is low rent, made possible by 
the non-profit policies of the estate corporations. In 
th- immediate post-war period, rental rebates and pre- 
ference in supplies of scarce raw materials subject to 
allocation schemes were given to firms in the Develop- 
ment Areas. These inducements are no longer considered 
necessary. The use of tax concessions was abandoned 
after the war. 

Restrictive covenants are incorporated in lease con- 
tracts on all estates. The restrictions are similar to those 
in practice in the United States, but usually provide 
for lower land use ratios. The Board of Trade furnishes 
detailed locational information to the prospective manu- 
facturers, and the estate corporations assist them in 
solving installation problems, such as hiring manpower, 
securing housing, and the like. Competitive advertising 
between Development Areas is discouraged as being 
inconsistent with the planned distribution of industry. 
Promotion is made only to attract foreign firms, prin- 
cipally those from the United States. 

As mentioned earlier, the power of making loans and 
grants, which already existed under the 194S legislation, M 

was extended by the 1958 Act to industrial and non- 
industrial undertakings likely to reduce unemployment 
in any locality listed as eligible for such assistance and 

'• Small " nest " factories of 4,800 and 6,000 square feet in area 
(446 and 557 square metres), divisible into four sections, were also 
built in certain estates in Scotland and the north-east of England 
Also, seven buildings arc being converted for industrial use in 
Scotland. 

" The purpose of the experiment is to see if, in today's circum- 
stances, readily available factory space is a significant factor in 
attracting new industry to unemployment areas. 

M In the financial yean 1945/46 to 1958/59, the amount of loans 
and grants to industrial undertakings being set up, or already 
established, in the Development Areas totalled just over £9 million. 

is again one of the inducements offered hv the   Local 
Employment Act of I960. 

In the Development Districts, ti.nis are given oppor- 
tunities to tender for government contracts winch .,e 
placed according to a firm's capacity if its tender price 
is competitive; if not, the firm is offered a proportion 
of the business at the successful tender price. 

By the middle of I960, thirty-nine industrial estates, 
forty-two group sites, and about 100 individual sites, 
containing a total of more than 1.000 factories, had 
been established tiy the trading estates companies in 
the five Development Areas. From 194' to 1959, the 
total capital expenditure on provision of factory premises 
in the Areas amounted to about 170 million. Between 
1948 and 1958. the total ensured population in the 
Areas grew from about 3,700,000 to about 3.900.000. 
mostly on account of a rise in industrial employment. 
The average number of registered unemployed in all 
Development Areas fell in 1955 to 80,000 as against 
128,500 in 1950 and 300,000 in the Special Areas before 
the war." The subsequent rise in the unemployment 
figures 160,400  in   1959        paralleled the increase 
in unemployment in the country as a whole.2* 

In the case of Northern Ireland which is short oí 
raw materials, power and skilled labour, and has an 
even higher level of unemployment than the Develop- 
ment Areas — the steering effort of the Board of Trade 
is complemented by the action of the government of 
that region. This is largely based on inducements; the 
Northern Ireland Government offers to industrialists 
grants, loans, " advance " factories at low rent, ten-year 
rental rebates, and subsidies to cqu;tli/e the cost of 
coal, which must be shipped from Great Britain. In 
order to spread industry as widely as possible, the advance 
factories are built principally on individual sites; factories 
are also erected on several industrial estates live of 
these are now in operation in the vicinity of Belfast, 
one in the northern part of the region, and construction 
of two others is being planned. Since the war, 141 plants 
have been buill in the Belfast area, providing employ- 
ment to about 38,000 people.37 

In the view of a British observer.1'" " but for Govern- 
ment intervention, the growth of industry in London, 
the South of England and the Midlands would probably 

»» In the Special Area or England and Wales. 2.14,001) and in 
th« Scottish Area, 6.1,000. It is estimated that, between 1914 and 
1938, about 50,000 people had obtained employment in new indus- 
try in the Special Areas. 

M For a discussion of these trends, see United Nations, WorUI 
Economic Survey, for 1957 (Sales No. : 58.II.C. I ), pages 144 and 145 
for 1958 (Sales No.: 59.11.C.I », page 191. and for 1959 (Sales 
No.: 60.11.C.I), page 146; and " Employment and Unemploy- 
ment in Regions and in the Development Areas ", by Joseph 
Syi es. in Scottish Journal of Political la-nomy, vol. VI. No. t 
(Edinburgh). November 1959. Unemployment rates in the Deve- 
lopment Areas have been consistently higiicr than in the United 
Kingdom as a whole. 

2'   The Sew   York Times, 16 March  I960. 
*" La politica inglese di loaili:za:ione </«•//'tmlu\>rni i I'tH-IWh, 

by Ali* Meynell, D.B.E.. former Under-Secretary of the Board 
of Trade. This report has been published in Italian hy the Asso- 
ciazione per I» sviluppo dell'industria nel Mezzogiorno (SVIMI /) 
(Rome. I960); it is being published in English by the Center for 
International Studies of the Massachusetts Inst iluto of 'techno- 
logy, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 



have continued quite as strongly in the post-war years 
as in pre-war years... Without the Industrial Develop- 
ment Certificate control to force some industry out of 
London fairly rapidly, it is very doubtful if the concep- 
tion of building a New Town would have been real- 
isable ." The same applies, according to that observer, 
to the efforts on behalf of the Development and Unem- 
ployment Areas. 

Thus, an important shift occurred in the Government's 
policy between th:- pre-war period and the post-war 
years. The policy first tended to further development 
of economic and social overhead and to extend induce- 
ments aimed at attracting industry for rehabilitating 
depressed regions. It now provides for direct control 
of industrial location throughout the country and for 
measures of assistance to industrialists settling in the 
various development regions and localities. Provision of 
sites, factories and services in the industrial estates has 
been an essential feature of both types of policy. 

Italy 

All but two of the nine industrial zon;s now in opera- 
tion in Italy are located in the economically developed 
northern part of the country. All zones but one were 
created before 1950 uptv.i the initiative of local groups 
municipalities, chambers of commerce, associations of 
industrialists organijed in public, semi-public or private 
agencies with a view to promoting local economic, 
social and. sometimes, political interests. The zones 
were established under a variety of special state laws 
and local administrative enactments, and differed consi- 
derably in their organization, operation and policies. 
In 1953, laws permitting the establishment of industrial 
zones were enacted by the regional governments of 
Sicily and Sardinia; these laws departed from tnose 
adopted earlier on the mainland, inasmuch as they 
assigned to industrial zones the role of a tool for over- 
all economic and social development of each region, 
set forth uniform rules for their establishment, and 
provided for a central co-ordinating organ — the regional 
government. Only one zone has been established under 
a regional law - that of Catania, Sicily, founded in 
1953. Between 1941 and 1957, independent and unco- 
ordinated proposals were made for the establishment 
of about forty zones in both northern and southern 
Italy, including the islands; basic improvement work was 
started in fifteen zones, but the rest of these projects 
remained in abeyance. In 1957, by a law exiending the 
duration and increasing the resomi., of the Cassa per 
il Mezzogiorno,2» the central Government recognized 
the role of industrial zones as an instrument for location 
and development of new industry in southern Italy, and 
set forth general procedures for financing and organizing 
zones under the control of the central authorities. The 
law still leaves the initiative for the establishment of 
industrial zones to local authorities and groups pro- 
vinces, communes, chambers of commerce and other 
interested agencies       but provides that these are to be 

*• Law of M July 1957. No. 6.U. amended by law of 18 Jul> 
l«>y». No. 5VV The Cassa per il Mezzogiorno (I und for Southern 
Italy) was created by law of 10 August 1950, No M6, to finance the 
basic economic  development  of that   region. 

organized in " consortia " responsible for establishing, 
developing and managing the zones. The consortia - 
a number of which were set up prior to the 1957 
law are public law associations whose statutes and 
creation must henceforth be approved by the Govern- 
ment, after deliberation of the Committee of Ministers 
for the Mezzogiorno, and whose action is to be 
supervised by the Ministry for Industry and Commerce. 
As will be seen below in more detail, in 1959 the 
Government decided to support the action of consortia 
formed to promote large " areas of industrial de- 
velopment " rather than small industrial estates. In 
I960, however, it ruled that, under certain circumstances, 
the latter could also be established and would be entitled 
to the measures of assistance provided for by the 1957 
law. 

By the end of I960, thirteen zones of the old type, that 
is. to which the provisions of the 1957 law do not apply, 
were in existence in no.thern Italy, of which seven were 
in operation, and six under construction. In southern 
Italy, two zones of the old type were in operation and 
nine under construction; in addition, four large areas 
of industrial development and one zone authorized under 
the 1957 law were being actively planned (see map No. 3). 

Of the .* zones, only two are located in centres with 
more than one million inhabitants; four are in or near 
cities with a population between 2COO00 and 500,000, 
and nineteen in or near cities with less than 200,000 
inhabitants. The population of the group of communes 
included in the area of industrial development of Ban 
exceeds 300.000, that of Taranto. 200,000 and those 
of Brindisi and Cagliari, 100,000. 

INDI STRIAI ZONES IN THI PERIOD PUH I DING THE 1957 LAW 

In most of the zones established prior to the 1957 law. 
the land was acquired through expropriation procedures. 
In a few cases, part of the land was transferred to the 
managing agency by allotment of communal property. 
and. even less frequently, by direc; purchase. The im- 
proved sites are usually offered for sale at cost to pro- 
spective occupants; lease agreements are exceptional. No 
general-purpose factories have ever been provided. 

These zones have obtained their financing from 
various sources. Those establishes by special »Ute 
law have obtained government grants or low-interest or 
interest-free loans; they have also charged to the budget 
of the central Government or to that of the regional 
government, as the case may be the cost of certain im- 
provement works. Those organized in consortia have 
received contributions in cash or kind for instance. 
clearing or grading sites or installing utilities — from the 
member agencies. In all zones in operation, the acquirer 
of a site has made, upon taking possession, a payment 
additional to the purchase price, and proportional to 
it, the proportion ranging from 10 to 70 per cent. Many 
zones receive from the occupants an annual contribution 
which, in general, does not exceed 0.05 per cent of the 
corporate income as assessed for tax purposes. 

In all zones established prior to the 1957 law. a large 
number of inducements were offered to attract industry. 
Occupants could benefit from tax exemptions and abate- 
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ments, loans at low- interest rates, grants, rate reductions 
on railroad freight, water and electricity, exemption 
from customs duties on imported machinery and building 
materials, government procurement contracts and various 
subsidies Some of the most important incentives 
concessions on state taxes and financing facilities 
have been available in /ones throughout the country. 
The number and scope of the other inducements varied 
from /one to /one. as adoption of most of them depended 
upon the local community On the whole, however, the 
benefits extended did not appear to vary significantly 
as between /ones, either within the northern region or 
between the North and the South, flic weakness of the 
differential advantages suggests that the incentives offered 

in any given zone were more likely to ind ice local indus- 
trial initiative than an inflow of industri il capital from 
other parts of the country. 

Some data concerning the zones now ir operation are 
presented in the following table. Although the data in 
columns 4 and H are not strictly comparable because of 
time-lags and differences in coverage, the ratios in 
column 9 relating to Marghera. Bolzano, Ferrara and 
Massa Carrara suggest that the industrialization of these 
cities is largely due to the existence of the zones. Massa 
Carrara and Leghorn (Livorno! were destroyed during 
the war and are being rebuilt. The zones of Trieste, 
Verona and Catania are at relatively early stages of 
development. The zone of Naples is almost fully occupied. 

ITALY     KDISIHIM  ZONFS IN OPERATION BY  I Arorsi  1957 
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" l «limale. 

Maximum seasonal empluymenl. 

C)n the average, three-quarters of the factories in the 
zone» have less than KM) workers. However, in Marghera 
and Boi/ano, a number of larger factories (some with 
more than 500 workers, and some with more than 
1,000 workers) are established. Heavy metal-fabricating 
and engineering industry predominates in Bolzano. 
Light engineering, chemical, building materials and 
food-processing industries are found in all zones. Textile, 
clothing, leather and other industries are established in 
many of them. 

In some cases incentives are used to influence the 
type of industries on the estate. In the Verona zone, 
certain special benefits are reserved to vegetable and 
fruit-processing   industries.   Another   zone that  of 
Modena,   now   under  development is  reserved  to 
small industries with not more than seven!y-fivc workers 
and 100 million lire in capital. 

In most of the zones, branches of nationally known 
large-scale concerns have been set up. This is likely to 
have been caused more by the appeal of certain natural 
ulvantages of the zones      access to markets, transpor- 

tation facilities (in particular, port installations) and 
availability of raw materials - than by the offer of special 
benefits. In Italy, as in other countries, the location 
policies of the larger concerns arc likely to be influenced 
more by the former than by the latter. 

INDUSTRIAI ZONKS AS A TOOL FOR THK INDUSTRIALIZATION 

OF soimiiRN ITALY 

The Government's action on behalf of the relatively 
under-developed South consists principally of financing, 
through the Cassa per il Mezzogiorno, a public invest- 
ment programme in irrigation, reclamation, reafforesta- 
tion, road building and other " overhead " facilities. 
Complementary financial assistance is extended by three 
regional credit institutes one for the mainland, one 
for Sicily and one for Sardinia.30 The Government's 
action has been credited with stimulating some private 

" Instatiti» per lo sviluppo economico dell'Italia meridionale 
(ISVLIMhR), established in I93K. and reorganized in 1953; Isti- 
tuto per il finanziamento alle industrie in Sicilia (IRFIS) and 
Credito industriale sardo (CIS), both founded in 1953. These 
institutes principally extend medium-term credit. 
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investment, raising production levels in agriculture and 
industry, and narrowing somewhat the gaps in invest- 
ment and income levels between northern and > uthcrn 
Italy, in the period from 1950 to 1957.11 It is recognized, 
however, that this action has not, so far, set into motion 
a cumulative and self-sustaining process of industrializa- 
tion in the Mezzogiorno. Industry has continued to 
locate predominantly in the already industrialized North, 
taking advantage of the external economics as well as 
of the facilities and benefits available there, in particular 
those provided in industrial zones situated near some 
of the larger Italian cities. 

Under the 1957 law (as amended in 1959), the Govern- 
ment's policy on behalf of southern Italy remains focused 
on measures to develop overhead facilities. However, 
important steps are also taken to give support to initia- 
tive — by individual manufacturers or local communities 

for the creation of new industries. 
On the one hand, encouragement is given to individual 

entrepreneurs to establish small and medium-sized indus- 
tries in communes with less than 200,000 inhabitants 
in which there is a lack of industrial activity. The Cassa 
is empowered to grant up to 20 per cent of the expendi- 
tures involved in building factories, installing machinery 
and making connexions to streets, railroads, aqueducts, 
sewers and utilities, and up to 10 per cent for the purchase 
of domestically produced machinery (or up to 20 per 
cent if the machinery has been manufactured in southern 
Italy). The communes may sell or lease to manufacturers 
individual sites and buildings, some on ninety-nine-year 
leases, and may grant ten-year exemptions from local 
corporate and excise taxes. 

On the other hand, the law encourages the formation 
of consortia for establishing industrial estates in areas 
where concentration of new industry may reasonably be 
foreseen. The consortia approved by the Government 
may receive grants of up to 50 per cent of the site improve- 
ment and factory building costs from the Cassa, medium- 
term loans from a variety of government financial institu- 
tions, and facilities for the execution of public works 
from regional or local agencies. 

Wide discretionary powers are granted to the consortia 
which enable them not only to plan, build and manage 
the utilities needed for the zone and to improve, sell 
or rent sites, but also to build factories for sale or lease. 
Land and existing buildings may be expropriated and 
then sold or rented to promote the establishment of 
new industries. 

The occupants are entitled to the partial exemptions 
from corporate income tax granted to new and expanding 
industries in southern Italy for a five-year period. Some 
new tax concessions, reserved to that region, are also 
provided by the law. 

After the passage of the law, some misgivings were 
expressed by Italian observers concerning the Govern- 

1 A. Molinari, " Gli effcti della politica di sviluppo del Mezzo- 
giorno sull'economia nazionale " in Banco di Roma, Review of the 
Economie Conditions in Italy (Rome), special issue, January 1954. 
For a less optimistic appraisal — though more qualitative in 
approach — see Friedrich Vöchting, " Considerations on the 
Industrialization of the Mezzogiorno " in Banca Nazionale dei 
lavoro. Quarterly Review (Rome). September 1958. 

ment's policy in respect of industrial /ones as a tool 
for the industrialization of the South.,J ! hese observers 
recognized that, in areas which might be designated as 
areas " of spontaneous expansion " that is. principali). 
already industrialized regions surrounding large urban 
centres the existing industrial zones had detimtclv 
shown (heir value as an incentive to further location 
and development of industry. However, with one or two 
exceptions, their effect on economic development had 
been limited, both functionally and geographically. '* The 
industrial zones have had »inly scant results if comparison 
is made with the economic objectives it was claimed 
they would achieve at the time their creation was being 
advocated ",3a such as solving the problems of excess 
agricultural manpower, of seasonal unemployment or 
chronic under-development, and other issues which plague 
economically depressed areas. Industrial /ones as planned 
now are only small " nuclei " which will concentrate 
industry and induce it to grow in a relatively narrow 
geographical area. In the surrounding area township 
or commune - they may also induce secondary econo- 
mic growth and some new investment in economic and 
social overhead ••- trade, transport, housing, schools, 
health services and the like in a haphazard way. In 
the absence of broader criteria and more comprehensive 
planning, they will not bring about a development drive 
of broader scope. 

These observers considered that, to be effective in 
promoting industrialization in the South of Italy, indus- 
trial zones should be planned having regard to two sets 
of considerations. 

(I) In the first place, the region should be subdivided 
into " homogeneous " areas, from the standpoint of 
present and potential natural resources and population 
density. The priority of industrialization in regard to 
other forms of economic development and its intcnsitv 
would vary from one area to another. 

Accordingly, it was suggested that the Mezzogiorno 
be subdivided into the following three types of areas" 
(see map No. 4): 

(i) Areas lending themselves to "further development" 
(aree di sviluppo ulteriore), which normally surround 
large urban centres, where population density is very 
high (857 inhabitants per square kilometre, about six 
times the average density for the Mezzogiorno as a 
whole), exploitable natural resources are scarce or non- 
existent, some industrial development has already taken 
place, and where capital may be raised locally or attracted 
from other regions. The development of industry and 
tertiary activities should be actively promoted in such 
areas. 

(ii) Areas of " integral development " (aree di sviluppi) 
integrale), where population is of average density or 
somewhat below it (113 inhabitants per square kilo- 
metre), considerable natural resources exist but are not 

3 Associazioni per '" sviluppo dell'industria nel Mezzogiorno 
(SVIMI Zi, // problema delle -one industriali in Italia, hy A. Moli- 
nari and (.'. Turco (Rome), December IM5X 

Ihitl., paragraph 20. 
14 SVIMI./. " The Problem Arcas in Italv ", report submitted 

by SVIMhZ to the luropean Seminar on Social Research and 
Communi!) Devüopnwnt held in Palermo, Sicily, under the aus- 
pices of the United Nations, X to  IX June IVSX 
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yet sufficiently exploited, and some capital investment 
has already been made, principally in " infrastructure " 
facilities and the agricultural sector. Large-scale develop- 
ment of agriculture and, to a smaller extent, promotion 
of manufacturing and service industries, should be 
carried (»ut in such areas. 

(in) " Improvement " areas (aree di sistemazione), 
where population density is lower than average (103 
inhabitants per square kilometre), but still excessive in 
relation to the area's limited potentialities in natural 
resources and capital. In such areas large parts of 
which consist of mountainous terrain measures of 
promotion may have to be limited to development of land 
and water resources for agriculture; in addition, promo- 
tion of emigration to other parts of the country or 
abroad may be necessary. 

(2) In the second place, it was recommended that the 
concept of the industrial zone which had'so far prevailed 
in Italy which corresponds to the industrial estate 
in the narrow sense be abandoned, and a broader 
concept that of the " area of industrial development " 

be substituted for it. The area of industrial develop 
ment should be a relatively large and homogeneous 
territory. It would comprise several communes, which 
might belong to different provinces, but which, for 
planning and operational purposes, would be under 
the jurisdiction of a single agency — for instance, the 
consortium. Within these industrial areas, industrial 
" nuclei " — that is, industrial estates and also single 
plants on individual sites — would be established, 
following in this respect the practice adopted in the 
United Kingdom. The areas of industrial development 
would be established in the areas of further develop- 
ment and of integral development, preferably around 
centres already providing some external economies, but 
their number, size and scheduling would vary from one 
to the other. 

Large-scale development of industry involves comple- 
mentary investments in economic and social overhead. 
A recent Italian study suggests that the costs of social 
fixed investments made necessary by the addition to a 
locality of one new worker employed in a new industry 
may be high and may increase in direct proportion to 
the size of the population centre in which the industry 
has been established.'* The costs to be supported by 
State, province and commune for urban public services 
in the widest sense — streets, lighting, sewers, schools, 
hospitals, police, communications — and by public and 
private authorities providing services and utilities — 
city transportation, gas and electricity for domestic 
consumption, and telephones — are estimated in this 
study to vary from 123,000 lire (SUSW7) in centres 
of 30,000 inhabitants, to 194,000 lire (SUS310) in centres 
having between 30,000 and 200,000 inhabitants, and to 
357,000 lire (8LS571) in centres of more than 200,000 
inhabitants. These costs are further increased if housing 
is included in the calculation. 

5 SVI MEZ, La localizzazione industrié* ed i costi " sociali " 
tieii'insediamento di nuove unita lavorative, by A. Molinari (Rome, 
May 1957). However, this finding is not corroborated by similar 
investigation» in other countries, in particular, in the Nether- 
lands. 

These relationship-, arc of considerable importance toi 
selecting, within the broad economic deve'opmeni areas. 
the optimum location, si A: and number of the areas 
of industrial development and for platinine simul- 
taneously their development and that of i!ic related invest- 
ment in economic and  social overhead. 

On 30 July 1959, the Committee of Ministers loi 
the Mezzogiorno issued a statement on " conditions 
and minimum requirements for the creation of areas 
of industrial development"3« which, on the whole, 
endorses the above proposals. The main features of the 
policy which it sets forth are as follows: 

(i) " Broad and homogeneous areas of industrial 
development ". including an adequate number of com- 
munes contiguous or located within a twentv-five- 
kilometre radius from the main commune and, if neces- 
sary, belonging to different provinces are to be mapped 
out. Within these areas, industry will be located in 
" industrial nuclei ". These are delìneo as one or more 
establishments situated at various points within the area." 
Enterprises are free to choose their location in the area, 
but are to be subject to the jurisdiction of the consortia 
referred to in the law of 29 July 1957 

(ii) The prerequisite for establishing an area of indus- 
trial development and a consortium is that the poten- 
tialities for setting up a minimum number of industries 
immediately or in the near future should be ascertained. 
In principle, this minimum would be measured by the 
number of workers to be employed by these industries 
and would amount to 5 per cent of the industrial employ- 
ment in the area, as shown by the 1951 census. The 
latter condition, however, is not absolute; thus, in some 
cases, it may be • ufficient to produce evidence that the 
changes in industrial employment since 1951 show a 
trend towards concentration of industry in the locality 
concerned. The minimum population of the main com- 
mune should be 100,000 (as of 31 December 1958), and 
that of the area as a whole. 200.000. 

(iii) Other requirements include: availability or possi- 
bility of development of energy resources, especially 
water, and other na'ural resources, of railroads, highways 
and port installations, and complementarity between the 
economy of the main commune and that of some of 
the surrounding localities. 

On 8 June I960, the Committee of Ministers for 
the Mezzogiorno ruled that in certain areas which did 
not meet the above conditions, small " industrialization 
nuclei ", that is, industrial estates in the narrow sense, 
could also be established under certain circumstances, 
and be entitled to the benefits provided by the 1957 law.3" 
The Committee noted that there was a tendency towards 

••' The statement was followed, in September I"*?1*, by an expia 
nal or y circular to all prefectures and local agencies of southern 
Italy, signed by the President of the ( (»until of Ministers for the 
Mezzogiorno. Both documents are published in Month) I conti- 
mi• (Milan), No. 44, 31 CXtober 1954 

u' The statement specifies that the expression " area of industrial 
development " is to be substituted for " industrial zone " as used 
in the law of 1957. The " nuclei " include industrial «states as well 
as individual plants. 

" Comitato dei Ministri per il Mezzogiorno, " Istituzione di 
' Nuclei di Industrializzazione ' nel Mezzogiorno ", circular lo ali 
prefectures and local agencies of southern Italy, dateti H June ìtUi 
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the concentration of a small number of industrial esta- 
blishments in certain localities  of southern Italy: the 
industries   concerned   were   generally   small-si/ed   and 
processed local raw materials and supplied local markets; 
the localities were not as densely populated or as well 
endowed in resources as those where areas of industrial 
development could be established. The Committee con- 
sidered that every effort, however small, tending to acce- 
lerate the industrialization of the South deserved to be 
encouraged and supported; at the same time, such efforts 
should be subjected to a common discipline. The Com- 
mittee decided that the basic prerequisite for the creation 
of such " nuclei " was to ascertain positively the existence 
of a tendency towards industrial concentration  in the 
locality concerned, tvidence should be provided, in the 
form of concrete and reliable plans, including techno- 
economic or financial proposals, that establishment of 
new industrial undertakings in given localities was being 
actively considered. While  it  would  be desirable that 
industrial enterprises she'd be already established in 
these localities, this would  not  be an absolute prere- 
quisite for the formation of a consortium and an indus- 

trial nucleus. However, requests for such formation 
would be much more closely scrutinimi than those for 
the creation of areas of industrial development, since 
the prospects for industrial agglomeration would, as a 
rule, be more uncertain and more limited in the former 
case than in the latter. 

In October I960, the Italian Government announced 
a study of a pilot project aimed at setting up some 
medium-si/ed factories in the four areas of industrial 
development and in the " industrial nuclei " wheo these 
are established.« These undertakings mainly engineer- 
ing and food-processing industries would be joint 
ventures between state and private investors. The project 
would involve an investment of about 120 billion lire 
(SI SI94 million), most of which would be finan.ed by 
the State. During the first stages, the management of 
the factories would h. under state majority control; 
subsequently, the state-owned shares would be sold to 
private investors. The funds thus recovered might be 
used for further operations of this type. 

MÍtaWishment  of a  " nucleus "  at   Nflua (Lucania) **% 
authorized in ihc same month. 
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Chapter 2 

OBJECTIVES AND POLICIES IN UNDER-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES 

This chapter is mainly devoted to a discussion of the 
policies followed in India and Puerto Rico where nation- 
wide programmes of construction of industrial estates 
have been undertaken. Particular attention is paid to 
the policies of India, which, for reasons which will 
become apparent later, appear to be more typical of 
those which would usually prevail in the less developed 
countries. Brief references are also made to industrial 
estates projects ¡n a few other countries. 

THt GOVERNMENT'S INDUSTRIAL ESTATES PROGRAMME 
AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION 

The establishment of ten industrial estates was sanc- 
tioned by the Indian Government under the first five- 
yeai plan in 1952/53. Only one estate — Okhla, near 
New Delhi, was partially constructed at the time the 
second five-year plan came into being — April 1956 — 
and construction of the nine others was undertaken 
in the first years covered by the second plan. It was 
during the period from 1956 to i960 that the large 
programme of construction of estates throughout the 
country was devised and implemented. 

The objectives and policies relating to the establish- 
ment of industrial estates were set forth as follows by 
the Planning Commission of the Government of India 
in the report containing its proposals for the second 
five-year plan, under the heading " Small-scale Indus- 
tries": 

" A provision of Rs.10 crores l has been made for 
setting up industrial estates in the second five-year 
plan with a view to providing conditions favourable 
to working efficiency, maintenance of uniform stan- 
dards in production and economic utilisation of mate- 
rials and equipment. The principal objective is to 
enable a number of small-scale units to have the 
advantage of common services and other facilities, 
such as a good site, electricity, water, gas, steam, 
compressed air, railway sidings, watch and ward, etc. 
Being located near one another, some units may be 
better able to use the goods and services of others, 
so that they become interdependent and complemen- 
tary. Two types of industrial estates, large ones costing 
from Rs.40 to 50 lakhs and small ones costing from 
Rs.20 to 25 lakhs, are expected to be established. 
It is proposed that the responsibility for construction 

1 One crore 10 million rupees; one lakh ~ 100 000 rupees; one 
rupee =   fUS 0.21. 

and management should vest in tin* state Governments 
but that the Central Government should advance lo 
state Governments the entire cost of the estates in 
the form of loans. State Governments will run the 
estates through corporations or such other agencies 
as they may decide to set up. Sites in the estates will 
be sold outright to industrial units or given to ihem 
on hire-purchase terms. In some cases buildings will 
be erected on sites and let out on a rental or a rent- 
cum-purchase basis or, if necessary, soki outright. 

" The Village and Small-scale Industries Committee 
expressed the view that industrial estates should be 
located in such a way that they do not encourage 
further concentration of population in large urban 
centres. In deciding the location of the estates, espe- 
cially the smaller estates, this consideration should 
be kept in viev so that preferably they are developed 
in or near towns of comparatively small SìA.*." - 

A number of characteristics not found in lue industrial 
estates of more advanced countries are evidenced by 
this statement, hirst, industrial estates in India are 
specifically devised to foster the development of small- 
scale industries. These are defined as undertakings 
employing fifty workers or less per l.ilt vhtn power 
machinery is in use, or one hundred workers or less per 
shift when power machinery is not used, and having a 
capital investment not in excess of 500,000 rupees. The 
majority of such enterprises work on a one-shift basis. 
In the developed countries, occupancy is offered to 
medium-scale industries as well as to small ones, the 
latter concept applying to concerns appreciably larger 
than those covered by the above definition. 

Second, industrial estates are relied upon to provide 
conditions favouring i he achievement and maintenance 
of a high level of productivity in the factories established 
therein. The grouping of factories makes it possible to 
provide assistance and, in some cases, to exercise control 
with a view to improving productivity, in a particularly 
effective way. These measures will be examined later 
in more detail. In the advanced countries, the developers 
of estates extend certain services and exert certain con- 
trols in accordance with the sale or lease agreements, 
but do not concern themselves directly with the manage- 
ment or production problems of the occupants. 

Third, the Indian authorities endeavour to create 
relationships of interdependence and complementarity 
among at least some of the industries located on an 
estate.   In  the  advanced  countries, as   noted   earlier. 

1 Government  of  India,   Planning Commission,  Second Uve- 
Year Plan (New Delhi, 1956), chapter XX, paragraph 45. 
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developers aim only at ensuring some degree of compa- 
tibility between the industrial activities of the occupants. 

As a corollary to the last two features, considerably 
greater emphasis is put on the provision of common 
services in the industrial estates of India than in those 
of the developed countries. This aspect will also be 
examined more closely below. 

The initiative for creating industrial estates throughout 
the country was taken by the central Government, 
which also set forth basic policies and provided financing 
for their establishment. Responsibility for construction 
and management was, however, left to the state govern- 
ments, with two exceptions, referred to below. Private 
sponsorship, even in co-operative form, was not consid- 
ered at the time the programme was initiated. To vest 
the responsibility for the estates with the state govern- 
ments was in agreement with India's planning philosophy 
which tends, whenever possible, to decentralize economic 
development programmes. Decentralization was particu- 
larly indicated in the case of industrial estates set up 
to promote small industry, as the states are vested with 
special responsibility for :his sector. Moreover, the 
planning and operation of a great lumber of industrial 
estates scattered throughout a large country could not 
be carried on efficiently by centra' authorities. Under 
the management of the states, a more effective scheduling 
of work and supervision of operation of the estates 
could be ensured. Also, it was possible to obtain a better 
integration of the development effort induced at the 
local level through the creation of industrial estates 
with development policies of broader scope. 

An exception to this rule was made in the earliest 
stages of the implementation of the programme. Respon- 
sibility for building and managing the very first estates 
Okhla. near Delhi, and Naini, near Allahabad .vas 
given to an agency founded and controlled by the central 
Government the National Small Industry Corpora- 
tion in order to expedite planning and set a pattern 
for the establishment of estates throughout the country. 

After the programmes were well under way, private 
parties were induced, in a few cases, to start industrial 
estates both as private corporations and as co-operatives. 
This was done, in particular, in Madras State at 
Coimbatorc. Pol lac hi and at a location near Madras. 
In I960, in view of the growing demand for industria1 

estates in many parts of the country, the Government 
decided to stimulate development of industrial estates 
by private groups.» 

The financial contribution of the central Government 
consists of extending loans to the state governments to 
cover the entire cost of the estates. The loans carry 
interest at 4.5 per cent per annum; they are granted for 
a period oï twenty years to acquire land and erect facto- 
ries, ami for thirty years to cover development expendi- 
tures, such as clearing, grading, road building, installa- 
tion of utilities and sewers and so on. The cost of prepa- 
ratory work engineering and architects al surveys, 
plans and la>out>. cost estimates and the like is borne 
by  the central Government in the form of grants to 

•' The   financial  arrangement* adopted   for  that  purpose  are 
dr crihed below 

the states. A provision is made that, should the demand 
for industrial estates increase at some later stage, the 
central Government would then consider requesting the 
state governments io share part of the costs involved; 
a 25 per cent contribution is envisaged. 

A loan of 5.8 millio.i rupees was granted to the 
state government under the first five-year plan to 
finance construction of the first ten estates. For the 
second plan period, 100 million rupees were originally 
earmarked to establish a country-wide network of 
estates, an amuvnt which was subsequently raised to 
150 miilion rupees and, in 1959, reduced to 111 
million rupees, after reappraisa! of plan resources. 
The latter amount was to finance construction of ninety 
estates which, when fully occupied, will contain 3,600 
factories giving employment to 50.000 persons — a 
figure to be compared with the target of 160,000 employ- 
ment opportunities in small-scale industry set for the 
period covered by the second five-year plan by the 
so-called Karve Committee.4 

The total number of estates sanctioned by the Govern- 
ment was thus 100 oy the end of 1959. Their cost was 
estimated at 128 mil'ion rupees and the expenditure to 
be incurred during -he second plan period was 115 
million rupees. In l°50, construction of twenty additional 
estates for " backward " areas was authorized. 

By 30 June 1960. of these 120 estates (see map No. 5), 
forty were in operation. On them, 1,343 factory sheds 
were completed, 1,272 of which were allotted and 1,087 
occupied by 596 enterprises; these employed 14,000 to 
15.000 workmen and produced goods estimated at 
120 million rupees per year. The average number of 
workers per enterprise was twenty-three. 

Nine estates were completed but not occupied; these 
included 132 sheds, seventy-five of which were allotted. 
Twenty-nine other estates were under construction and 
were expected to be completed by the end of I960 
Construction had not started in twenty-two estates. As 
mentioned above, construction of twenty other estates 
had been authorized. 

The Indian Government is now consiuering recom- 
mendations by the Planning Commission for the th.rd 
five year plan * which contain, among other things, a 
proposal to set up 300 industrial estates during the 
period. This figure includes the forty-odd estates which 
were not constructed during the second plan period. 
The new estates will be located, as far as possible, in 
small and medium-sized towns and selected rural areas 
where such facilities as power, water supply and trans- 
port are available. Care will be taken " to locate rural 
industrial estates in areas where there is a sufficient 
number of artisans and craftsmen and where improve- 
ment in economic conditions provides opportunities for 
the use of improved techniques and better tools ". The 
total number of industrial estates in India will thus be 
about 380 by the end of the third five-year plan period, 
and the total cost around 500 million rupees. 

''Government of India, Planning Commission, Repori m» the 
Villane and Small-scale Industries Second Five-Year Htm) 
Commuée (New Dchli. 1955), page 80. 

Government   of   India,   Planning  Commission,   Third  Five- 
iear Plan     A Draft Outline (New Delhi, June I960). 
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In ils report, the Planning Commission recommended 
I he following procedure for planning small -scale industry 
schemes 

" In proposing scheme, lor developing various small- 
scale i   •'usines, conditions ol demand, availability  ,.| 
r.iw   niaieii.ils  and  other  relevant   I,K!«.(,  have  to he 
studied   carefully     It   ,oukl   be    u-ehil    lo   select   lor 
different   region,  the  industries   lor   which  favourable 
conditions    exist    and    win,, h    -hould.    therefore,    be 
Npv.xi.ill>   promoted ,md assied   In preparing depart- 
mental   „.hemes  .nul   in  scrutini/me'   the  .tpphe.itions 
from  private  person,  tor loan,  and   other as,,,iaike. 
relereiue   to   Itst,  of   selected   industries  could   be ol 
niuvh assistante   I vploratorv ,tirve>N a, well as inten- 
sive studies are needed for their  preparation and for 
the  necessary   modiheations  m   iL*    naht  ,,| changing 
conditions. A programme of mv sugai,ons has already 
Ken initiated h> the Small -«.afe Industries Board and 
a  team  has completed report, on  tour  industries m 
the   northern   region,   namely,   sporlN   goods,   sewing 
maehmes and  parts,  bicycles and   parts and  leather 
footwear,   and   «»ne   industry   on   an   all-India   basis. 
namely, automobile batteries for the northern region. 
Similar teams for the eastern, southern and », stern 
regions have als»» started working. Pending the com- 
pletion of these studies, tentative  lists of industries 
could be diawn up by Slate Industries Departments 
on the basis v>f their own ex per iene e and judgement, 
so that a measure of direction and guidance tan be 
given to developments in this HeW." • 

Determination of the appropriale types of enterprises 
is obviously called for at the time an estate for small 
industries is planned, if relationships of interdependence 
and   complementarity   are   to   be   established   among 
•Kxupants, or between them and  large  industries, and 
if common services are to he provided to them economi 
callv and efficiently, as recommended  by  the Planning 
Commission.  The Commission's poliev involves consid- 
erably more planning and research work for establishing 
industrial estates than is usually done in the developed 
countries    Determination of the  appropriate  types of 
industries would  be based on a  survey   of needs and 
potentialities in the area, and would influence the loca- 
tion   si/e tallowing for possible future expansion) and 
industry compositum of the estate.  It would affect the 
type and size of pre-conslructed factory  buildings and 
indicate the need for special installations, for instance, 
railway sidings rather than, or in addition to. trucking 
facilities, h would als*» affect the type of common facilities 
lo be established on the estate. Setting up workshops for 
forging,   casting,   case  hardening,   enamelling,  electro- 
plating, heat treatment, metal testing, dyeing and others 
would  be justified only if sufficient  demand for such 
services permitted costs to he cut  through economies 
of   scale,   l'he   main  advantage  expected   from   inter- 
sex icing and inter-trading among occupants is a reduc- 
tion ol  production costs.   I his cannot  be   »blamed  b> 
iK-casional   |ob   loi   orders,   but   requires   a   stable  anil 
adequate volume of demand.  Investigation of" the type 
ol industries desired is als,» useful if co-operative orguni/a- 

" Ihul, chapter \Y paragraph 4* 

Dons lor procurement of" raw materials or marketing of 
finished  goods are  to  be estabhshed. 

In practice, implementation ol the Planning Commis- 
sion's recommen, ¡lions met with difficulties. A survey 
team appointed by the Committee on Plan Projects of 
the National Development Council to evaluate factory 
buildings protects m industrial estates reported that, in 
the estates which it had visited. onl> " preliminary 
survey- ol a yer> limned character appeared to have 
been carried out. more from the point of view of making 
in assessment of the potentiality of finding suitable 
tenants rather than for the purpose of ascertaining the 
type of new enterprises or industries that could be 
established to ensure co-ordm tied development as envi- 
saged in the plan'* In man> eases, the estates were 
planned on the basis of requirements expressed in 
applications which small entrepreneurs were invited to 
submit as svH>n as the decisions to set up the estates 
were taken. 

As has been mentioned above, the Planning Com- 
mission recommended a flexible policy for disposing 
of the sites, either through sale or hire-purchase, and 
contemplated, in some cases, the erection of buildings 
on the sites, to be leased, rented with option lo purchase, 
or sold. When launching the industrial estates pro- 
gramme, the Government suggested that entrepreneurs 
taking sites on a rental basis should be encouraged to 
change over in the course of time to the hire-purchase 
system: this would involve an initial payment of 20 per 
cent of the price, and equal instalments of the balance 
wer a period of twenty years. In actual fact, the erection 
of general-purpose buildings on the sites and their 
offering for rent only have become the rule rather than 
the exception, following in this, as in other aspects, 
the practice in the British trading estates. In the estates 
of Madras Slate, individual ownership is deliberately 
discouraged; buildings are offered only for rent in order 
to maintain the corporate character of the estates.* 
Additional charges are made for provision of utilities 
and services. 

The same flexibility characterizes the policy followed 
in regard to sites and buildings, tach estate provides 
these in different sizes, both to meet the individual 
needs of prospective manufacturers and to permit 
expansion, in the course of time, of concerns already 

Government of India. C ommiitee on Man Promts. Mem»! 
'.'i ¡1"' •r.'eJ *•**<«» Pmnin Team m ImhtsIrM t statt, (New 
IXIni. IWi. paragraphs 4 1 and 4 2 The team visited the Mio*. 
mg estates Gumdy eight miles frv»m Madra»; <*Ma. M% mile* 
from New ix-lhi; Rajkm. 15 miles from Rajlu* City itittjerati 
Sanatnagar. adjacent to Hyderabad City (Andhra r'radeshi b» 
nanx-ode tour miles from Trivamlrum l Kerala»; and HaurMHtrm 
a rural area near (alcuna I VA est Bengal). 

• »or the same reason, rental was preferred to hire-purcbate 
by purtKinants m the tirsi All-India Seminar on Industrial I states, 
held in Madras Iron, 2V to 25 September I'M», Opinion wa» divided 
on i„c Muc,i, ,n whether improved sites only should be made 
avallane to small-scale inclusir.es One view was that such sites 
need io he provided only io |.lr«e and medium-s./ed imh.str.es; 
r•••li-up aceom.nod.roon would he necessary for small concerns 
i..e• ot.KT V.C.V vas ¡hai „npf ned Mies should he made available 

s t C "   TM      **'"* s"u" •'"'"'»svs. ,n areas «here industry 
- illi> e and ahle u- put ,m ,i, ,.wn huildines   I he consensus »as 

thai, where „tes are   prodded ma||  mdus.,aes, this shouW be 
Jone  ,.i  .he |orm of  1,.,,,,-unn  lease- and not  of outright sale 
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established   in   the  smaller   factory   building-.   As  an 
example,  the  Indore industrial estate,  in the Stale of 
Vladhya   Pradesh,  provides   work-sheds   ranging  from 
vMH) square feet to 6.000 square feet  in covered area 
1X4 to  557  square metres),  and  that  of Okhla.  near 
New   Delhi,   offers  buildings   ranging   from   2.0HI   io 
I0.HI0 square feet (193 to  1.004 square metres)   The 
largest   buildings   seldom   exceed   10.000   square   feet 
(929 square metres), and are found in only a few estates; 
the smallest      300 square feet in area (28 square metres) 

are in the Ludhiana estate in Punjab. On the basis 
of information relating to fifty-odd estates, the average 
size of the largest buildings is  3.800 square feet and 
that of the snallest.  1.300 square feet (353 and  121 
square .-.-«ires, respectively). In certain estates, in par 
ocular those in Madras State, plots are maintained m 
reserve to accommodate industries which have outgrown 
even  the   largest  buildings available;   these industries 
»ill be given the possibility of erecting their own factories 
on these plots.» 

LOCATION AND orruPANrv o» Tut i STATI s 

A  result  expected from the creation of industrial 
estates is that this would contribute to discouraging 
further concentration of industry and  population in 
large urban centres, a notoriously serious problem in 
India. Whether substantial results in this direction would 
be achieved by developing estates in or near small towns 
as recommended by the Planning Commission, is yet 
to be seen, since, in the absence of a nation-wide policy 
of distribution of industry of the British type, new or 
existing enterprises are not likely spontaneously to settle 
in estates in rural areas or to move there from large 
towns.   Estates  established   near   large   cities   might 
however, have the effect of regulating the influx of new 
industries to those cities, and of facilitating slum clear- 
ance by offering sites to displaced shops or factories 
The estates located near small towns where little industry 
exists would »erve as nuclei for further growth. 

The establishment of the estates was guided to a large 
extent by the recommendation of the Planning Coro- 
misskMi. Most of the estates were established in or near 
»mall towns, within commuting distance of neighbouring 
villages. Of the present 120 estates, 25 are located in 
urban centr.s with a population of less than 20,000 inha- 
bitant ; 25 in centres with between 20,000 and 50.000; 

" A utè-eommttec of the Plan Projects Committee hat «com- 
mended a certain number of norm» fw layout and design of buiki- 
mp m industrial estates; us recommendations (which are published 
in ¡miuslrtai tsimt% - Progrmme W fri*«-.«, op. cit., were 
adopted m I9AU hy the Smatt-»cak industrie* àWd. It is recom- 
mended, amona other Hung», that the largest factory plots on large 
and medium-sized industrial estates should not exceed 15 tXM» soua« 

II"'??.^f*"*** "*"**»• rf "*"" •••"» »« '2.000 suuarc feet 
*W> to I.I 13 square metres) should he in covered area The »mal- 

»est plot could be 2.000 square feet <I8A »uuare metres), of which 
*I0 to, UM» square feet 07 to 93 square metres» could he covered 
area On «mall and rural industrial «states, si/es of plots would 
•f fr• ,0n» '" «•*» «I»«« feet, and covered areas forni 
-IX) to 400 *quare leet f.* the smallest phis, from 2 duo t„ MM) 
l«r the largest »mes (SM to 41«, 19 to »7, aml ,,it, ,„ :7,, '„. 
'Wires, respectively), the si,e of a large esule would be over 
"i acres (12 hectares): a medium-si/cd one. between X) and 10 
itres; a small and rural estate, under 10 acres " Work-shed 
estates in small villages would be under 2 acres 

21 in centres with between50.000.UK! IOO.OOO   V) „, lVI1„.. 

t^in UZ  limm^ 2mm- S >" «onns  , ,„,.,, 
than 500.(XX) persons and s IK..,r cit.es with populations 
exceeding one million. 

Twenty  of these estates aie heme est.iblishc.l  ni tl,e 
immunity    development   blocks ' .    wind,   .„e   ltl, 

operational   units   under   the   eommumtv   development 
and national extension programmes."1 on  the   ivci ••• • 
a block oners  |<)0 villages w,ih a population ol óOUHi 
to 70.000 persons  spread over an area  ol   I so ,,,   | •,, 
.quare   miles.   Nine  other estales   ire   m   such   blocks 
known   as   p,|ot   project   areas,   where   ,,xvi.il   centres 
and workshops have been set up to serve as models for 
certain manufacturing operations, provide standardized 
parts to certain industries, improve qual.tv. tram repair 
and maintenance workers, and so on."   Iwcntv  other 
estates arc to be set  up in " backward "  rural areas 
In  some  states,   particularly   m   Madras,   the   smallo 
estates in rural areas are known as industrial colonies 
community workshops, which are still smaller estates 
are also established in these irca  ' ' 

The Government's policy is thus to settle the estates 
with existing industries shifted from congested parts of 
a town, with extensions of existing industries and with 
new ones. Preliminary data on occupancy of factories 
suggest that in estates located in or near the larger cities 
the rate of occupancy was relatively fast," a large pro 
portion of the sites having been taken by existing firms 
which had either branched out into the estate or had 
moved there from their old premises. In estates located 
in smaller towns, the rate of occupancy has been slower 
but the proportion of new enterprises appears to be- 
larger than that of old concerns. 

Ready demand for sites and factories on estates 
located near large cities is explained by the prevalence- 
there of larger numbers of small industrialists, usually 
huddled in blighted premises, and the greater avail- 
ability of entrepreneurial talent, skilled labour, linancial 
resources, organized markets, and other external econo- 
mies than in the smaller towns, lagerness to settle on 
the estates is stimulated by the generally advantageous 
lease conditions offered to all comers. I he manner in 
which the estates located near some of the largest Indian 
cities were occupied elicited some criticism on the part 
of the survey team referred to above. 

"In this connexion, see SecomJ hve-ïew fian, ,«>. c,t ..han- 
ter XI. ' 

"A» of WJune l<*,0, t*o out of twenty eslales in cmmuniiy 
development Nocks had started functioning. I .wit-en othci 
estates m community development Mocks were c.mipk-ied or 
readied for occupancy by the end of IVW»; construction ol the 
four others had not he«un. As of the same date, four out ol nine 
estates in pilot project areas in Ihe slates of Maharashtra. Kerala, 
Madras and West Hengil were being occupied hy a iol.il'..I liliv- 
one enterprises wi(h <i2 workers, ihe total number ..(" sheds com- 
pleted was eighty-three, all  bul  one ol  which had been  allotted 

'• Industrial co-operative,  have  al,o  been  dtveli.ped   m  rural 
areas; they are engaged mainlv  in ii.uid-l n w.nim¡,  p.dm gtu 
production, tanning arai  «criculltirc 

' There are, however, a leu esceplions I lie difference^ in i.iU . 
of occupano were discussed In p,iriiup,uits m tue lu a All-lndi.i 
Seminar on Indasinal leales, without ,,i,\ detinue c nn lu M-.I,, 

being reached Diilcrcitccs in promotion an,I s,n coi« .1 . rxtwicn 
stale .idiiiuuslrations nuv account lor M I-.,- , >| the <!i-,p,ui!i. 
further stady ol thi. important question miela |xib,i¡. indic.it- 
the  need  lor  special  incentives  in «.cit.iin jic.. 
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In most of the tases, the factory units have been 
allotted to industrialists who have shifted their estab- 
lishments from other parts of the city. One of the 
objects in setting up such industrial estates was to 
give opportunities to new entrepreneurs. The number 
of such new industries which have come up in these 
industrial estates i^ unfortunately limited. 

It appears that the existing industries have availed 
themselves of the facilities now provided. Thus, to 
a large extent, the projects have been more of the 
nature of re-housing or expansion of the existing small 
industrial units. Most of the authorities concerned 
appear to have been satisfied with utilizing the funds 
allotted for the industrial estates, without fulfilling 
the specific objectives of the Plan. 

" In the case of allotment of plots to established 
industries, there appears to be no justification for any 
concession in the scale of rent which, in such cases, 
should be the economic rent from the very start." '* 

The team warned that establishment on industrial 
estates of branches of existing enterprises might not 
relieve urban congestion and slum conditions: 

" There is a danger that the entrepreneur, while 
availing himself of the new accommodation, will con- 
tinue to function in the congested part or the town 
as well, thus enjoying a new facility without giving 
any relief to the social problem of slum clearance." Ib 

On the other hand, the team recognized that, while 
it »as desirable to create employment opportunities for 
rural manpower by establishing industrial estates in the 
countryside, ;'nd while some advantages, such as cheap 
land and easy commuting, were to be found there. 
" the location of industries in rural areas [was] not an 
easy proposition ". Nevertheless, it recognized tin merits 
of the policy set forth by the Ciovernment and recom- 
mended that. " as far as possible, large urban centre* 
should be avoided and the industries should be located 
near small towns having a population of about 50.000 ". 
It cautioned, however, that such estates should be estab- 
lished on an experimental basis, that their development 
should be carefully watched and that they should be 
extended only if successful. While the team seems to 
consider that addition to the productive capacity of the 
country by creation of new enterprises is more important 
than decongcstion of crowded or blighted areas, it did 
not recommend explicitly that priority in allocation of 
sites and factories be given to the new concerns, presum- 
ably because of the dual objective of the government 
policy. It did state, however, that " the setting up of 
new industries should not suffer because of the ready 
demand from established industries " '» and suggested 
that the latter pay market rents, subsidized rates being 
thereby reserved to new firms. 

' ' Repttrt of the Selected Buildings Projects Team on Industrial 
tsiaie\. op. cit.. paragraphs 10.2.1 lo 10.2. V 

14 //'/</.. paragraph  10 1.2 
14 Ihtd., paragraph 5 | ;. The All-India Seminar on Industrial 

I Mût«* rectwn mended thai "new industries \hould be preferred as 
against irtdtiKtrtes existing m some other area anv. -««king lo shift 
to the industrial estate " It did not oppose rc-'.ousing of local 
c»>neern*. It also recommended that accotnniiHiúiion be provided 
to industrien unable to expand in their own premises. 

In connexion with the prevailing practice of offering 
ready-built factories for rent, the team recommended 
that more consideration be given to selling sites to manu- 
facturers willing to construct their own plants, with a 
view to spreading the funds allocated to the industrial 
estate programme over a greater number of estates. 
For the same purpose, it recommended that construction 
and operation of estates should also be undertaken by 
co-operatives which would finance their cost to the 
extent of 40 to 50 per cent, the balance being granted 
by the Government.17 

The team criticized what it considered to be an excessive 
range of sizes of work-sheds and an excessive number 
of large-size buildings in the estates it visited. On one 
of them the smallest building had an area of 2,120 
square feet (197 square metres), which was " likely to 
prove too big for a man of limited means ". The team 
recommended a range of buildings of from 600 to 
6.000 square feet in covered area (56 to 557 square 
metres), with plot area twice the size of the smaller 
sheds, and IJ to IT; times that of the larger ones, 
to ensure economic and efficient use of land, in particular 
to provide open working areas where necessary and to 
allow for future expansion and avoid overcrowding. 

In certain estates, admission rules reserve occupancy 
to new industries. This is the case of the Guindy estate 
near Madras, which is almost entirely occupied by new 
firms manufacturing new products. Occupancy is open 
only to: (a) light engineering industries, including elec- 
trical engineering, which manufacture, with the aid of 
modern machines and power, essential consumer goods 
or other articles for which there is a strong demand and 
which (it are at present imported from abroad; (ii) are 
in short supply in the country as a whole or in the local 
area and therefore have to be transported over long 
distances; (iii) have a good export market, and (iv) can 
anticipate a growing demand consequent on over-all 
development and rising income; and (b) ancillary indus- 
tries which manufacture parts needed by larger concerns 
or accessories to supplement products of the latter. A 
further important condition for admission is that such 
manufacturing industries should require special aid and 
encouragement both to organize themselves and grow. 
Industries which can start and develop by their own 
means and which, even if useful, do not come within 
the above categories, are not allowtl to settle in the 
estate. Attention is drawn to the requirement of em- 
ploying modern machinery, which implies control by the 
estate's management over the quality of equipment 
with a view to maintaining a high level of productivity. 
Anticipating the discussion of this aspect, it will be noted 
that use of modern machinery as a formal condition for 
admission appears to be a unique feature of the Madras 
estate.1" 

Light engineering and chemical industries, especially 
plastics, predominate among the 596 enterprises now 
operating, together accounting for over §0 per cent of 
the total. Many of these enterprises are new to India 

17 for more details, see chapter 4. 
'" See helo». page 25. On certain estates, in particular at Okhla, 

preference is given only to " applicants willing to install graded 
machinery and producing standard goods ". 



or to the region  in wh.cn they are set un.  The more 

nrolh'r f'ra<íCS ,,CX,,ICN- teram,tS- »^ and «rather products. food products and beverages are m the 
rn.nor.ty. only  |(, ^ ccnt of ,hc cn|e M 

to   Im group. Only thirty-seven enterprises «6 per tern 
<>l  the   total) are organized as  mdustr.al co-operat.ves 
and most o» these are engaged in traditional occupations 
• n particular making furmture and other kinds of wood- 
work.1-' 

In I960, the Indian Government deeded to promote 
new forms otmdustrial estates. In add.tion to the ex.sting 
estates, which accommodate a wide variety of small-scale 
industries, a certain number of •• functional " industrial 
states for spechV industries w.ll be set up. Industries 
on these estates w.ll produce parts and components for 
an assembling unit which will also be located on the 

m i?', fcffiTCyü mU,"al he,P' lovver •^ guaranteed 
markets and other advantages and savings would be 
made possible by such specialization. It is envisaged 
hat four such estates will be set up in various states 
o produce automobile parts, three others will be estab- 

hí ¿7 fl maÍT ,00ls- threc for '"s'ruments. 
thru for radios and three for time-pieces, clocks and 
patches; .t may be noted that these industries are rela- 
lively insensitive to slumps. 

" Ancillary " industrial estates are a variant of the 
foregoing, ¡hey will be established by large industrial 
concerns pubhc and private to manufacture parís 
and components on a subcontracting basis. The first 
estate of this type is being organized in Bangalore by 
the Hindustan Machine Tools Factory a «ncra- 
ment concern on a site adjacent to its plants, at a 
cost estimated at 1.6 million rupees. 

J Work-shed " industrial estates will be established 
tor local craftsmen in villages with less than 5 000 in- 
habitants. 

" Staggered " industrial estates will consist of a few 

¡222 "T Wh.'ch Wi,! eve«"«ally grow into a full- 
hedged industrial estate; they will be set up at the 
request of local or other entrepreneurs, in undeveloped 
areas where prospects for industrialization are in view% 

Special industrial estates will be set up near institutions 
or higher education to enable students to gain practical 

factory experience. Five such estates will be established 
near universities, and five others near rural institutes. 

SERVICING AND ASSISTANCE FACILITPES 

With one exception, no special benefits care offered to 
small industrialists to induce them to settle in industrial 
estates. They are entitled to the various forms of aid 
devised by the Government to assist small-scale industry 
m general, irrespective of its location, namely: financial 
assistance on liberal terms through the industries depart- 
ments of state governments and  the state financial 

ir    '    nS:       NUPPI>   "I"  '»."hinerv   -,   hncpurcl, ,.- •    -,r„nM MIUN ,„u| ill||U| 

•'on. technical ass„u„cc  nul „,„„„, ,1,,.,,,..,, „u   ¿J', 
nduMrics We |„„„„u.    Vu   lmll  : 

ten or  moa   peons  ,|,,,V  |>inv,(   |s  Uv,   (>| '        ; ; 

°' TV ,vr-"'-1 >-we,is no,  u,,,,. 1.lllJlvlM ;  ; 
Produ„o„   «„hmeg!,,   u,„   ,>.„„   I    VP, 7 
-empi  ,.,r ., ner,.Hl ol  !lw _wjr, ,„„„ ,V  '   ,'   ^  ;  ; 

TI-'-'V"   ,i,C,r  nrol...  or   pa,,,,  up  ,o .,   ~,      .!   M 

arc exempt Iron, lav on dn.deiuls paid oui x.a,lnpl 

Igible     or   the   special   deprecation   allowance^   a,ul 
rebates    or   neu   plan,   and   „• ,j,„K.rv   „,„,„,   ,,/' 
industrial enterprises   r. hidia. ' 

industrial estates relates to rent.  In  principle     hev    .i • 

uch rent be found to be loo high. I he burden ol „.b-odics 

tesuS '"T'Par,s r •"* ccn,r'" (—"!   *' 
which    .hV° a fXT,,Hl °' hVC >tfars- »'» "* -»rsc ,., 
whan subsidies are progressively   reduced; anv suHsuh 
o be pa,d thereafter ,s ,„ be borne entirely In ,|.   , 

Governments. Rent subs,d,es can be- granted only w£ 
the approval ol the central Government.-'-• 

The absence of special inducements to attract „nhistrv 
o mdustnal estates may be due- ,n par, to the fjI" ha 
he advantages inherent in the dev.ee are more comnel- 

the more developed parts of the world. Io „Nam ready- 
built factory space w„h miniem conveniences is a powcr- 
fu inducement lor people win,. i„ general, have no 
ahcrnative but to stay or settle ,n crowded. inconvenient 
and unsanitary premises. (M particular importance also 
is the lowering ol cash requirements due to the possibility 
of leasing rather than purchasing and the elimination 
ol the time-lag between investment and production which 
is invaluable lo small bus.nessmcn disposing of very 
scant resources. y 

To a large extent, the success of industrial estates m 
India results from the fact that »hey incorporate all or 
most of the facilities devised by the Government to 
promote and assist small industry. The administrators 
of the estates centrali/e the requests for technical assis- 
tance, training, financing, machinery, supply of raw 
materials.« import licences, aid in marketing and the 
like and channel them to the appropriate agencies, 
some of which have set up facilities in a number of 
estates. Among th- Small Industries Serv.ce Instiiutes 
which are establish, d in each of the sixteen states eleven 

«rial Su^T• M*W*ed * lhC ** AMná* Seminar on In*»- 
M The need to reserve enough land for future expansion on an 

./.i. ^Unte^Nal.<ms, Mk,m ,m M^rmlLaium um! /W*,- 
imv, No. 3 (Safes No «»UBI*. financing of S,mall-scle 
Industries in Under-developed ( ountr.es ' 

» It miy be noted in this connexion that a huiW.ngs projevt 
team appointed to study slum clearance orohfc-rm pomied out ,n 
its report that " an amwer to low rent is S.mvr eost..( construction 
and im hijhcr sutnidy ". Qu,rtCd m Rep,*!„f Mr*./«-/«/ HuM- 
lim »men Team om Imtuslrml I Mates, „p til . paraph •* I 
Ihe reader is referred to this report for suggestions on rediMn« 

costs of construction of industrial estates 
* In particular supply, at «wtn-ilwl prices, of certain licensed 

materials, such as steel, coke and cement 
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are located in or near :ndustnal estates; three of the four 
Branch Institutes are also similarly located. Many of 
the forty-two InduM'ial Intension Centres already estab- 
lished and the thirty-seven others now being planned 
are set up or are to be set up in the vicinity of industrial 
estates. Training ..ourses have been organized by the 
Institutes in a number of estates and plans have been 

made for providing then in others. 

Prototype "' ¡»roduction-cum-training centres have 
been set up b> the National Small Industries Corporation 
in thcRaikot and Okhla estates. These centres develop pro- 
totype machinery and tram small manufacturers to produce 
it on commercial lines The Government intends to 
establish one such centre on an industrial estate in every 
state. The Corporation is now setting up offices in each 
state in the premises of the Small Industries Service 
Institutes., which will enable it to expand its services. 
particularly in the estates in supplying small manufac- 
turers with machinery under liberal hire-purchase 
terms.'1 in providing them with marketing assistance, 
including export promotion, and in procuring govern- 
ment contracts for purchase of their products. The Cor- 
poration has set up on the Ludhiana estate, in Punjab, 
im an experimental basis, a depot for supplying iron and 
steel to small industries in the area. It has also estab- 
lished on the same estate a wholesale depot to facilitate 
marketing by small shops manufacturing woollen 
hosiery, sewing machines and bicycle parts. 

In addition to the services provided by government 
agencies, various common facilities are usually set up 
on the estates for the benefit of heir occupants. As a 
rule, these facilities are much broader in scope than those 
found in industrial estates in the developed countries. 
Besides the standard services furnished by most estates 
throughout the world for the convenience of the occu- 
pants canteens, dispensaries, banks, post offices, bus 
service, police and fire protection special services are 
supplied with a view to improving productivity and 
reducing costs. In most cases, determination of the type 
of services required followed rather than preceded occu- 
pancy of the factories, as it depended upon the distribution 
of activities on the estate, which, as a rule, was not or 
could not be forecast with certainty or. therefore, planned 
in advance. As an example, one of the most advanced 
estates in India Ciuindy, near Madras provides the 
following services: (I) foundry equipped with moulding, 
pattern-making and sand-testing machinery supplying 
ferrous and non-ferrous castings, and a control labora- 
tory; (2) forging and heat-treatment shop equipped with 
drop hummers and pneumatic hammers for making 
light forg'ngs. The shop also undertakes metal treatment, 
such as hardening, annealing, normalizing, tempering, 
case hardening, and so on: (.">) tool room providing dies, 
jigs and fixtures for press work, forging, casting, plastic 

21 The beneficiaries make a down-payment of 20 per cent for 
Kencral-purposc machines and one-third for special-purpose 
machines, and pay the balance in half-yearly instalments over a 
pi-run! IHH exceeding eight years, at interests rales of 4.5 or 6 per 
eent for machinery valued up to, or more than, 15,000 rupees, 
respectively The amount of down-payment for machinery valued 
at 2.000 rupees or less is one-half of the limits just mentioned. 
Indu,.rial c»>-»»peralives enjoy more favourable terms for both 
down-payment and interest rate. 

mouldings, etc.; (4) pressure die-casting unit supplying 
non-ferrous castings; (5) service-cum-training centre for 
precision instruments assisting enterprises manufacturing 
surgical instruments, laboratory equipment and hand 
tools; (6) service centre for electrical goods supplying 
coated copper wire, coated enamel wire and enamel 
winding wire: (7) glass works manufacturing scientific 
and laboratory glassware, neon-signs and other items and 
providing training in glassmaking; (S) wood-working 
shep. including seasoning plant and testing equipment; 
(9) common lease shop renting out portable tools and 
leasing machinery to be used in the shop with the help 
of skilled operators. The shop leases heavy equipment, 
such as grinders, milling machines, turret lathes, die- 
sinking machines, shaping machines, screw machines, 
punching and shearing machines, and sand-blasting 
equipment; (10) testing laboratory currying out indus- 
trial testing and research on raw materials and finished 
products and extending technical advice and service; 
(II) servicing agency managing a depot for supplying iron, 
steel and other essential raw materials to the occupants 
of i lie estate; (12) technical information centre with 
technical library, motion pictures and slides, which also 
provides printing and blue-printing facilities. The Guindy 
estate has also built houses at subsidized rents for the 

workers.25 

Some of these facilities, and similar ones, are being 
set up in other estates. For instance, dyeing, bleaching 
and finishing centres have been built on the Rajkot estate 
to serve the needs of some of its occupants and those of 

neighbouring enterprises. 

When fully implemented the government measures 
should go a long way to improve the productivity of 

- A few other data on the Guindy estate may be of interest to illus- 
trate the information presented in the paragraphs above. By the 
middle of 1959, the estate included 78 factories with a total employ- 
ment of 1,050 workers and an average employment of 13 workers 
per factory; the 12 centres mentioned above served 40 to 100 
plants on the estate and in the neighbourhood, and provided 
employment for 400 additional workers By the end of 1959, a total 
of 97 plants were scheduled to be in operation with a total employ- 
ment of I,IM). Thirty-one additional plants were to be completed 
early in I9M) and provide employment for another JOO persons. 
Because of the smaller si/e of the additional factories, the average 
number of workers per factory would then be II. The total acreage 
of the estate is now 100 (40 hectares) and a reserve of 120 acres 
(49 hectares) is beir.g acquired for further development. The total 
annual turnover is estimated to reach 15 million rupees when all 
129 plants are in operation. 

The 76 factories in operation by the middle of 1959 producer ! 
a variety of products, including: oil circuit breakers, fuses, swit- 
ches, busbar trunking, high-v 'Itage group-operated disconnecting 
switches, air-break switches, underground cable joints, precision- 
cut gears, industrial gear boxes, gear pumps, radios, including 
transistor radios, amplifiers, volume controls, bicycles, wire nails, 
panel pins, electric washing machines, lilm printing machines, lamp 
shades, soap boxes, tin containers, spectacle frames, builders' 
hardware, industrial belting, precision-ground components for auto- 
motive engines, tube-light fittings, galvanized ¡wis, die-cast parts, 
motor pomp parts, conduit pipes, paper pins, gem clips, automo- 
bile part', mathematical instruments, index files, screwdrivers, 
rooting hooks, railway parts requiring orgon arc welding, bolts 
and nuts, rivets, hinges, washers, wire mesh, drop forgings, corru- 
gated paper and boxes, machine screws, sheet metal work, brass 
foundry, eopper conductors, polyvinyl chloride wires and cables, 
thin-walled engine bearings, typewriter parts, diesel engine parts, 
pressed tools, polyethylene films and bags, fountain pen parts, 
waterproof and coated papers. 
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the estate industries. Some of these measures       hire- 
purchase of machinery, for instance       ensure the use 
ol efficient modern equipment, and. as mentioned earlier 
on the Gumdy estate, use of modern  machinery is a 
condition   for   admission.   In   some  estates,  applicants 
who arc prepared to install high-quai.ty machinery and 
produce goods according to standard specifications are 
given ad.nssion  preference. This is,  however, not the 
general a-se. On many estates, little or no control of 
the quality of equipment or of the manufactured goods 
is exerted  by  the estate managers.   While many new 
enterprises   furnish   themselves   with   new   machinery 
others buy seconJ-hand, obsolete equipment. Most of 
the already established entrepreneurs who move into 
estate factories bring with them their antiquated, low- 
productivity  equipment, and  many  of them turn out 
goods a large proportion of which is rejected for defects 
To quote from the report of the Buildings Projects Team 
" it is still the same backyard factory from the congested 
part of the town which has shifted to new premises " -'« 
Kntry  procedures are often  limited,  as in developed 
countries, to ensuring compatibility by refusing admission 
to obnoxious industries and to enterprises which would 
compete   with   industries  already   established   on   the 
estate. According to this and other reports, technical 
assistance is often not requested or not provided, in 
the former case, because of adherence to routine pro- 
cedures on the part of the industrialists, in the latter 
because of lack or scarcity of expert technicians. Diffi- 
culties and delays in building of estates, supply of raw 
materials and marketing of goods are also reported. 

In a few cases, the establishment of industrial estates 
has given rise to the creation of industrial and commerciai 
firms in adjacent areas — some of them trading with 
industries established on the estate. According to one 
observer,  such  growth in the  neighbourhood of the 
Rajkot Industrial Estate has taken place haphazardly. 
" without much apparent control by the municipality 
over location, architecture, or the general appearance 
of the neigl bourhood. The nature of this spontaneous 
commercial  ind industrial growth near the estate may 
already serve as a warning of the dangers of inadequate 
land use planning and zoning or inadequate enforcement 
of regulations." This observer warns that, " without suffi- 
cient care, an industrial estate might become completely 
surrounded in time by uncontrolled growth of business 
enterprises, which could turn a well-conceived project 
into a congested industrial slum and a t.affie cul-de-sac".27 

On the other hand, he notes that the interest created 
by the Rajkot experience has already stimulated local 
estate development projects, private and public, in the 
neighbouring area - by a private developer, a co- 
operative group of industrialists and the Rajkot muni- 
cipality. 

These two examples raise the broader problem of t,.e 
extent to which it might be necessary or possible to 

" Report of the Selected BuUlings Project» Team OH Industrial 
Uiates, op. cit., paragraph 10.4.1. The sanitary condition» and 
safely arrangements provided in the new premises will, however 
favourably affect the health of the workers — a very important 
consideration in India - and thereby tend to curtail absenteeism 
and high turnover of manpower, and improve labour productivity 

•'• William Bredo, op. cit., page 48. 

integrate the development of indu,ii..,l estates ,„,„ | Ir.vr 
schemes. m particular, rc..,on.,l or ,„„,» .„ut ,llint|N 
planning. 

Puerto Rico 

The industrial development Pol,cv ot |\,CMO Rk„ h , 
been  based since  USI on a comP.chens,vc  ^,on 01 
incentives  aiming   primarily   at   .;ttracime   carni ,1    „id 
entrepreneurship   from   the   I nited   States   mamland 
efforts arc also made lo stimulate local entreprend.,slim 
and to attract industry from \ uropean ami other com, 
tries.   | he industrialization programme is dir.vicd   nul 
supervised   by   a   government   agencv.   the   I cononm 
Development   Administration,   thioueh   a   number   ol 
operational units, the most important of which   m ihe 
held under consideration, is the Puerto R,c.. Industrial 
Development Company (PRIIXO). a  public corpo,, 
tion engaged in real estate, construction and financing 

Prior  to   1950.  the   Puerto   R.can  t.overnnun.   had 
attempted to stimulate industrial development In selline 
up government-owned and government-operated ohm's 
m key industries     cement, glass containers, papcrboard 
structural  clay  products and  shoes        both  tl,  mcc, 
war-time shortages and to induce private mdusirv  to 
follow suit: the latter, however, did not materialize and 
the Government turned to a policy «'»' inducements to 
private investors to set up industries m Puerto Rico 
To that end. a law exempting new industries from local 
taxation was passed in 1947 (this was revised in I94K 
and  1954 and completed in  1959). In  1949 and  195(1 
the government-owned factories were sold to private 
interests. A broad programme of construction of fac- 
tories on individual plots and on small industrial estates 
called " industrial subdivisions " was begun in the carlv 
nineteen  fifties;  simultaneously,  an  intensive   promo- 
tional campaign was launched in the I : nited Slates to 
attract new industry. 

Tax differentials exemption from most local taxes 
(for ten years from corporate and personal income tax 
and municipal levies, and for five to ten years from real and 
personal property taxes), inapplicability ol corporate 
and personal federal income taxes m the common 
wealth, and low rates of taxation applying after expiration 
of the exemption period are considered to be the key 
inducements in attracting new industries.-" It is acknow- 
ledged, however, that the inducement value of tax exemp- 
tion, on the one hand, and low taxation, on the other, 
varies from one type of industry to another, and that 
other factors have also influenced decisions to locale in 
Puerto Rico.2» 

The first industries attracted to the island were gen- 
erally small, labour-oriented and little-capitali/ed. 'lax 
exemption was undoubtedly a strong incentive to indus- 
trialists considering the alternative of remaining subject 
to federal and slate taxation, but availability of labour. 
low wage rates and lack or weakness of labour organiza- 
tion also enhanced their expectation of higher and faster 

'" National Manning Association, lomento the l<otumw 
Development of Puerto MKO. hv William If Stead. Planum« Pam- 
phlet No. 101 (Washington, IX , March |W<). pHi{ls 'ft arid 114 
Heavy emphasis is put on this a s-cet m Puerto Rico's pn.in«»- 
tional literature. 

" //>«/., pages 77. «0. 92 and 9». 
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returns ih.m on the mainland. I he strength of the 'ast 
two iniiMdcMlioiiN has been diminishing m recent years. 
is wat-e i.îles .md unionization luve been steadily 
proL'tessini! 

I lie  "Iher  mam  incentives liii.nn.ial  assist.mee  un 
l.nniirihle terms, meluding minority investment by 
f'RIIX O in the sh.ne eapital ot privale lirnis. extension 
"I sti\uvs. -uth as engineering and économie researeh 
.un\ help m rceruilmg and ti.lining labour. A\H\ provision 
ol mdiisinal sites .,ni| buildings elicit response prin- 
cipally  from small and meilium-M/ed hrms. 

As llie sikeess nt Puerto Rieo as an industrial location 
proL"tc,snel> imptesse-d itscll on the Amenean industrial 

community, sume highly-capitalized enterprises were 
sei up on the island. It is probable that the expectation of 
low lav rales over a long period of time was a more 
important eoi sideralion than temporary lax exemption 
in motivating their decision. The gradual evolvement of 
an industrial climate and of " external economies " is 
likely, to inlluenee increasingly the location decisions of 
enterprises of all size As a whole, the effectiveness of 
the Puerto Rican programme may he attributed to a 
well-balanced and skillfully publicized set of measures 
combining tax and other inducements with assistance 
m all phases ol planning, construction and operation 
of industry. 

Industrial subdivisions are parcels of improved land 
usually featuring standard, ready-built faetones offered 
tor sale or lease. Most of these subdivisions accommodate 
les, than ten industries, only a few contain more than 
twenty sites. As of 30 June 1959, thirty subdivisions had 
been completed, one was under construction, and twelve 
were in the planning stage. 

I he subdivisions are intended to bring together com- 
plementary and auxiliary industries so as to develop 
small industrial complexes. The sites are fully improved 
and the buildings are geared, in size specifications and 
appurtenances, to the requirements of United Slates 
industrialists. A certain number of factories. ft,()00 square 
feet in covered area (557 square metres», are available, 
but the majority have an area of 11.501) and 23.000 
square feel (1.068 and 2.137 square metres) si/es 
considerably larger than those of the factory sheds in 
the Indian industrial estates. In all cases, enough land 
is provided lo permit the si/e of the factories to be 
doubled. In view of the small size of the estates, few 
common services and facilities are provided to the occu- 
pants In 195», private builders began to develop indus- 
trial subdivisions, with '.he encouragement of ihe 
Government. 

Industrial subdivisions and individual sites with or 
without factories have been set up throughout the island 
m an effort to disperse industry and thereby promote a 
geographically balanced development. Differential rental 
rat:** for standard factories apply in five geographical 
zone*. The lower rates which are subsidized apply 
to the less developed areas of the island; rental rates 
for the buildings under 11.500 square feet in area are 
somewhat higher, per square foot, than those applying 
to the larger factories. 

The factory   buildings erected   by  the  Puerto  Rico 

Industrial Development Company are in most cases 
offered for rent, although the Company would have 
preferred a policy of selling lots and buildings. Such a 
policy would hau' allowed the Company to reduce the 
amount of funds ned up in land and buildings, and to 
•preatl its resources over a broader construction pro- 
gramme: it would also have induced industries to keep 
their lactones for prolonged periods. It has not proved 
possible, so far. to implement such a policy to any 
appreciable extent; only vacant land is generally sold 
on an outnght cash basis. The Company recognizes 
the incentive value of rent, which is particularly great 
for the -mailer firms. The importance of this inducement 
diminishes considerably for Ihe larger, more capital- 
intensive industries, whose establishment in Puerto Rico 
is now  particularly encouraged. 

Between 1950 and 1959. 564 new industrial plants 
weie se« up in Puerto Rico. Most of them are branches 
of American concerns or new enterprises financed and 
controlled by mainland investors; the majority engage 
in light manufacturing and ship the bulk of their pro- 
duction to the Inited States. Is is estimated thai, from 
the inception of the programme to the end of 1959. 
about 41.500 industrial jobs have been created in 
Puerto Rico. 

Ihe fact that the development policy of Puerto Rico 
is largely focused on attracting industry from the main- 
land should be viewed in the light of its peculiar political, 
economic and geographic links with the United States, 
particularly its free access to the United States market! 
So far, stimulation of purely local entrepreneurship has 
been small.10 although all benefits provided by the 
Feonomie Development Administration, including tax 
concessions and factory space, are available to local 
industry qualifying under the programme. It may be that 
exemption from relatively low local taxes is not of itself 
a sufficient incentive to the formation of new local 
ventures. Another possible factor is that the industrial 
subdivisions programme is geared to the requirements 
of industrialists from the United States rather than to 
those of local entrepreneurs. It is likely that even the 
smallest factory buildings in the industrial subdivisions 
would be too large and cosily in relation to the resources 
of the latter. 

Thus, the general orientation of Puerto Rico's industrial 
estate policy does not seem to be typical of that likely 
to be adopted by most under-developed countries, which 
would rely principally on efforts to mobilize domestic 
resources and only accessory on attracting capital and 
entrepreneurship from overseas. However, efforts to 
attract foreign industry are made by most of the develop- 
mg countries. Puerto ft KOS experience suggests that 
achievement of that objective may be enhanced if induce- 
ments, services and promotional approaches are properly 
adapted to the requirements, standards and business 
practices of foreign industrialists. Many of the organiza- 
tional, physical planning and servicing methods developed 
in Puerto Rico could be successfully adapted in many 
under-developed countries for the promotion of national 
industrial undertakings. 
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Jamaica 

In another island of the Caribbean region Jamaica 
British West Indies an industrial estate at the western 
end oí Kingston has been in process of development 
by a government agency, the Industrial Development 
Corporation, since 1952. The Corporation sells or leases 
improved factory sites. In certain instances, it assists 
industrialists by building faetones according to their 
specifications, for sale or lease with option to buy at 
any time during the lease. Rental is at the rate of approxi- 
mately 10 per cent of the cost of building and land 
exclusive ol charges, such as insurance, water rates and 
repairs. Ready-built factories are not provided on the 
estate. The Industrial Development Corporation also 
undertakes to build factories in rural locations, for rent 
with option to purchase. 

The estate  is  zoned  for light  and  heavy industries 
and warehouses. Its total area is 300 acres (121 hectares). 
By the end of 1959. it included thirty-five factory build- 
ings tor light industry, most of them erected for American 
Canadian and British firms. 

Various tax exemptions and concessions, relief from 
import duties, and other incentives are extended to 
encourage local industrial investment and attract 
industry and entrepreneurship from abroad.31 In the 
period 1952.1938. a total of £3.9 million was invested in 
industry m Jamaica. Projects of local origin absorbed 
about 35 per cent of that total, foreign projects 55 per 
cent, and joint local and foreign ventures 10 per cent 
The Industrial Development Corporation participated 
to the extent of 25, 19 and 27 per cent, respectively^ in 
the investment of these groups.32 

Mexico 

In Mexico, the central Government is sponsoring and 
financing the construction of three " industrial cities " 
with the express purpose of diverting industry from the 
main industrial centres     the Mexico City and Monterrey 
areas      and encouraging local industrial development 
All three cities are in rural areas. Planning and construc- 
tion are undertaken by government corporations and 
financing is provided  by a government  development 
and investment institution      the Nacional Financiera. 

The Ciudad Industrial Bernardino de Sahagún (State 
of Hidalgo) is situated 104 kilometres (about 65 miles) 
from   Mexico City.  Construction   was  undertaken   in 
953 by a special public corporation - the Constructora 

Industrial  rolo. The city had initially 7,000 inhabitants 
and was planned for a maximum population of 60,000 
Industnalization was expected to take place around a 
nucleus of two large-scale state-owned industries pro- 
ducing railway cars, and diesel engines and motor trucks 
«o which another large state-owned plant producing 
textile machinery was subsequently added 

1*54, M55 and I95é; Industrial Incentives La», I9Î6   Interna- 

»'•_   ^" ì**"*y Encouragement Law, 1936. 
im^Z^^ Dmk>P"«w Corporation. Am* lUßor,, 

About 75 null,on pesos ,sl So m,ll,on) «ere spent lo, 
basic improxement work, installation .M",,, ,   unis|n.. 
schools._ roads and bridges, lo attract „Hliisti'v .,"dui 
counterbalance the disadvantages o| dN,n„ ' (1 , 

Mexico C„v and other industrial arcasand lack of exf, 
economies and amenities m ,|,e new centre, a twentx 
ivc-vear exemption from corporate income tax and ', 

f.l.een.ycur. .SO per cent abatement of r,oPcm ,ax « ,-e 
granted to prospective occupants. 

In spite of these efforts. no new   ,,Kius„v   has so f.ir 

been established m Ciudad Sahagún.  Its lack ol   ,tt, ,c- 
t.veness ,o private industry appears ,o be principaux due 
to an un lavourable location as regards communications 
supply ol raw materials and marketing of products. 

On the other hand, positive results have alreadx been 
achieved in the Ciudad Industrial dc Irapualo (Suite ol 
Guanajuato), situated 355 kilometres (221 nnlcs) from 
Mexico City, whose construction began in I9S7 (mod 
prospects appear to be in view for the recentIv opened 
Zona Industrial Lagunera (State of Durango). located 
355 kilometres from Monterrey and 1.1(H) kilometres 
(687 miles) from the capital. Planning and development 
of these industrial cities have been entrusted to the 
Comisión Federal de Electricidad, with a view among 
others, to securing new outlets for the increasing power 
production of this government agency. 

Both cities are located in predominantly rural areas 
but are well served by railroads and modern highways' 
and have direct access to raw materials, utilities, abun- 
dant manpower and large consumer markets. Irapuato is 
located near an oil refinery, and Zona Lagunera near 
a pipeline terminal. In both cities, fuel may be purchased 
at the lowest price obtainable. Ample supplies of electric 
power and water are available at very low cost The 
former city has 50.000 inhabitants; the latter is located 
near two medium--ized towns Torreón with 1X2 (100 
inhabitants and Gómez Palacio with 70,000 inhabitants 
In both cases, a large part of the population is unem- 
ployed or under-employed. In each city, the si/e ol the 
industrial estate proper is about the same 2X0 hectares 
(692 acres), of which 220 (544 acres) are for sale m 
Irapuato, and 265 hectares (655 acres) of which 224 
(554 acres) are for sale in the Zona Lagunera. I ach is 
zoned for light and heavy industry. 

In both cities, improved sites arc sold at cost, with 
the addition of a fixed overcharge of 2 pesos per square 
metre (l| United States cents per square foot» to 
constitute a fund for common services police and 
fire protection, sanitation, health and so on. The average- 
sales price is 30 pesos per square metre (Sl.JSO.22 \x:r 
square foot). The purchaser makes a down payment of 
10 per cent upon signature of the contract and pays the 
rest of the price by monthly instalments over a period 
of five years, with interest on the unpaid balance. No 
buildings for sale or rent are erected in advance of 
demand. 

Tax concessions similar to those mentioned earlier 
are made available to the occupants. Assistance in 
obtaining raw materials and marketing products, as 
well as certain subsidies, may be provided by the state 
governments. 
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Light and h?avy engineering plants, shoe manufactur- 
ing, clothing and other light industries are located in 
Irapuato. Towards the middle of I960, eight contracts 
tor the sale of a total surface of 12.5 hectares (about 
31 acres) were being negotiated at the Zona Lagunera. 

There are indications that another " industrial city " 
is being planned at San Luis Potosí, in the state of the 
same name, by a special corporation the I rbam/adora 
Industrial under the sponsorship of the state govern- 
ment. Mie opportunity of creating industrial estates at 
Acapulco (State of Guerrero). Matamoros (State of 
Tamaulipes) and in the State of Veracruz is currently 
being discussed. 

Brazil 

Two " industrial cities " are established in the vicinity 
of Belo Horizonte, capi'al of the State of Minas Gerais 
and a town of about 340,000 inhabitants. These cities 
Contagem. founded in 1941. and Santa Luzia. founded 
in the nineteen fifties have been set up with a v'ew to 
attracting industry to a state with an economy based on 
mining and agricultural activities. Before the establishment 
of the industrial cities, the products of the state were 
almost entirely exported and processed in other parts of 
the country or abroad, and practically all manufactured 
goods were imported. Another objective was to provide 
employment to the local manpower which, for lack of 
opportunities in the state, migrated towards the industrial 
centres «if Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo. At the same 
time, it was desired to decongest the urban area of 
Belo Horizonte. Both projects were financed by the 
state and are under state management. 

Improved sites in the " industrial park " zone of each 
city are offered to industrialists for perpetual lease at 
nominal rates. These amount to 6 per cent per annum 
of the land value which ranges today from 6 to 10 cruzeiros 
per square metre (3 to 5 United States cents per square 
foot). Water is supp'ied free of charge. Ample electric 
power is available. 

The industrial parks in both cities are zoned for light 
and heavy industries. In Contagem, some heavy industries 
have reen promoted in the form of joint ventures between 
state and private groups. A number of subsidiaries of 
impo tant foreign firms have been established. By the 
end of I960, forty-two factories were in operation in 
Contagem, with a total employment of 12.000 and an 
average employment of 290 workers per plant. Capital 
and reserves of these enterprises amount to 3 billion 
cruzeiros. Sixty-three factories are under construction. 
The area of the industrial park was originally 270 hec- 
tares (667 acres) and has subsequently been expanded to 
about 700 hectares (about 1.700 acres). Sites were im- 
proved at a cost of 100 million cruzeiros. Heavy indus- 
tries include steel mills, mines, metallurgy, the manufacture 
and assembly of motor-cars, tractors, railway cars and 
machinery and the manufacture of oil products and 
cement and other building materials. Light industries 
include dairy and food-processing plants making use of 
the state's livestock resources the largest in Brazil 
pharmaceutical products, electrical appliances, paper 
products and many others. 

Comi ion services ìclude catering and health facilities. 
A vocational school has been established in the industrial 
park Housing is provided for the workers m the resi- 
dential zone of i lie industrial city. 

Santa Luzia was set up after it had become apparent 
that Contagem was about to be fully occupied, while 
demand for industrial sites continued to be strong. By 
the end of I960, a large slaughter-house was in operation, 
an automobile factory was under construction and an 
oil refinery was being planned. 

In 1959. preliminary plans were made for developing 
two other industrial cities in the state of \t nas Gérais 
Governador Valadares (population in |<»50. 20.357) and 
Cberlandia (population. 34.866). ••• 240 and 475 kilo- 
metro, respectively, from Belo Horizonte. The former 
would be managed by a private organization; the latter. 
by the municipality or a foundation especially created 
for the purpose. In both cities, industry would be based 
mainly on the processing of local agricultural and forestry 
materials. F.lectric power and transportation facilities 
would be developed concurrently. Similar plans are 
under consideration in the state of Bahia. 

A privately-owned industrial estate has been in opera- 
tion since 1952. in the Lapa suburb of Sào Paulo. Its 
management sells improved sites and builds factories 
for sale or lease with option to purchase. More than 
forty enterprises were operating in the estate by the end 
of 1958. 

Nigeria 

A very small industrial estate 2 J acre» (LI hec- 
tare) in area was set up in February 1937 at Yaba, 
a suburb two miles from the centre of Lagos, a city 
of 300,000 inhabitants. The purpose of the project is 
not to promote new industry applicants have to he 
in production to be eligible for admission. It is to sti- 
mulate the growth and improve the productivity of 
small industries by providing them with suitable 
premises and various forms of assistance. The estate 
contains five single-storey " nest " factories, each of 
which is divisible into six independent workshop units, 
30 by 40 feet in si/e (9 by 12 metres), offered for rent. 
Tenants may occupy om or several units, or part of 
a unit. As a rule, a firm settling on the estate occupies 
one standard unit during the first year. During the 
second year, it may grow to two or three units, and 
may reach the maximum permissible space allocation 
of four units during the third year. It may stay for 
another year in the estate; after that time the indus- 
tria list has to move out and set up his own factory in 
one of the industrial areas zoned in the outskirts of 
Lagos, or elsewhere. New tenants can then occupy the 
premises he has vacated. 

Subsidies permit the payment of rent to be graduated 
so as to approach market cost after the fifth year of 
lease. Rental ewers common services and building 
maintenance. It starts, for one standard unit, at £18 per 
month during the first and second years and reaches 
125 for the period extending from the third to the fifth 
year; it amounts to £29 per month thereafter. Additional 
charges are made for water and electricity; machinery 
is owned and installed by the tenants. 
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As the corresponding market rent is even higher, 
actual cost is not fully recovered from rent. This would 
induce firms to stay on the estate if it were not for the 
four-unit allocation limit which forces those who have 
reached it to vacate the premises. In the two years in 
which the estate has been in operation occupation 
began late in 1958 only two firms out of forty have 
noi applied for additional units. There is a long waiting 
list of entrepreneurs wishing to settle on the estate. 
Lack of reserve land, however, precludes any expansion. 
The small si/e of the estate and the high rate of use 
of land have caused some congestion and lack of storage 
space; overhead costs are reported to be high. Most of 
the forty established workshops employ less than fourteen 
workers each; total employment is around 300. 

The estate includes an office building, canteen, garage 
and parking space for trucks whicn are required in 
view of the absence of railway facilities. Construction 
was done by local builders under the supervision of 
the Kederal Public Works Department. The estate is 
managed by the Nigerian Department of Commerce and 
Industries. 

The common services included in the rent consist of 
accounting advice, training in maintenance of machinery, 
and engineering work performed by a central workshop! 
the workshop also accepts orders on a commercial basis 
from outside firms. 

The industries established on the estate include pro- 
duction of furniture and upholstery, printing, food- 
processing, manufacture of electrical appliances, tyre 
vulcanixation, vehicle body repairs, typewriter repair, 
ihoc-making, leather-working, wood-carving. cosmetics 
production and recording of musk. 

In 1947, the government of what was at the time the 
province of Sind set up a public corporation — the Sind 
Industrial Trading Estates Company, Ltd. (SITE) — 
to promote industrialization by building and managing 
industrial estates along the lines of the British trading 
estates. The Company developed two estates, one on 
the outskirts of Karachi, and the other at Hyderabad 
100 miles north of Karachi. Its efforts were spurred 
by the need to provide work for the large numbers 
of refugees who had entered West Pakistan after Partition. 

To help in the establishment of the Karachi estate 
the Government gave 4,000 acres of land ( 1,618 hectares) 
free of charge, and entended a loan of 4.6 million rupees 
(«966,000) at 4 per cent interest, to start the improvement 
work. An area of 1,500 acres was subdivided to accom- 
modate 500 factories. Improved sites are offered for 
rent, for periods of from five to ninety-nine years The 
)??£, rCTI " «»"e»»»* 756 rupees per acre per annum 
(XI59), a figure calculated on the basis of the total 
development cost, estimated to amount to 30 million 
rupees (¡«6.3 million), spread over a period of twenty 
years. The rest of the land is allocated as follows: roads 
railways, administration buildings, warehouses and 
public amenities, 700 acres; housing for the workers 
900 acres; the balance of 900 acres is held in reserve 

By the m.ddle of |%o. about 7 mill.on rupees h ul 
been spent by SITI on improvement and develop,,,•, 
work, .ncludmg 55.2(H) square fee« (5.I2S sq,,,,, m,„cs> 
ol model faetones " and 202.050 Sl|lliliv ,,,, (|s -.,,, 
square metres) of go-downs and warehouses   ,u a cost 

»«r each ol these two types of projects, of about I I „„¡hon 
rupees. A total of 447 plots had been allotted to ,e,un.s 
324 lactones, most of then, built hv the tenants «eie ,„ 
production; the rest of the lactones" were hernu const,,,,, 
ted and were expected to be operatimi In the an\ ,>¡ 
the year. About 50.0(H) workers were'beine cnipUcd 
and average employment per lactorv was IM When 
all 500 planned factories have been built, total emnlov- 
ment will be about  KH).(HK). 

Of the 447 enterprises. I2S arc textile mills loi 
engineering plants; 35. chemical and pharmaceutical 
plants producing about 25 per cent of the countiVs 
requirements; 18. oil and soap lactones. Is (oiHi. 
processing industries; 14. plastics factories, producine 
all the country's requirements and exporting abroad' 
8, paint and varnish factories; the 128 others include 
steel re-rolhng mills, leather, rubber, glass and cigarette 
factories, car and appliance assembly plants, optati 
goods, cosmetics and other factories. 

SITE manages the estate through a Hoard ol Directors 
of seven members, four of whom are nominated bv the 
Government and three elected by the tenants The 
Managing Director is a government official. The Com- 
pany is run on a " no profit, no loss " basis. Only a 
limited range of services is provided. IX-vclopmcm' ol 
two other estates near Karachi is under consideration. 

The Hyderabad Trading Estate was founded in 195"» 
It includes 1,264 acres of land (511 hectares), of which 
536 acres (217 hectares) are allocated to factories and 
the rest to houses for the workers. As of 1959. 3 million 
rupees had been spent on improvement and develop- 
ment; total expenditure will amount to about 5 million 
rupees (*2.4 million) 

In 1959, twenty-five factories were erected on 194 acres 
of land and nine others were ander construction on 
thirty acres. Sites are rented at a basic rate of 750 rupe-.-s 
per acre. The industries include nine textile mills, live 
engineering concerns, two tanneries, soap, oil and Hour 
mills, and other light manufacturing establishments. 
Sixteen acres are reserved for handicrafts. 

Development of the estate was hampered by difficulties 
in providing utilities in particular water and electricity 

inadequate drainage, and shortage of housing. 

In East Pakistan, construction of sixteen estates for 
small industries in rural and urban areas is provided 
for in the second five-year plan. Six estates arc to be- 
set up during the fiscal year 1960 61 at Sylhel, Harisal. 
Mymensingh, Khulna, Rajshahi and Pabna. Admission 
will be reserved to industries supplying agriculture. 
processing agricultural products and other indigenous 
raw materials, producing essential consumer and producer 
goods using imported as well as domestic raw mate- 
rials       and handicrafts. 

The estates will provide factory buildups and a lull 
range of services. Construction of the factories will he- 
undertaken either by the Government through its depart- 
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merits and agencies, or h> co-operative societies or 
private companies. I acton, units will he ollered lor 
rent hire-pureliase or outright sale. Improved plots of 
liinJ may be ollered on the same conditions, as an 
alternative. 

Basic development  costs  ,,re estimated   at   2  million 
rupees  (S4:0.(KI(t,   lor   a   large  estate:   construction   of 
workshops,   administration   buildinc   post   oliice.   bank 
lirst-aid ».-entre AìKì   :he like  will  involve an   additional 

expenditure of 500.000 rupees. Improvement of a small 
rural estate (about ten acres) is expected t»> cost »>ne 
million rupees. Capital costs will be recovered over a 
per,od ol ten vear \ small service charge will be levied 
on each (actorv n m to cover administrative costs and 
technical   and   other   services. 

I ach estate will feature facilities for extendina technical 
assistance, service to management, common service 
centies and engineering workshops. 
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Chapter » 

THE ROLE OF INDUSTRIAL ESTATES IN INDUSTRIALIZATION roi IC ILs 

The foregoing review of the experience in both ad- 
vanced and under-developed countr.es suggests a certain 
number of remarks, some of which may be of interest 
to countries which envisage the establishment of indus- 
trial estates as one means of furthering their industrializa- 
tion. Since the experience is in many cases very recent 
particularly in the case of India, and little information 
on achievements is available, some of the following 
observations are put forward only tentatively. 

Polk»« of urimtrial feeatfc» ami «mintili.m 

In most of the cases reviewed in this study, the establish- 
ment of industrial estates has been used as an instrument 
lor the location aid development of industry either (i) 
by local groups, public or private, with a view to promot- 
ing local interests, or (ii) by Governments, in order to 
turther policies of broader scope. 

The first aspect has been discussed in connexion with 

! .KX^«n,CC in lhe United S,a,es- and in Italy prior 
to the 1957 law on the development of the Mezzogiorno 
This may provide useful data regarding organization and 
operation of industrial estates, but contains few elements 
which would contribute to the formulation of industrial 
development policies making use of industrial estates 
The discussion in the following pages is thus confined 
to the second aspect. 

In most countries under review, industrial estates have 
played a role in government rolkies ajming at the 

same time at diverting industry from certain relatively 
over-populated or over-industrialized centres, steering it 
towards depressed or less developed areas of the country 
and inducing and facilitating its establishment in these 
areas; some policies also aim at promoting industry 
throughout the country. The emphasis put on decentra- 
lization, on the one hand, and industrial development 
on the other, and the means adopted to achieve these 
aims, vary from one country to another. It seems possible, 
however, to distinguish four main types of policies. 

(I) LOCATION AND DEVELOPMENT POLICIES 
ÌASED ON INDIRECT CONTROL 

Pol cies under this heading aim at inducing decentrali- 
zation of industry anJ its development in certain areas by 
offering it special advantages and facilities in these 
areas. Industry may, however, establish itself anywhere 
m the country. The policy adopted in the United Kingdom 
before the Second World War in regard to souK 
England and the Midlands on the one hand, and the 
special Areas on the other, and the policies recently 

mtroduccd ,„  Mexico. Bra„l and l.alv tvkw ,„ ,„.„ 

The inducements consist of differential advantages ,,s 
regards plan, establishment and o.vrat.on; .IKS ,V 
devised, on the one hand, to fae.h.a.e investment; an 
on the other to raise prof,, expectations, lhe former 
include provision of sites and factories „, mdù"n, 
estates or on individual tracts of land for sale or re.,. 
on favourable terms, grants, and low-intcres. loans ,|K 
latter comprise tax exemptions or abatements, reductions 
in customs duties on certain imported materials, reduc- 
en--of u^^ 

The comparison and evaluation of policies based on 
SJÌjfTment% !" T^ dmkul, b> ,ht mullipHciiv of the factors involved differences m national econo- 
mic structures variety of the .nducemen.s and .he lac. 
that many o, them are offered jointly. |„ addition, the 
areas differ considerably in size, distance from the main 
centres, type of predominant industry and other features 
The following considerations are. therefore offered 
tentatively. 

Industrial estates will attract small and mcdium-si/ed 
industries and will be especially effective when featuring 
ready-built,  general-purpose factories. General-purpose 
lactones,  when  properly designed,  are suitable  for a 
great variety of light industries. The economics of scale 
resulting from mass construction are passed on to the 
occupants, whether purchasers or tenants, m the form 
of lower prices or rents. Renting a factory      even more 
than renting a site      permits a capital cost ... be eon- 
verted  into  an  operational  expenditure,  and   releases 
resources for purchase of machinery and for working 
capital, which is ol particular importance in countries 
where credit is scarce and interest rates are high, leasing 
- instead of purchasing       the premises also reduces 
the risks incurred by the industrialist, as he may more 
easily " pull  out " of an  unsuccessful  .enture.   While 
this may involve some risk to lhe sponsor, experience 
shows, for instance in the United Kingdom, lha. successful 
estates seldom lack applicants for vacant factories.1 

Provision of grants or loans will enhance the appeal 
of industrial estates mainly in respect of newly-founded 
small companies with limited financial means. 

As noted earlier, American and British observers tend 
to minimize the value of inducements aimed a. enhancing 
profit expectation 01 lowering costs ol production, 
whether offered separately or in conjunction with siles 

1 In some countries, however, lease agreements are drawn to 
extend over a period of years before allowing lor cancellation 
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or faetones in industrial estates. It is true that some 
ot these benefits have only a contingent value. as they 
may be taken advantage of m slight degree, or even 
not at all Ihus. profits before tax have to be large it" 
tax exemptions or abatements are to be ot any use. 
In general. newly-founded enterprises can seldom if 
ever make anv substantial profits in their first years 
of operation, and lax concessions may have expired by 
the time profits begin to emerge. Ihus. to Ke effective, 
tax concessions should evidently offer a large differential 
advantage and be granted lor a sufficiently long period.- 
I his consideration has. m Mexico, motivated the granting 
of a twenty-five-year tax exemption to attract industry to 
the " industrial cities ". ' I he experience of one of these 
cities shows that even exceptionally favourable advantages 
of this type will not attract industry unless they comple- 
ment efforts to develop markets and improve supplies of 
materials or labour in the area. 

However, short-term tax concessions are easy to intro- 
duce and usually cost the public authorities which extend 
them little or nothing: on the other hand, inducements 
enhancing the ability to invest are costly and sometimes 
involve substantial risks. Kor that very reason, tax 
concessions are frequently offered with small variations 
by competing communities. Such competition may not 
affect their appeal to local investors, but may diminish 
and sometimes cancel out their attractiveness as far as 
industrialists from other regions are concerned. 

Finally, it appears that, while investment in infrastruc- 
ture facilities is not per se an inducement in regard to 
location and establishment of industry, programmes for 
setting up industrial estates can be fully effective only 
when integrated with basic development plans. As was 
pointed out earlier in the present study, the measures 
taken recently by the Italian Government for the indus- 
trialization of the Mezzogiorno are to a large extent 
motivated by this consideration. 

(2)  L.CK ATION  AND UtVLLOPMINT  POLK IIS 
BA8ID ON  DIRLI T  CONTROLS 

The objectives outlined above may be achieved by 
adopting measures which are in the nature of direct 
controls. Under such a policy, all plans to establish 
new industry in any part of the country must be approved 
by the central authorities. The post-war policy of the 
United Kingdom the only country applying such a 
policy practically excludes new industry from such 
regions as the London area and the Midlands, and 
leaves it little choice but to settle in less industrialized 
regions or to move to the Development Areas, the 
Development Districts, the New Towns or Northern 
Ireland. The choice that industry can make between these 
areas and locations within them may be further limited 
by requirements for certain types of raw materials, 
transportation, labour, or access to certain markets. 

F.ven under such a policy, the need for special induce- 
ments is not entirely eliminated. Although external eco- 
nomies and complementary industrial facilities have been 

'-" The device of enforcement »f taxation is also a tactor. 
• A similar concession is granted in Ireland. The type of policy 

in l'uree in Puerto Rico is discussed below. 

developed in the Development Areas as a result of 
fifteen t > twenty-rive vears of special efforts, supply of 
facilities and services by the Board oí Trade and the 
trading estates corporations still appears necessary for 
attracting industry. Inducements such as tax concessions. 
grants, loans and offers of '* advance " factories which 
were extensively made use of m the pre-war period 
do not appear to be required anv more in the IX'vel- 
opment Areas. Some of them are, however, judged 
necessary in localities and regions, such as the IX'vel- 
opment Districts and Northern Ireland, which are econo- 
mically at a greater disadvantage than the Development 
Areas. 

Generally speaking, there appears to be little justifica- 
tion for applying a policy of direct control of industrial 
location in under-developed countries where nation-wide 
development is wanted. It is true that, even in such 
countries, certain regions are still less developed than 
others, and a better geographical distribution of industry 
is desirable. However, in view of the generally limited 
mobility of capital and manpower in most under-devel- 
oped countries, especially in the large ones, controls 
over the location of private industry may generally be 
difficult to implement. In smaller countries with unba- 
lanced regional development, controls based on building 
licences, provision of industrial estates and measures to 
facilitate mobility of capital and, if necessary, of popula- 
tion, might be effective in some cases. 

(3)   INDUSTRIALIZATION  POLKTLS BASLD ON  INDUCfcMlNTS 

to  INVLSTORS FROM  ABROAD 

As mentioned earlier, few under-developed countries 
have adopted development policies based principally on 
inducements to investors and entrepreneurs from abroad, 
though all countries make some efforts to attract foreign 
capital. 

In the case of Puerto Rico, it ii. difficult to differentiate 
between the respective inducement value of tax exemp- 
tions, wage differentials and industrial estates, but it 
is likely that, in view of the special economic and poli- 
tical links between Puerto Rico and the United States, 
the first two would have attracted industry even in the 
absence of the third, though perhaps at a slower rate. 
In countries attempting to attract investment in industry 
from foreign sources, a combination of these incentives, 
particularly of industrial estates well adapted to the 
requirements of foreign manufacturers, and of the 
requisite basic facilities, might be useful, assuming of 
course that tiie industrial estates are part of an integrated 
government policy aiming at making investment by 
foreign nationals sufficiently attractive. 

The role of industrial estates in facilitating dispersal 
of industry throughout Puerto Rico has been noted 
earlier. 

(4) INDUSTRIALIZATION POLK its BASI > ON PROVISION 

Ol    INTK.RATIO Ml ASI RIS OL   ASSISTANtL 

India is the only country where industrial estates have 
been used consistently as a tool of promotion of small- 
scale industry within the framework of a national policy 
of  industrialization.   The   Government's  objectives   in 
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establishing industrial estates are not so much to divert 
industry from large urban centres and induce it to move 
to certain areas though this objective is also present 
in the minds of the sponsoring authorities as to 
promote and assist small-scale industry throughout the 
country. As is well known, small industry has limited 
mobility, and the Government's efforts on its behalf 
tend principally towards mobilizing financial resources 
and stimulating entrepreneurial initiative at the local 
level. Hence, the nation-wide establishment of industrial 
estates with special emphasis on small towns and 
rural areas and provision of measures of assistance. 
also on a nation-wide scale. 

The Indian industrial estate integrates all or most of 
the facilities devised by the Government to encourage 
the establishment and growth of industry and improve 
productivity provision of financial and technical 
assistance, procurement of machinery, supply of raw 
materials, marketing, training of manpower and the 
like. Moreover, it is designed to encourage the develop- 
ment of relationships of interdependence and comple- 
mentarity among the occupane inter-trading, inter- 
servicing, and formation of co-operative organizations. 
It is also expected that, in some cases, relationships 
will be established between some of the occupants of 
the estates and neighbouring large industries in the 
form of subcontracting arrangements. This integration 
of measures on behalf of small industry makes the Indian 
industrial estates programme by far the most ambitious 
undertaken so far by any under-developed country. It 
also makes it a costly undertaking, since expenses for 
provision of a variety of government services are to be 
added to the outlays on site improvement and factory 
construction. 

Some of the difficulties which have been experienced 
in carrying out this programme may stem precisely 
from its ambitious scope. As the survey team's report 
referred to earlier points out.* to develop industry in 
rural areas is not an easy undertaking, especially in the 
conditions prevailing in India. It may take a long time 
before estates located in rural areas are fully occupied 
and, above all, before satisfactory levels of productivity 
and quality of production are achieved. Other difficulties, 
such as delays in building, supply and marketing, and 
lack of technical assistance, will no doubt be overcome 
as the programme — now barely three years old — 
achieves maturity. 

•      * 

Industrial estates can also play a role in policies or 
programmes of a narrower scope. They may be a suitable 
device for developing large-scale industrial complexes, 
including heavy and light industries of all sizes, centred 
on major projects such as ports and airports, railroad 
junction points, reclamation schemes, power plants, oil 
refineries, steel mills, or chemical 01 electrochemical 
plants. They may be an important tool in urbanization 
policies tending to achieve industrial decentralization 
together with planned concentration on selected sites; 
in particular, they may be a useful adjunct in urban 
renewal and  slum clearance projects.  They may also 

* Set page 22. 

be used, as in Nigeria, .is " nurseries " or n.nnme IM.HIíUK 

for small industries 

T>g« of «-statte 

It has been seen that industrial estates can be established 
in many forms and provide a variéis ol viims \„ 

industrial estale can he the venire ol an iiulustti ,1 

city " or o I" an " area ol" industrial dcvel.'pincii, ". ,.j 
a modest cluster ol small industrio and li.mdiaalis m 
a rural locality. Il may be a landscaped " park ,., ., 

utilitarian " tract ". It may be zoned lor heaw ,.r light 
industries, or both, or reserved for certain specific 
industries or ancillary enterprises working as subcontrac- 
tors for large concerns. It may offer improved sites. 
custom-built factories, or general-purpose faetones. .»r 
any combination of these features, h may provide a 
variety of services affording economy and convenience 
to the industrial occupants canteens, dispensaries, 
banks, building maintenance and services to raise 
their productivity, improve the quality of their products 
and lower their costs of production. 

Kstates of all these types may serve useful purposes 
in under-developed countries, as well as in developed 
ones. However, certain types may be particularly appro- 
priate to the conditions and industrialization policies 
prevailing in under-developed countries. In keeping with 
the approach adopted in the present report, this question 
is discussed below from the standpoint of economic 
planning. 

As already mentioned in connexion with the Indian 
industrial estates programme, considerably more econo- 
mic planning and research than in developed countries 
would in most cases be required for establishing industrial 
estates in the under-developed ones, particularly when 
the estates are intended to promote industrialization in 
rural districts.5 The choice of location and determination 
of size and type of industrial estates in under-developed 
countries would in general involve surveys, in alternative 
localities, of already existing industries; of new industries 
whose establishment on the estates would be both 
desirable and feasible; and of the availability or accessi- 
bility of facilities for promoting and assisting industry 
this, in addition to the usua! surveys of availability of 
labour, raw materials, power, water, transportation and 
other prerequisites.* In the light of these surveys, estimâtes 
would be made of the type and size of the estate; the- 
type, size and number of factories and other buildings, 
common facilities and amenities; if necessary, the equip- 
ment to be installed; and the building and development 
costs involved. 

As a rule, the degree of advance planning required 
will be in inverse relation to the level of economic develop- 

•'• See pages 20 and 22 It will he recalled thai although the 
majority of the Indian industrial estates were lo he established in 
rural areas, only " preliminary surveys of very limited th.ir.iucr " 
were, according to the team on industrial estates, tamal mil u 
advanee. It is probable that the lack ol tin »mugli advance planning 
was due in part to the fact lhat onlv a few of ihe survey icco.n- 
mended by the Plann'iig Commission of the (loveimiient ol India 
were completed ¡>> the Sn all-scile Intlusiiies Ito.nd at the lime 
development of the estates began Also, there w.is .i IIIMK n> 
expedite implementation of the proiceis 

* This question is discussed in mure dctai1 in .ipixndiv I in 
chapter 4. 
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ment of the selected arca. As will be seen below." a 

(ethnical assistance team sent bv the I nited States 
International Cooperation Administration to establish an 
industrial estate ;n u country at a \er\ earlv stage of 
industrialization came to the conclusion that advance 
determination and detailed planning of«// the industries 
lo be set up on the estate were necessary if the project 
was to be successful. Within the ranee between such 
estates and the more or less " speculative " ones prevail- 
ing in the developed countries, a certain number of 
intermediate types are possible. The five types described 
below, which are classified according to the type of 
facilities provided, seem to be suitable for under-deve- 
loped countries or areas at different levels of industrial 
development. 

( I ) A fully planned estate of the type just mentioned. 
iw/A " eustom " Jae lories de signed for selected industries. 
Such an estate might be the only one appropriate for 
a rural area where opporiunihes for industrial develop- 
ment are limited and where entrepreneurial initiative is 
unlikely to manifest itself spontaneously.* A complete 
" blue print " would evidently ensure a rational composi- 
tion ol industries and good operating conditions, as 
local potentialities and needs would be thoroughlv taken 
into account. On the other hand, the lack of flexibility 
of a fully-planned small estate might have some disad- 
vantages: for instance, if planning errors or managerial 
failures forced one of the industries to shut down, 
expensive remodelling might be required to fit the 
vacated " custom " factory to the needs of another 
industry. Since such an estate would as a rule be small, 
its planning, construction and operation would be 
relatively expensive. No country has vet established 
an estate of this type. 

(2) A larger estate including both " eustom " factor es tor 
a certain number of selected imlustries ami general-put pose 
jaetories built in advance of demand. The " eustom " 
factories would be the first to be erected; they would 
be built for industries having special plant requirements 
and presenting a particularly high priority both from 
the standpoint of general economic needs and from 
that of the further development of the estate. In parti- 
cular, priority might be given to industries judged 
necessary to the establishment of other industries on 
the estate for instance, a building materials factory 
or to their operation for example, a foundry. Custom- 
built factories might also be necessary for the establish- 
ment of large or medium-sized industries; standard 
factories would normally be designed for small-scale 
light manufacturing industries. 

Although not tested so far, this form of organization 
would seem to commend itself oy combining full planning 
in the initial stage where the greatest difficulties are 
usually to be met and where the impact of success or 
failure may be decisive - with flexible, though controlled, 
development in the future. Such an estate would seem to 
be appropriate both for a centre where some industry 
is already established and for an undeveloped locality 

See appendix II to chapter 4 
• The question whether establishment of estates in such areas 

is justified is discussed below. 

where a  sustained process of" industrialization  is likely 
to be induced. 

(3) An estate of the Indian type, featuring only general- 
purpose factories of various sizes. These may range from 
divisible " nest '* factories providing workshop units for 
handicrafts and very small establishments to full-fledged 
plants for small-scale industries. Such an estate is suitable 
for urban and rural localities with good prospects for 
industrialization. If necessary, the industrial composition 
of the estât.* could be influenced by selective admission 
procedures and even by special inducements to selected 
industries. 

(4) An estate offering general-purpose factories, improved 
sites and custom-built factories, including, if need be. 
medium-sized or large plants. This type of estate, which 
is similar to the British trading estate of the pre-war 
period, would allow for maximum flexibility in organiza- 
tion and use of lanJ and in the services extended to 
industry. It might be particularly suitable for large- 
scale industrialization projects. 

(5) An estate providing only improved sites. Establish- 
ment ol such an estate in or near a large urban centre 
may frequently be a sufficient incentive to the formation 
of industrial undertakings and the relocation of existing 
ones. 

locatimi of industrial estates 

It has been seen that, in accordance with a recom- 
mendation of the Planning Commission, the majority 
of the industrial e>iates in India have been established 
in small cities, with a view to promoting the industrializa- 
tion of rural areas and averting further concentration 
of population in large urban centres. In spite of this 
recommendation, a certain number of estates for small 
industries have also been established near large cities 
Two of them Okhla, near New Delhi, and Naini 
near Allahabad seem to be " model " estates designed 
to provide guidance for the development of estates in 
other areas. The location of the other estates may have 
been decided upon because of especially favourable 
industrialization prospects. 

It is already apparent from the present study — and 
it will be further stressed in another chapter — that 
industrial estates are an effective tool for the promotion 
or small-scale and medium-sized industries. Their effec- 
tiveness, however, is to a large extent related to their 
location. Favourable prospects for industrialization do 
not depend only upon the availability of such factors as 
manpower, raw materials, transportation, utilities and 
markets. These may exist in small towns in rural areas 
as well as in large urban centres. They depend also upon 
the possibility of mobilizing iocal capital and entre- 
preneurial talent and initiative. This is evidently much 
easier to achieve in the large cities than in rural areas 
where pioneering efforts are required to induce - and 
then sustain — major changes in economic activities. 
However, the establishment of industrial estates in well 
selected rural areas and provision of integrated technical 
assistance facilities may constitute such an effort and may 
open development prospect, which would not otherwise 
have been revealed, fhe rate of development of such 
estates is hkely to be slow. It may take a long time 
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before an assessment of this aspect of the Indian expe- 
rience become possible." 

As already noted, there are indications that the scope 
and speed of development are greater in some of the 
estates located near large Indian cities. This appears to 
be corroborated by the experience of other eoe .tries 
developed or under-developed, wh.-re estates have been 
set up in rural as well as in urban localities.1«' 

This suggests that where the goals of industrialization 
do not conflict with other aims, :n particular with social 
political or strategic ones, they mitht best be achieved 
by encouraging settlement on estates located on zoned 
sites in or near urban centres. If tendencies towards 
industrial concentration can be definitely ascertained in 
sudi localities, estates providing only improved sites 
may be sufficient to induce an inflow of manufacturing 
enterprises. The sites might be offered for rent or sale 
at cost or even at a reasonable profit, so as to minimize 
the expenditure involved and shorten the amortization 
period. The experience in developed countries suggests 
that industry is willing to pay market prices for sites 
in metropolitan areas; this may also be the case in the 
less developed nations. If, however, a faster rate of 
development is desired, general-purpose factories might 
also be made available. Estates in such locations may 
be suitable not only for small industries but also for 
medium-sized and large plants. Provision of financial 
and technical assistance would be particularly needed in 
estates designed for the farmer. 

Metropolitan industrial estates would also have the 
effect of regulating the inflow and local development 
of industry which, in such localities, often takes place 
in a disorderly fashion. Also, they might be a desirable 
counterpart to urban renewal programmes, in particular 
slum-clearance projects. In under-developed countries, 
industries are frequently established in squalid city 
districts; if displaced by slum clearance, they may 
legitimately claim compensation and measures of assis- 
tance, particularly relocation. Provision of sites or 
factories on industrial estates or both would avoid 
destroying the productive capacity involved. 

For a variety of reasons, attempts are often made to 
discourage hypertrophic growth of industry in metro- 
politan centres by means of indirect controls of the type 
discussed earlier, and by zoning and planning regula- 
tions. Measures to divert industry and enforcement of 
zoning ordinances may not always be effective, and 
industry may continue to flock in and further add to 
overcrowding and other ills. A realistic solution might 
then be to set up relatively inexpensive industrial tracts 
in suitable outlying areas. Neither ready-built factories 
nor special advantages or services would be provided, 

• Seasonal migrations of agricultural workers to industrial 
centres take place every year in India. Establishment of industrial 
estates in rural areas would, among other things, contribute towards 
stabilizing their population and preventing periodic overcrowding 
of urban centres. " 

'" It may be observed that in the United Kingdom, where the 
object of establishing industrial estates was to promote the growth 
of industry in the Development Areas and to check it in the already 
industrialized centres, important clusters of estates ha« been set 
up around some of the main cities in certain Development Areas 
a.id in Northvrn Ireland. 

since the objective would he to u-.-ulatc .,„ mt1,^ („- 
industry, which canno, in any case lv r,,u,u,l, ,„lvr 
than to induce it. I he tr.uts should ok UMISI, |v p,,n hK., 
with managerial organization lo enforce ik-.i ml,. ,„d 
regulations. 

It may also he mentioned that the L-overnin-.ii> „f 
countries which intend mil allv to esiabhsh one .-ulusi,, ,| 
estate only, as well as tl,o>e wind, plan to eie,le , net- 
work ot estates, might consider locatimi ¡he tirsi >>- M • 
in or near a large urban area so as to henelit lullv ••..,,, 
the demonstration elicci of what would he m all pro- 
bability, a more immediately successful achievement 
Making a " showcase " of a single estate Pio,cci mi-ht 
be appropriate in small countries where „HIUMIUI 

development potentialities are concentrated in the l.itgcr 
cities, and where resources do not permit several indus- 
trial estates to be created at once, the " demonstration 
effect argument is also valid in large, and more ad- 
vanced countr.es where a " model " estate mat help to 
stimulate the interest of industrialists and lendm- minu- 
tions and provide guidance for (he development of 
estates in other areas. 

Policy of admission 

An issue which is to some extent connected with that 
of location is whether admission to industrial estates 
should be confined to newly-founded firms. In the deve- 
loped countries, the question of whether a " prospect " 
lor a site or factory in an estate is a new firm or an 
existing one wishing to shift its place of business is usually 
of little concern to the developers. In under-developed 
countries, this question which arises mainly in re- 
spect to industrial estates located near large urban cen- 
tres — presents a certain importance. 

It has been noted earlier that, in the estates situated 
near large Indian cities, relocated industries were more 
numerous than new ones. This was deplored by the 
survey team which investigated several of these estates. 
The team did not explicitly recommend granting exclu- 
sive admission rights to new industry, but indicated a 
preference for giving it priority and preferred treat- 
ment." In particular, it suggested reserving to new 
plants the benefit of subsidized rent ihc only spe- 
cial inducement used in India in connexion with indus- 
trial estates. As to the location of the estates, the team 
did not oppose their establishment in or near large cen- 
tres, but expressed a preference for setting them up in 
small towns, in spite of difficulties which it anticipated. 

A more extreme position is adopted by the developers 
of the Guindy estate, located near Madras, where 
admissioii is reserved to new industry manufacturing 
certain types of products with the aid of modern machi- 
nery and power.1-' 

The rationale of an admission policy discriminating 
against existing enterprises would seem to be that indus- 
trial estates should serve to maximize production and 
employment and that this would obtain  if priority of 

" See also the recommendation of the   All-lmli.i Seminar on 
Industrial Lstates, footnote 16, chapter 2. 
" See page 25. 
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occupation   <>r   exclusive   rights   were   eisen   to   newly- 
csiahh-lieJ  firms or extensions ol existing ones. 

Il may no! be advisable, however, to base admission 
pohues on this criterion Nions .ire generali) made to 
improve the producimi) ol existing mi!tis;rus l¡ is to 
he considered lhat s,.me ol the henelits provided in 
industrial estates technical assistance, common ser- 
vices healthful surroundings and a gencrvl condi- 
tion that up-to-date machinery he installed would raise 
the productivity, the productive capacity and sometimes 
the employment of relocated firms. It might he prefer- 
able to adopt i less rigid policy of admission in respect 
of existing firms based (in the consideration that »he 
results expected from industrial estates should he com- 
mensurate with the efforts and tests involved in their 
tstahlishment. Admission policies would thus vary with 
the type and location of the estate. On the more costly 
ones th#>se providing general-purpose factories for 
rent and a variety of services giving a high priority 
to new establishments might be justified on the grounds 
that Ihe economic gain to the community which would 
result from purely rc-housing operations would he too 
small in regard to the large development costs supported 
by the community. <)n less expensive projects indus- 
tnal estates or tracts providing improved sites for sale 
or rent at market prices there would appear to be 
little justification for denying admission ta existing 
e«»merns hital or from outside which would qua- 
lify under the estate's rules and regulations.1» Moreover, 
as mentioned in the preceding section, industrial estates 
may play a useful role in relocating industries displaced 
by urban renewal programmes. 

As io the estates established in small towns and rural 
areas, demand for premises is likely to come principally 
from newly founded firms; admission of qualified local 
concerns might be advisable, not only on economic 
grounds, but als«) because their co-operation would be 
needed to ensure the success of the project. 

Mwrfrfal rotate« ard " sccaadary " growth 

An issue related to son e extent to the problems dis- 
cussed in the preceding sections arises in connexion 
with the " secondary " growth effect due to the existence 
of an industrial estate, as illustrated by the case of the 
Rajkot estate in Indi i. reported earlier. Because of in- 
adequate or unenforced zoning and planning regulations, 
a haphazard development of an industrial and housing 
slum /one has taken place around the estate which 
threatens to Night the neighbourhood. It can be presumed 
that such a secondary growth was due to the effect of the 
external economies stimulated by the existence of the 
industrial estate. If the surrounding area had been zoned 
and plained for business and residence and the regula- 
tions at .1 restrictions had been enforced, this would 
have j uvente-J the businessmen engaged in modest 
undertakings. sUeh as traders, caterers, artisans, work- 
shop-owners and repairmen as well as the workers 
employed on the estate from becoming ** squatters " 
in i he area around the site. Instead, orderly settlement 
by   qualified   and  less  " atomized " enterprises  would 

"   Hit question of rcsiriciive convenants and other admission 
regulations is beyond the scope of the present study. 

have taken place. In many under-developed countries. 
there arc many small family enterprises disposing of 
minimal resources for investment and working capital 
and operating by makeshift, 'though economically inef- 
ficient, often socially undesirable because of congested. 
unsanitary and unhealthful working conditions, such 
enterprises still make some marginal addition to national 
income and employment. There are no ready answers 
to such questions as whether enterprises of this type 
should, ni effect, be prevented from going into business 
under such conditions and. if so. whether alternative 
opportunities for a livelihood could or should be pro- 
vided to the people concerned. Also, resources may 
not permit industrial estates at some distance from the 
city to be built at the same time as houses for the 
workers. Assuming that this could be done only if both 
programmes were sealed down, the question arises 
whether the purely economic objectives of increasing 
output should prevail and funds be used only for the 
former. Finally, again becau.e of limitation of resources, 
there is the question whether an otherwise desirable 
programme of slum clearance would not create economic 
and other hardships for the displaced individuals because 
industrial and residential relocation could not take 
place at the same time. 

Fven the resources of the most advanced countries 
did not prove adequate to solve all of these problems 
simultaneously or in short succession, as may be readily 
observed in the history of any of their large industrial 
centres. This is all the more true in the less developed 
countries intent upon accelerating their industrial devel- 
opment. F.stablishmcnt of industrial estates on a large 
scale will contribute towards achieving this objective, 
but it will also be likely to bring a multitude of other 
problems in us wake, the solution of which may neces- 
sitate prolonged efforts. 

Ififmratlon or co-ordination of industrial estates projects 
with programmes of broader scope 

Establishment of industrial estates, either in large or 
small centres, is not a substitute for an economic devel- 
opment policy of broader scope. As an immediate 
effect, an estate will concentrate industry in a relatively 
circumscribed area. In the neighbouring area — township 
or commune it will also normally induce some secon- 
dary economic growth trade, transport, housing, 
and perhaps schools, health services and other facilities. 
Its " radiation effect " is not likely to extend beyond 
that area ; as has been seen above, not all of the secon- 
dary effects may be desirable. 

It would be useful if industrial estates projects in under- 
developed countries were integrated or co-ordinated 
with development plans or programme* at a local or even 
regional level. The experience gained in the British 
Development Areas, the proposals made in Italy for 
the establishment of broad economic development 
regions m the South and the recent decisions of the 
Italian Government concerning the " areas of industrial 
development"'1 suggest that  industrial estates should 

" Some other implications of the Italian Government's deci- 
sions are discussed in the following chapter. 
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be planned, in any given locality, having regard to the 
resources and needs of the surrounding area, and tli.it 
the creation of a special agency, or a co-ordinating 
body, having jurisdiction over this area would be desir- 
able: such an agency would plan or co-ordinate the 
over-all development of the area. 

The area would be mapped out taking into conside- 
ration such factors as population density, present and 
potential resources and trade prospects within the area 
and between it and other parts of the country. It might 
cover a town and suburbs or a much broader territory, 
but, since it would be defined as an economic unit, its 
boundaries would not necessarily coincide with those 
of administrative subdivisions. 

The agency provided. ;f necessary, with subsi- 
diary bodies might be organized in a variety of ways 
and might have different functions. It might take the 
form of a British trading estaic company, an Italian 
" consortium ", an industrial development corporation, 
or it might combine features of these or similar 
institutions. 

Its functions in the field of industrial development 
might use'ully include, besides construction of industrial 
estates, provision of individual sites for industries which 
cannot be given accommodation in the estates for 
example, heavy and " obnoxious " industries — and of 
group sites for enterprises which can forgo the estates' 
facilities and services. 

The agency would also be empowered to provide, or, 
at any rate, co-ordinate provision of, " infrastructure " 
facilities to support industry, sich as power, water 
supply, roads, housing and the like. •'* 

Integration of plars for the establishment of indus- 
trial estates with town and country planning programmes, 
particularly regio lai planning programmes, would be 
of great importance. Such integration would be a pre- 
requisite for launching large-scale programmes of 
establishment of industrial estates. 

Industrial development would thus be more diver- 
sifted and belter balan ed geographically: more employ- 
ment oppo. tunities would be created, and better control 
of the secondary growth induced by industrialization 
would be achieved. 

Intento or cxieusto indmtrializatioa policies 
aai programa** related to the establishment 

of intwtrial estates 

The problem discussed in the following pages is 
whether it is preferable to promote the development of 
a few very large industrial complexes in certain appro- 

li The costs of ' infrastructure " may be important. According 
to the Italian study referred to earlier, they may increase more 
than in proportion to the size of the population centre in which 
the estate has been set up. This conclusion, however, does not 
appear to be corroborated by preliminary investigations made in 
other countries by other research agencies, in particular, by the 
Netherlands Economic Institute of Rotterdam. Further studies of 
costs of social fixed investments required for industrialisation 
and made necessary by it are thus urgently called for. Knowledge 
in this field would be essential for planning industrial development, 
particularly for determining the location U individual plants and 
of industrial estates — taking full account of the resources and 
potentialities of the host cities and surrounding areas — and for 
guiding policies of balanced growth. 

pn.ilc  locations 01   ol  .1   g^.u   mimivi   ,.l  „null   pro|c, ' . 
scattered  over  a   broad   icintorv     |,,  MMIK. lVll.n,    (i, „ 
problem  i, .m cvicn ton ,»i   ¡i;,.-,- dismal  m  ,iK   ,,u 

ceiling   section   and   in   that   ¡elating   t,.   ¡!u   U.tti...   ,,< 
industri il estaic.. 

1 his issue was raided in .i ili-.v urlivi   -, IV-K  •IM.U¡,   . 
ol  indiistr\ planning which lolloucd cn.utüu -m   in  li¡ - 
ol  the Italian law  0:1 the industrialization ol ¡he \k      . 
giorno. It will   !v recalled  thai,  at  the  tunc the luv  >>.IS 

enacted,   it   encouraged   the   establishment   ol   indurmi 
estates   throughout   the   South;   ,ollo\,mg  amcn.lnunts 
introduced   in   IW  and   decisions   taken   in   (he   sa-nc 
year by  the Council ol   Ministers lor the Me vom,M no. 
the benefits provided In   the  law   were reserved  to pio 
jects for the creation ol large " areas oiiiidiistn.il devel 
opinent " in localities where certain feasibility  picicu,i<- 
sites  were met and  minimum  growth  prospects   I.LCI 

tained;   in   l%<),   it   was  decided   that  small   iiulustii.il 
estates  could also  be  set   up  under  the  law.   wherever 
similar prerequisites were fulfilled. 

The decisions taken in 1457 and l%<) have been 
questioned by those who favour the alternative of estab- 
lishing a few Lrge "areas of industrial development " 
in certain strategic locations. Their view is that, among: 
the various localities that offer some prospects for indus- 
trialization, there are a few which have the geographic al 
advantages and endowment in human and natural 
resources which make them, in elicci, " development 
poles" towards which industrial, trade and service 
undertakings will tend to gravitate rapidly and in large- 
numbers. 

In this view, scarce resources should he concentrated 
on a few massive industrialization projects, including al! 
the required overhead facilities, centred on one or several 
large industrial esta es grouped in such locations, and 
should not be scattered over numerous small projects. 
To use an expression recently introduced in the econo- 
mic development literature, a " big push " would be 
more effective than a large number of small dispersed 
efforts. An intensive industrialization programme ol this 
type would tend to maximize the rate of development 
and set in motion a sustained and cumulative process 
of economic and social growth which would " radiate " 
over wide areas. Industries and trades of all types and 
sizes would be attracted to the area in large numbers and 
would serve not only local needs, but also national 
and foreign markets. The large rise in employment 
would transform peasant communities into industrial 
societies. Development costs would be relatively low 
owing to the considerable economies of scale achieved. 

Supporters of this view admit that networks of small 
industrial estates would also induce some secondary 
growth, but point out that this would take place slowly, 
on a narrow scale and in a circumscribed area. Addition 
to national product and employment would be small. 
The market served by the new industries wouli! as a rule, 
be strictly local. The over-all effect would be slight 
against the high cost of developing small industrial 
estates in many localities. 

Considering the problem in a more general context, 
it seems that, in many countries, the choice between the 
policies  under discussion  might  be  precluded  or  nar- 
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rowed down bv the expíente of structural rigidities 
Ihus. m a very small country, or m one with distinctive 
geographic or climatic features tor example, a moun- 
tainous or desert land or with a poor or unbalanced 
resource endowment, the choice of localn.c- oliermg 
induslnali/ation prospects would be limited md the 
alternative between tre policies under discussion would 
not arise. In other countries where no sudi rigidities 
exist, the inability to mohih/e and concentrate in a 
single area the large linanci.il resources and bring to- 
gether the diversified organizational and technical skills 
required by a vcrv large-scale pro|cct might constitute 
another structural  limitation. 

On the other hand, the establishment of industrial 
estates in rural areas to promote cottage and very 
small-scale industries may be considered desirable by 
some countries, smcc even limited increases in income 
would raise substandard living levels;"1 also, some 
countries would favour industrial decentralization as a 
means of decongesting large urban areas, even though 
these might oiler the characteristics of " development 
poles " defined above. 

Where alternative industrial estates programmes arc- 
being considered, the choice will depend to a large- 
extent on relative cost and return estimates. One ol" 
the .:-;«L,mcnts >ut forward by those who advocate 
intensive policies seems to be that while implementation 
ol large projects would involve important investments, 
unit investment costs would be minimized, and returns 

in absolute and unit terms would be maximized. 
In project, of public interest such as industrial estates, 
the costs would include not only direct investment in 
land, buildings and plant, but also overhead invest- 
ments required by industry and made necessary by it, 
and services of various type to be prcvided by public- 
authorities to industrialists, workers and their Van.dies. 
The returns should be considered in terms of benelits 
to the community as a whole in the broad area surround- 
ing the industrial centre; they would be measured not 
only in terms of value of goods produced, but also of 
number of jobs created, increase in income, and secon- 
dary effects on trade, service and even agricultural 
activities. 

Hiere is no evidence, a priori, that unit costs and 
returns as defined above would be more favourable in 
one type of project than in the other. Whether the prob- 
lem is to choose between intensive or extensive industrial 
estates programmes or between projects in the same 
category, the decision would largely depend upon com- 
parative measurements of feasibility, costs and growth 
prospects. The elaboration of methods of evaluation of 
industrial projects of public interest is needed if scarce 
resources are to be rationally allocated among pro- 
grammes and projects. The criteria developed for 
assessing industrial estates projects in southern Italy are 
an important step in this direction, and further work in 
this field is called for." 

" i tus discussion is io sonic extent paralleled bv that of capital- 
intensive versus labour-intensive policies in United Nations 
'• i ..pimi Intensity in Industry in I nder-d.-v eloped countries "', 
Hullelin  on   lntlu\lriali:alion  and  Productivity,  No.   I   «Sales  No.: 

1   It should he noted that adopt,m of location and prospective 

Io conclude, a few observations might be made con- 
cerning certain existing unplanned and planned indus- 
trial development areas. The industrial /one of" Mar- 
chera (\enicel. ilthough not planned as an "area". 
has not -nlv reached the highest level of industriali- 
zation ot existing /ones in Italy, but is also, accordine 
to certain observers.'" the only one which has exerted 
an important " radiation dieci " on the surrounding 
area. I his is explained leaving aside such factors as 
efficient management, transport and port facilities. 
which exist m a number of other zones by the fact 
that it is located in an area particularly favourable to 
the expansion of ¡ndustry and trade. The area is linked 
to the most industrialized and prosperous Italian region 

the middle Po valley. Its population has been increas- 
ing at a high rate in the last half-century, rconomic 
and social overhead investments have kept pace with 
the area's development. Industries of all types and 
sizes have been set up not only in the zone of Magherà 
but outside of it, and an important market for finished 
and intermediate products has developed. Marghera has 
benefited from this favourable environment and has 
been instrumental in further improving it. 

On the other hand, the British Development Areas 
were by no means natural " development poles " at the 
time of their creation, but, on the contrary, depressed 
regions. Their industrialization was induced by compre- 
hensive planning and control, large support expenditures 
for overhead and industrial facilities, and provision of 
services and assistance. The need for support has been 
declining as industrialization has progressed; self-sus- 
taining growth in some of the Areas seen s to be in the 
offing. 

These two examples illustrate the well-known fact, 
already stressed, that, in general, the degree of planning 
and amount of expense will be in inverse relation to the 
level of development of any given area or economic 
sector. They suggest that it may often be justified to 
leave part of the industrial initiative to private efforts 
in geographical areas or economic fields of " sponta- 
neous expansion " while subjecting them, if necessary, 
to controls such as zoning and urban planning regula- 
tions and to focus government intervention on the 
areas and the types of industries where incentives are 
needed, provided, of course, that minimum development 
prospects can be ascertained. In the former areas, 
government measures on behalf-of industry such as the 
creation of industrial estates might have the effect of 
accelerating industrialization and economic develop- 
ment. It has been suggested elsewhere in this report 
that, in such areas, relatively modest government efforts 

may sometimes be sufficient. Under certain circumstances, 
however, it may be worth while to explore the potentiali- 
ties of more intensive policies and programmes. 

ei.M and growth criteria for industrial estates projects involves 
inkvaium ol these projects in the nlans or programmes lor broader 
areas , r-eussed in the precedine section. Such integration would 
iv reuui.-ed whether the industrial estate programme provides foi 

aiíLo'rk CS,i,K'S      rl'^'',  °r Urban    '"a  SlnBlc •pn*ct   or 

.sviMri/VaHtt"1tfjrcr K\ ^,lu,1po lk'"'indus,r,a •*> Mezzogiorno 'SVIMI /». // prnhU-ma delle zone industriali in Italia  by A   Moli- 
n.iri and l.   | ureo (Romei. December WH. 
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Chapter 4 

INDUSTRIAL ESTATES AS A MEANS OF PROMOTING SMAI I-S( My IM„ sfHN 

References have already been made in this study, 
particularly in the section concerning the industrial 
estates programme in India, and in the preceding chap- 
ter, to the role of industrial estates as a means of promot- 
ing small-scale industry. It has been stressed that indus- 
trial estates may provide effective means of raising the 
productivity of small enterprises, improving the quality 
of their products and lowering their costs of produc- 
tion by furthering complementary and co-operative 
arrangements among them and ancillary relationships 
between them ¡md larger concerns, and by supplying 
them with a wide range of services on a general and 
an individual basis     and measures of assistance. 

There is abundant evidence that many under-deve- 
loped countries intend to use the device of the industrial 
estate primarily for promoting small-scale industries. 
In view of this, it has been thought appropriate to devote 
part of the present study to this subject. To avoid dupli- 
cation, this chapter focuses on certain questions dealt 
with in the preceding pages in less detail than others 
although they are of equal, if not greater importance 
It » concerned with certain aspects of the problem of 
technical and financial assistance to small enterprises 
established on industrial estates. Such assistance is, more 
than promotion of complementary and co-operative 
arrangements among occupants and more than provi- 
sion of common facilities, the decisive factor — if not 
the prerequisite — for achieving success in developing 
this weak and vulnerable economic sector. 

Another subject of importance is that of the economic 
planning involved in setting up industrial estates for 
small industries. Some references have also been made 
earlier to the type of planning required, especially for 
estates in rural areas. It is difficult to discuss this question 
in general terms, mainly because little information is 
available on the procedures followed in planning such 
estates in the few countries where they have been estab- 
lished. It has been thought usefeul, however, to provide 
material on two aspects of this subject; this is contained 
in two appendices to this chapter. 

The first appendix contains some considerations on 
the terms of reference of an expert mission appointed 
ander the United Nations technical assistance programme 
to explore the feasibility of establishing an industrial 
estate for small industiies in an under-developed coun- 
try. The advance planning procedures illustrated seem to 
be applicable, in their main lines, to other cases, and 
may provide some guidance to the various national 
authorities, to municipalities, provincia! or state govern- 
ments -• as well as to technical advisers who may 
undertake similar assignments. 

The  second   appendix   contains   a  UM-   study   wir |, 
illustrates the type of planning involved in setnn- uP , 
very  small  industrial estate in ..  rural area  in anoil..-, 
under-developed country. It presents an outline of pro 
posais made by an expert team of Hie   t nited  Stales 
International Cooperation Administration   | ¡K. pu.pov | 
estate .s of the " fully planned " type discussed in the 
preceding chapter.' It is probable that esta.es ol certain 
other types listed in thai chapter will be more frujtienilv 
set up than that under consideration. WhileIhcircsiahl.s',- 
ment will normally involve less ihorough surveys, it is 
likely  that methods of investigation and analysis'basi- 
cally similar to those described in this case would be 
applied. In keeping with the approach adopted in i re- 
present study, th.- discussion is more concerned with Hie 
economic aspects of the subject than with the physical 
planning, technical and organizational problems involved. 

Since the technical assistance operations referred to m 
the appendices are, in one case, in progress and, in the 
other, under study by the government  concerned, the 
names of the countries, localities and experts have been 
withheld     a detail which may not be essential since 
the material is intended to provide an illustration of 
planning procedures which, in their main lines, may be 
generally applicable in underdeveloped countries. 

ASSISTANCE TO SMAII  INDI SIKH S 

ON INDUSTRIAI I SI ATI S 

Technical assistance 

Technical assistance io individual small industries 
scattered throughout under-developed countries or areas 
raises a number of difficult problems. In a typical case, 
an engineering expert goes from factory to factory, from 
one city or village to another. The lime he may devote 
to each enterprise is limited and is usually employed in 
making a rapid diagnosis of operational problems and 
recommending remedial measures. Whether the pro- 
posed remedies are of an interim " stopgap ' kind or 
consi t of long-range reorganization plans, further prob- 
lems may be raised for the small industrialist which the 
experts may not be able for lack of lime or compe- 
tence to solve himself, though he might generally 
provide some information and advice on the steps which 
could be taken. For instance, a recommendation to pur- 
chase certain pieces of machinery will raise for the indus- 
trialist a problem of financing, which may be complicated 
by the need to secure foreign exchange control authori- 
zations and import licences; installation of the machi- 
nery may need to be supervised, additional manpower 

1 See pages  ' I ct scu. 
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n-cruiia.. and sonic speciali/ed trainine provided to 
neu as well as lo existing employes. 'Jhese problems 
may olten be exceedingly difficult ore\en insurmountable 
»r a man with „ule experience in administrative and 

business procedures, small financial means and limited 
access to commercial sources of linancing.- 

I ven if Hie expert proposes measures which do not 
raise such problems and leaves detailed instructions lor 
jurying them out. he may not be able to follow up 
ins recommendations, or may do so „n|y after a fairly 
long lime. In the interval, his advice may be neglected 
or misconstrued and further issues may crop up. 

To a large extent, these difficulties which are not 
always present but arise frequently enuiurh stem 
from the structural weaknesses or small-scale industry 
I hey also result from the fact that technical assistance 
organizations national or international - have limited 
resources which must be apportioned as economically as 
possible to serve a large number of needs. It is gene- 
rally impracticable to provide a multitude of small enter- 
prises scattered all over a country with lengthy con- 
centrated and costly help. 

An   elTective   means   or  overcoming  the   structural 
weaknesses or small industries is to group them into 
joint or co-operative organizations, such as co-operative 
associations for production, procurement or marketing 
on a local or regional level. When sufficiently developed,' 
as in Japan,  such associations,  or confederations  of 
associations,  are able to set   up their own technical 
training, financial and other facilities which, because of 
their specialized object,  may   be quite effective.   Yet 
the  distance   between   enterprises   and   between  them 
and    the    servicing    agencies    regains   a    hindrance 
to the operations of the  latter, as it  tends to   reduce 
their   number,   frequency   and   scope   and to increase 
their cost. 

The grouping of small enterprises „n an industrial 
estate makes it practical and economical to give them not 
only sustained assistance but. in many cases, integrated 
assistance a benefit that can seldom be extended to 
individual small enterprises outside or co-operative 
organizations or industrial cs'ates. If the estate is suffi- 
ciently large, facilities in such fields as engineering 
quality control, maintenance of equipment, manage- 
ment (including administration, accounting and market- 
ing) training (or managers, foremen and workers) and 
finance can be included as an integral part of the pro- 
ject. Certain facilities may be institutionalized in the 
form ol industrial extension centres, vocational training 
centres testing laboratories or even technological research 
institutes. Multiple assistance can also he provided to 
smaller estates when they are located in areas where 
prospects of industrial development justify the establish- 
ment of permanent assistance institutions to serve the 
area. 

Availability or accessibility of assistance facilities is 
thus an important factor in selecting the location of 
estates in under-developed countries. Difficulties in this 

-' .V,v United Nation». " l-inancing o' «"ull-sealc lndusir.es in 
I nder-devcloped Countries", ft,//,.,,,, „„ /„,/„.,„,„/,,,„„,„ anJ 
I'nhluctirtn. No.   * (Sales No : M). 11 H.I). 

respect may. however, be expected in rural areas where 
assistance is most needed. I he remoteness ol'the locations 
and the small si/e of the estates would generally preclude 
establishment of permanent facilities, and arrangements 
shoul ' ' '    " " be made for periodic visits by teams of experts. 
It is suggested that the managers of such estates should 
be carefully selected and. if necessary, trained to be able 
to provide some professional advice to the occupants, 
at least on a " first-aid " basis.:l As will be seen in the 
case study contained in appendix II. it may sometimes 
be necessary to hire technicians nationals or foreig- 
ners as members of the estate's management team to 
provide guidance and training in certain basic fields to 
all industries on the estate. While cumulation of mana- 
gerial and technical responsibilities is generally inadvis- 
able, such an arrangement may sometimes be useful 
at the launching stage, for a limned period of time. 
The case study also indicates that a few highly specialized 
technicians may be needed, for periods or different dura- 
tion, to fill certain key positions in some of the industries 
established on an estate, to tide over the initial diffi- 
culties and train counterparts and workers. 

Group servicing would evidently be beneficial to both 
givers and receivers. The time of technical advisers and 
instructors would be more fully and more economically 
utilized. Their work would not only be co-ordinated, but 
co-operatively centred on solving different aspects of 
the same problems. The implementation of their teach- 
ing could be followed up and supervised over a period 
or time. 

Where complementary relationships exist among 
some occupa ts of an estate, technical assistance vould 
be simultaneously extended to enterprises supplying and 
using the products or each other. Such assistance - which 
seldom or never takes place outside of industrial estates — 
would be particularly effective in improving the quality 
and lowering the cost or both the intermediate and final 
products involved. 

Also, technical assistance could be given to would-be 
entrepreneurs a type or assistance which can seldom 
he provided Applicants lor sites or factories could 
receive advice on choice or industrial activity and pro- 
duct, selection or equipment, investment and workin« 
capital requirements, prospective marketing and other 
prerequisites » B 

The servias of technical assistance organizations, 
national or international, are provided free of charge 
Th.s ,s fully justified since technical assistance opcra- 

« ïïrSTÎ' n0t °nly 'ÎC :ecipiem' but ,he «•mEfty 
cireumslan >'S f

SUggesled/ h
L
owever. «hat, under certain 

circumstances, fees might be levied for certain services 
extended by national organizations to occupaTTf 
industrial estates.4 »pam»  ui 

In Madras Stale, the rural - industrial colonies - are mana«,] 

iiÄÄrbas,s-b> eng,ncers *««w *» «•» ÄB5S 
r*Vrcnm!f ' e• Ä " '" T• industrial *«*«* «*** 
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It is to be considered, indeed, that the small indus- 
tries on industrial estates are in a privileged position to 
improve their productivity and income. Concentrated 
technical assistance will be a major factor in achieving 
this. It is generally recognized that the principal function 
of technical assistance is a " pump-priming " one. and 
that it should be allocated by priority to those who 
need it most and cannot afford to secure comparable 
services on  i commercial basis. 

Thus, the principle underlying the Yaba estate in 
Nigeria, which is, it will be recalled, a " nursery " or train- 
ing ground for small industries which must leave the 
estate after having reached a certain development with- 
in a specified number of years, might be transposed to 
apply to the provision of technical assistance on ind'is- 
trial estates of certain types, in particular, on large 
estates near urban centres. What is suggested is not to 
force an enterprise to leave, but to require it to pay for 
certain services after it has made sufficient progress. 
A discussion of the modalities of such arrangements 
— which should be incorporated in the original con- 
tractual agreement between the entrepreneur and the 
estate — is beyond the scope of this study. It may be 
expected that successful industrialists would recognize 
the value of the assistance received, and, when able to 
pay for further services — for instance, when these 
would be needeu for carrying out a programme of 
expansion — would be willing to contract for them. As 
to the assistance institutions, operations would be more 
economical, more staff could be employed and more 
ground covered, both in numbers served and in types 
of operations.* 

Also, services complementing those extended by 
government agencies could be financed by the occupants 
themselves, grouped in manufacturers' associations or 
co-operatives. An example of such an arrangement is 
given in appendix II, in connexion with a proposal to 
set up a voluntary quality control association among 
occupants of the estate. 

Financial assistance 

Many of the problems in financial assistance to small 
industries appear to find a solution when these are 
grouped on an estate. The improvement in technology, 
productivity, product quality and marketing outlets 
which may be achieved by integrated measures of 
assistance, common services, selective admission pro- 
cedures requirements of up-to-date equipment and so 
forth, tends to diminish the risk element and to make 
worth while and even profitable the required financing, 
whether from public or private sources. Reliable infor- 
mation on the business and credit standing of the pros- 
pective borrower may easily be obtained from the 
management of the estate or other occupants. The 
soundness of the project for which financing is requested 
may readily be assessed. Furthermore, the industrialist 
may obtain the help of the management of the estate 
for  making the application   for  the loan,  obtaining 

* It should be noted that the services of technological research 
institutes and certain facilities such as testing laboratories are 
usually provided on a paying basis — at commercial or subsidized 
rates. 

h"eign exchange authorizations oí   impon licences, .nul 
taking other business or adminístrame steps.   \ ,inil 

to industrialists in the field of accomuni;- would .iU>> 
enhance their chances of obtaining loans ii,.:;i puhlk 
and commercial lending institutions,. Uu^e .i,U.mta>\s 
would be likely to oll'sel the drawback that nuliisii i.ihst-, 
renting premises on an estate have less pro|vii\ i<> otlei 
as collateral security for a loan than owncis ,>t then 
business. The traditional recourse oí small industrialists 
to money-lenders, wholesale traders or relatives could 
be, if not obviated, at least appreciably leduced. \s 
productivity and savings would increase, self-linanciin' 
would become more important. 

The application of credit schemes in the form of hire- 
purchase plans where these exist for supplying 
equipment to the small industries located on the estate 
would be simplified since the need for financing could 
be better ascertained and the use of credit could In- 
conveniently supervised.7 Ownership of efficient ci|ii,'v 
ment should-facilitate the granting of credit for working 
capital. 

Some of the above-mentioned considerations also 
provide grounds for supporting projects for financing 
the basic investment in industrial estates. A properly 
planned estate managed by competent administrators 
and occupied by qualified and well-serviced and assiMcd 
industries should be considered by lending institutions. 
including commercial banks, as a sound business propo- 
sition presenting a minimum of risk. In view of the 
scarcity both of financial resources and " bankable " 
projects - especially those concerning small industry 
in most under-developed countries, it might sometimes 
Is justified to expect, when planning the establishment 
of industrial estates, that part of the basic investment 
would be subscribed or lent by private domestic finan- 
cial institutions, the balance being financed by govern- 
ment or even private groups. As it is likely, however, 
that commercial banks and private groups would rather 
follow suit than pioneer in an untried venture, the tirsi 
estates should prekrably be entirely financed with public 
funds. 

It was because of the impact made on the small 
industry sector by the Indian industrial estates pro- 
gramme that the Government of that country decided, 
in I960, to facilitate the financing of estates by private 
agencies. Some elaboration of the few indications given 
earlier * may be of i merest. * 

In view of the increased demand for new industrial 
estates in all parts of the country, the Government 
decided, on the basis of a recommendation of the Small- 
scale Industries Board, and in consultation with the 
Reserve Bank, to empower state governments to extend 
guarantees for loans by banking institutions to private 
agencies set up to establish industrial estates. 

7 See UniteJ Nations, " Hire-purchase Loans lor the Mixhani- 
/ation of Small Industry ". by J. I Slepanvk. Iliilhiin mi l.tlustnu- 
lizalion ami Prntiucimiy, No. I (Sales  No.:  5 H. 11. It 2 ) 

* See page li*. 
* Central Small Industries Organisation. Ministry <il ( ommeice 

and Induslry, Government of India, Imliisinal I \itiir-, f'n>- 
xramme ami Progtrw (New Delhi, September I'Willi, pages 2(1 and 
41  to 44. 
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If a certain number of small industries form a private 
joint-stock corporation or a co-operative society and 
raise, as share capital, one-fourth to one-third of the 
amount required in the case of a private corporation, 
and one-si\tli to one-tilth in the case of a co-operative, 
the balance of the funds required for construction may 
be advanced hy credit institutions commercial banks 
or co-operative central banks. Loans by commercial 
banks will be made agaimt security of land and fac- 
tory sheds, with the guarantee of the stale government 
concerned, provided this docs not affect adversely the 
financial position and liquidity of the banks. Loans by 
co-operative central banks wiíl be guaranteed provided 
the co-operative industrial e tales societies are registered 
under the Co-operativ Societies Act. The period of 
repayment of the loans will extend from seven to ten 
years. Loans will be at normal rates, as the Government 
considers that there is no need to subsidize the rates 
of interest. Counter-guarantees may be obtained by the 
slate governments for the ful! amount of the bans 
guaranteed by them, in the form of security given by 
individual participants in the corporations or co-opera- 
tives to the extent of their holdings in the share capital, 
of mortgages on land and buildings, or other forms 
which may be deemed necessary. Care will be taken to 
ensure that estates proposed by private agencies con- 
form to approved technical and financial standards and 
norms in regard to plans and layouts. 

The Government suggested to the state governments 
that at least si\ such estates might be organized in each 
slate during l°60 61: the stale governments may encou- 
rage the establish!!,, nt of a larger number during that 
>ear if there is proper response from private entrepre- 
neurs and co-operative societies and if the proposals 
are found lo be feasible. 

I stablishmcnt of private industrial estates is encou- 
raged even in areas where estates set up by the state 
government cvist. More than one estate may be set up 
in the same locality, provided there is local demand and 
need for i!. However, siate governments are invited to 
see to it that at least one estate included in the state 
plan and directly linanced by the state is put up in each 
districi, preference being given to economically under- 
developed ot backward areas of the state. The Ministry 
of Commerce and Industry is to be kept informed of 
the progress of these schemes.1" 

' I he terms stipulated hy the Government for financing pri- 
vate or co-operative industrial estates were judged to be inade- 
quate hy the All-India Seminar on Industrial I states. The Seminar 
recommended that, for private estates, the Government should 
advance as a loan four-lifths of the amount required, the period 
of repayment King twenty years, and the first instalment being 
une as from the fourth year of disbursement of the kmn. I or 
co-operative estates, it recommended government loans amounting 
to mne-lenths of the amount required, and a similar repay1 ."it 
penud and dale of Irsi instalment payment. 
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Appendix I to chapter 4 

PLANNING OF INDI STRIAL ESTATES - EXPIORVIORY SI R\ E\ 

O INSIDI RA I IONS   ON    lili     IIRMSOI   Kill HI NU    or   A   IKl 11 |>   N MIONS   IKHNK   it    \sslsl\MI   MISSION 

IHR   IMI   IM Mil ISHMINT   Ol     VNISOlsIKIVI    IM Ml 

At the request of the Government of an under-developed coun- 
try." the Hurcau of Technical Assistance Operations of the United 
Nations IX'partmcnt of Economic and Social A (fairs initialed a 
project for establishing an industrial estate for small-scale indus- 
tries. The project is to be carried out. in principle, in two stages: 
first, a short-term exploratory survey by one expert; and second, 

if and as recommended by this expert, a detailed planning of the 
estate on the selected location, by a learn of specialists sent for a 
longer period. Only the first slage of the project will he discussed 
in this appendix, in the form of some considerations on the terms 

of reference of the expert. These notes are part of the briefing 
material prepared for the expert. An example of operations at the 
second stage is given in appendix II. 

The expert's "job description " is as follows: 

" The expert is expected: 

" I. To undertake an exploratory investigation with a view 

to advising the Government on the establishment of an industrial 
estate for small-scale industries; 

" 2. Specifically, to consider one or more possible alternative 
locations, and prepare a list of industries which might be located 

on the industrial estate in the light of the proposed industrial 
development of the area, availability of labour, raw materials, 
power, water, transportation and other supporting facilities; 

" 3. To make preliminary estimates of the size of the estate 
and the type, si/e and number of factories and other buildings, 
common facilities and amenities and, if necessary, the equip- 

ment to be installed, and of the building and development 
costs involved. He will also prepare estimates of the cost and 
method of financing; 

" 4. To make, as required, recommendations concerning the 
further implementation of the project, as well as recommenda- 

tions concerning the needs for further technical assistance 

from the United Nations." 

The terms of reference indicate that four main types of techno- 

economic surveys would have to be carried out in each alternative 

area in respect of the following: 

(i) Existing industries; 

(ii) New industries whose establishment on an estate would be 

both desirable aid feasible; 

(iii) Availability of labour, raw materials, power, water, trans- 

portation and other utilities; 

(iv) Development, construction and installation costs, and 

financing and technical assistance requirements. 

TI* number of localities where the surveys would be carried 
out would usually be narrowed down by a preliminary decision, 

or expression of preference, by the Government. As has been seen 
earlier in this study, the choice of locations — in particular as 
between urban and rural areas — reflects different policy decisions 
as to the role assigned to industrial estates. However, the explo- 
ratory mission might gain in effectiveness if the expert were given 

some latitude in his investigations, lor instance, he might find that 
establishment of an estate would cost less and present better 
chances of rapid occupancy and successful operation in a loca- 

tion different from that or those envisaged by the Government. 
His analysis and recommendatic is would enable the authorities 

tc take a final dee.sion in full knowledge of the acts. The Govern- 
ment's decision may well give preference to a project judged by the 
expert to be relatively less auspicious, on the grounds, for instance, 
that the need to develop industry in a given location is great enough 
to justify assuming large risks and bearing higher costs. 

The survey of industries alreadv existing in the areas envisaged 

would provide the background against which lo assess the oppor- 

• See last paragraph of the introdu .("•>  section to si ,mk-r 4. 

(unity of establishing neu industries on the est.ite as well .is an 

indicati.HI of the type and number oí industries whiji «.ould. it 
necessary, he reltvalcd on it. I he suites would covci both laiee 

and small establishments; information on the formet might indi- 
cate, in certain cases, the opportuniiv ot i realm.: small industucs 
linked to the larger concerns by subcontracting ai rangements I Vila 
on certain industries in other parts ^( the counttv will sub- 

sequently be required to assess the over-all competitive position 
of ihe proposed industries. 

It is probable that, in mo-,i undci-devclopcd countries, the 
desirability criteria for establishing new industries would Iv similar 

lo those espresseli in the admission rules of the Guuuly estate cited 
above. Tue desirable industries would as a rule be those producing, 
wil'i the aid of modern equipment and powei. essential consumer 
poo'.;., or other articles for which there is strong dem.nul and 

which are at present imported from abroad; those which are in 
short supply not only in the local area but in the counti> as a 

whole and therefore have to be transported over long distances; 
and those v.hielt have a good export market, and for which growing 

demand is anticipated consequent upon over-all development and 
rising inrome. The case study in appendix II suggests that, in 
practice, a flexible application of the criteria will be- required in 
areas where development possibilities and, consequently, the choice 
between industries are limited. 

The feasibility of establishing new industries evidently depends 

on the availability of factors of production, raw materials, utilities 
and, as stressed earlier, technical assistance. Immediate avail- 

ability of some of these elements would not always be an overriding 
consideration. New industries can often be established despite lack 
of local talent — managerial and technical and skilled labour. 
Obtaining technicians from other parts of the country or from 
abroad, under private contracts or technical assistance arrange- 
ments, is frequently required, even in relatively well-endowed 
localities, and, in most cases, training must be provided lo Ihe 
workers to be engaged in new industrial occupations.'1 

Similarly, the availability of raw malcriáis or of certain fuels in 
the locality may not always be an absolute prerequisite. As a 

general rule, few small industries are materials-oriented, and eco- 
nomic procurement of basic supplies from other parts of the 

country or sometimes from abroad may be a sufficient condition 
for establishing industries which are desirable and feasible in 
other respects. Some cases in point will be found in appendix II, 
in particular in connexion with proposals to establish on an estate 
a bag and burlap factory and a metal-working plant which may 
have to be based entirely on imported raw materials; it will also 
be seen that the proposed estate would need imported fuel for 
steam. The case study also provides an illustration of the surveys 
of local construction methods and materials necessary for selecting 

and estimating the cost of those to be employed in developing 

the estate. 

The expert would have at his disposal prior to or upon arrival 
in the country, data and statistics enabling him to appraise the 

economic factors bearing on the establishment of the estate, such 
as industrial development trends, the relevant fiscal, financial and 
customs legislation, marketing prospects, zoning regulations, 
and so on. Needless to say, the close co-operation of government 
authorities national and local and con -'hâtions with entre- 
preneurs, building contractors, importers. <•••'•• -s, investors, 

labour leaders and many others will be reqi. • •' t>> i.ury «ait 

the surveys. 

* Information on training in particular on aoo-lerateil trainine 
is i.int.iiiu-il m maro report- published Iv, the Ink r national I alunir 
Or-MMsaiinri. -V. .eli. : ate.I tramiti;' is h.i,e<l on |ol> anal-, a . .«>>• I III- 
detenni.„itii'ii  ni  appropriate decree-, ot j"!> socialization. 



Nppcndix Il to chapter 4 

PLANNING Ol   INDI STRIAI. KSI MIS — A (ASK STI DV 

In l'W an American engineering linn seni, under contrxt 
with the United Slates Intern ilionul Cooperation Administration 
(ICA), a live-man team" to establish an industrial estate in one 
ol the larger cities of a predominantly agricultural Asian country'1 

where industry accounts lor less than 10 per cent of the national 
product and employs one-fifth oí one per cent of the total popu- 
lation. The learn felt that, in view of the country's low level of 
industrial development, it would have to plan thoroughly every 
aspect of the establishment of the estate; that is, determine the 
over-all composition of industries and, for each industry, select the 
optimum technology and capacity of production, thus determining 
the size, layout, specifications and cost of each individual fa lory, 
and the type, quantity and cost of the raw materials, machinery 
ai J manpower required. According!;., m ils report, submitted in 
IUÍ9, the team studied, on the one hand the availability and cost 
of the goods, services and charges jointly affecting all of the pro- 
posed enterprises construction techniques and materials, fuel. 
power, management, manpower and transportation requirements, 
as well as taxes and customs duties. On the other hand, it analysed, 
for each recommended enterprise, the exist ng and prospective 
demand for the product, the domestic and foreign competili' . 
and the availability of raw materials; it determined and described 
the technology for manufacturing each product, the machinery. 
space and personnel requirements, and estimated for each enter- 
prise ihe investment in machinery, buildings, grounds and working 
capital, as well as prospective annual receipts, expenditures and 
profit margins. On the basis of these estimates, the team prepared 
detailed submissions to assist the beneficiary governine.; m 
obtaining credit from financial instituí .>ns national, foreign or 
international for the foreign exchange part of the total invest- 
ment cost. The team's findings and recommendation on some of 
these points are summarized in the following paragraphs. 

The team recommended the establishment of a small industrial 
estate consisting of eight industries. Before examining the selection 
criteria and the recommendations relating to each industry, a brief 
review of the economic conditions in the locality and the require- 
ments common to the proposed industries may be in order. 

ECONOMY or Till-   LOCAI ITY  AND COMMON   HI Ol! I RI: Ml MS 

Only two factories arc in existence in the locality, a city of about 
fiO.UUO inhabitant«: a woollen mill with 2,160 spindles and thirty- 
six power-looms and a fruit-canning plant processing annually 
20,(XX) to 30,000 pounds of fruit, both equipped with antiquated 
machinery. There are a number of service industries and artisan 
establishments which produce building materials and a variety 
of consumer goods. Agricultural and trade activities predominate. 

All of the manpower required for the new industries -• managers 
as well as workers would have to undergo some training. As the 
team considered that the high cost of foreign supervisory and 
technical personnel could not. in most eases, be supported by the 
individual enterprises, it recommended that a number of foreign 
technicians be supplied by ICA under a technical issuance grant 
as members of the estate's managerial group, to pro', i le advice 
and training in certain basic fields to all industries on the v.! ite. 

•   Ihe team »as composed of ai. industrial engineer, a mechanical 
engineer, a power and utilities expert, a finance expert and an economi!.!. 

" Sic last paragraph of the introductory section io chapter 4. 

In sonic of the proposed industries, however, a few highly spe- 
cialized technicians would have to occupy certain key functional 
positions for periods of different duration, in the course of which 
they would fain national counterparts. The team suggested that 
exemption from the two-year compulsory military service be 
granted to all trainees; under a national law, such exemption may 
be obtained for skilled workers performing work of national 
importance. 

Salaries and wages in the area and the country are " extraordi- 
narily cheap by European, or even by Japanese, standards "; pro- 
ductivity, however, is appreciably lower than in the more advanced 
countries, female labour would have to he used extensively on 
the estate, most indoor work being traditionally reserved to women 
in the country — a factor narrowing somewhat the range of possible 
industries. Wage rates for women are even lower than for men. 
A mid-day meal would, according to custom, have to be provided 
by the employers to the workers as a wage in kind, which indicated 
the need for a central canteen on this estate. Prevision of nutri- 
tious food would help in raising lafour productivity: as mentioned 
in the team's report, " unless a free lunch is provided, many work- 
irs pò without catini' in order to save money for their families ". 

Unni a recent time, the city's publicly-owned powjer company 
had less than 1,000 kilowatts of generating capacity, which was 
rwreiy sufficient for lighting purposes and running a score of small 
industrial motors. The two existing factories produced their own 
power with diesel generators. Two 1,000-kilowatt generators were 
aided lo the power company's capacity at the time the team was 
carrying out its survev, and plans were under way for installing 
hydrogeierators with a total rated capacity of 6,400 kilowatts at 
a dam •'*> kilometres <2N miles) from the city. On the assumption 
that this power would he made available to the estate in good 
time, the team made no provision for electric power generation 
on the site. To meet any contingency, however, it made an estimate 
of power requirements and the cost of a special power plant for the 
estate. 

The local sources of fuel are camel thorn and some hr.wood; 
these are used in a few brick kilns, but would mit be suitable for 
the industries on the estate. Coal is mined in another p irt of the 
country, but the whole output is used locally; even surpluses 
were available, the cost of transportation to the cit; where the 
estate is to be set up would be prohibitive. All petroleum pro- 
ducts are imported by a government monopoly, and prices are bur- 
dened with heavy sales taxes, administrative costs and monopoly 
profits; the latter are used in part to subsidise other imports. The 
team suggested that, as a general measure, the Government con- 
sider changing petroleum import policies so as to encourage 
rather than discourage the importation of industrial fuel oil, 
while maintaining heavy charges on gasoline. In the case of the 
estate, it recommended that the estate corporation be allowed to 
purchase fuel oil directly from abroad; this would permit a sub- 
stantial reduction in the cost of oil, since the sales tax on pro- 
ducts Distributed by the monopoly would not apply and the cost 
of handling the oil would be sharply reduced. The fuel would be 
used to produce steam for both heating and processing in a central 
boiler plant rather than in separate boilers in each enterprise. 

At the proposed site, the underground water-table fluctuates be- 
tween S and 15 metres (25 to 50 feet). Four artesian wells will be 
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necessary to provide the estate's requirements, estimated .it 3M) cubic 
metres a day; the dissolved mineral content is moderately high 
and the water is suitable tor industrial use. The team estimated that 
at least CX> per cent o¡ the water used on the estate would How out 
as more or less contaminated waste water and. alter study ot site 
conditions, recommended the sewage irrigation method for disposal 
of diluent as the most economical solution. I he irrigation held 

which would cover 34 hectares (84.2 acres), almost two-thirds 
of the total area of the estate would be used as a demonstration 
area, to grow forage crops, fibres, nursery stock, last-growing 
lumber trees, oil-seeds and others, as well as to raise livestock and 
demonstrate modern agricultural materials and machinery. 

Transportation of materials and products would be by truck, 
since no railroad exists in the region. The team checked sea and 
land freight and charges fron I urope and tht. United Sta'.es to the 
locality and found them high, but not prohibitive: the COM of 
shipping machinery, for instance, varies with the specific item. 
but in general seems to be around 10 to 15 per cent of the f.o.b. 
cost of the equipment. Air transport of certain light-weight, high- 
value products needed by or manufactured on the estate (where in 
excess of local consumption) may become possible when construc- 
tion of an airport, 24 kilometres (15 miles) from the city, is com- 
pleted. In contrast to this advanced transportation method, any 
shipment into or out of the many surrounding areas without roads 
would have to be made by mule or camH train. About 3 kill nctres 
(1.8 miles) of paved road and drivev. including parking space, 
would be built within the limits of the estate. 

T'ic team surveyed the building materials traditionally used 
in the area — mud, straw, lime and gypsum mortar, sun-baked 
brick and semi-burned brick — and the construction techniques. 
It found that, compared to modern methods, local construction 
practices had a number of disadvantages: limitation of the clear 
span between walls or pillars; small net usable area in view of the 
considerable thickness of walls — usually around one metre 
(3.3 feet); frequent repairs and maintenance due to the friability of 
the materials. It studied the cost of local construction, and arrived 
at the conclusion that, excluding materials and labour for electri- 
city, plumbing and heating, a factory building could be erected 
with modern materials and by modern methods at a somewhat 
lower cost, were it not for the high cost of foreign supervision. 

In the team's opinion, the skill oí the local builders with their 
own materials suggested that they could use modern ones if train- 
ing were provided. Local contractors, on the other hand, could 
no!, in its view, fulfil commitments to build modern structures 
because of lack of knowledge and experience. Foreign supervision 
was therefore required. 

The need for foreign technicians to direct the project raises two 
sets of problems: how to organize the building project, and how 
to absorb the high cost of foreign specialists. One possible solution 
to the first problem is to hire a foreign contractor who will, in turn, 
hire all labour and pay for all materials, local or imported. Another 
solution is to entrust the foreigner with technical direction only, 
labour and materials to be provided by a govíinmcnt agency or 
a private firm. Neither method, in the team's opinion, is entirely 
satisfactory. Foreign contractors usually find it difficult to avoid 
paying a premium tor local materials and labour if they do the 
procurement themselves. On the other hand, government agencies 
or private firms sometimes fail to arrange for a smooth flow of 
materials, labour and funds. 

As to the cost of foreign supervision, it is invariably and unavoid- 
ably expensive. " usually, foreign contractors are paid 100 to 200 
per cent on top of the labour and material costs of construction. 
In many cases, the contract turns out to be cost-plus-percentage 
of cost arrangement, which provides for a monthly fee and provides 
no incentive to keep costs down or to complete work on lime." 

Accordingly, the team recommended that the estate corporation 
should do all tlie local hiring and purchasing and assume financial 
responsibility for construction, using funds supplied by the partici- 

pant 111 I he CM.Ik' I he Internat.on.d v oo|\ r niou Vl'Umi.ü.üioi' 
would provide, a-, p.ut oí the .stale v ot |-. •> ii i. -n -. ¡nan.iivuv nt 
assistance coniiact. planning an.I ..OIISIUK lion ti. . 111 ; i •. • ivisonncl. 
for the dill.ilion of the building pciiod \ Iman, i I institution 
would provide the hinds needed to Ino imponevi vonii'oiiv ¡its 
of the buildings, p. liti. ni. u Iv plumbing, healing .-.nd vi,,nu.il 
equipment, and teinl.»ui:ig steel 

Mie  leant adopted  the  following vinería  in  planum.',  i'u   .on 
struct ion  project: 

" Design .'I the Park's building- and sltikluiis snould lake 
into account the limned cxpcncikc ot lo. al woikinci an.I von 
struction supervisors, should minimi.v ihe need toi e\¡Knsiw 
foreign supervision or participation. a..d should niaxiun.c the 
use of locally available materials \bo\.- ill the design should 
take into account the fact that main ot the enteipt'. . in ihe 
Park will have to compete with existing handkiatts. housed in 
traditional structures, whose rent or con '.ni.iinn costs aie vcrv 
low. I.e.. construction cost is theiefote of paramount importance. 
even if other destra' '.• qualities (such as ideal lav out of machi- 
nery I have to be sacrifice!, to achieve it " 

With these criteria in mind, it based its construct ion cost esti- 
mates on the use of standard components consisting of poured- 
.i?-place reinforced concrete slab lloors. pie-cist rcinloiccd con- 
crete columns, roof beams and rimi purlins (with a standard span 
between columns of It) metres or VI feel), pre-casl reinforced gvp- 
sum roof planks, and concrete block walls. It determined the most 
economic sources for procuring the appropriate malen.ils in the 
necessary amounts, sizes and specifications, calculated their costs 
and those of labour, and described the technology for producing 
the component s and carrying out lite construction, in parhculai the 
necessary machinery. The experts recommended the use of labour- 
intensive construction techniques: excavation and grading would 
be done by hand, with Ihe help of wheelbarrows, picks and shovels, 
and machinery which would be rented would be used only 
for mixing and compacting concrete, so as to ensure the use of a 
good quality material. 

Ihe team's estimate of the cost of a typical building HI by 4S 
metres (33 by 148 feci). 4 metres (13 feet) high, amounted to the 
equivalent of about $22 per square metre, excluding utilities but 
including special foundations and a provision for contingencies 
a figure to be compared with that of Í2* for traditional construc- 
tion. Total construction cosi was estimated al the equivalent of 
$40 per square metri: (i3.72 per square foot). 

Finally, the expert-, reviewed the tax and customs charges and 
incentives bearing upon industrial investment and pioduction and, 
in a few cases, recommended that the liovcmment should lake 
special measures to favour the development of some ol the prop»»sed 
industries and to protect their products These will he examined 
below,   in  Ihe  section  concerning the  recommended  industries 

Snu rioN «KIIIKU 

The te-tm considered that, as a whole, the urea in win h the- 
estate would be established was " noi outstandingly favourable 
for industrial development ". 

" Valid opportunities to establish industry exist but they are 
limited in number. In some cases (e.g., cotton textiles), logical 
industries have already been established in other parts of |thc 
country|, with enough capacity to meet the country's entire 
needs for some time to come In other cases (e.g., glass), estab 
lishment of an industry at |the localit>| would be rwissibk 
but other parts of (the country| are more logical site-, by virtue 
of access to cheap fuel. N-tter supplies of raw materials, closer 
proximity to markets, etc. " 

Broader perspectives for industrial development would he 
opened when a large-scale programme of construction of storage 
dams and irrigation canals recently begun in the area lakes momen- 
tum.   In  particular,   new   industrial   raw   materials  or  increased 
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supplies of existing ones might be provided when new farm land is 
settled and made produttive However, the team considered that 
future production from that source could not he assessed with any 
accuracy and that, consequently, the industrial estate could not 
include in its plans a dependence upon it. Nor could a projection 
be made now, in its opinimi. ()f any greatly increased market in 
these nev. areas lor the goods to be made in the estate. The estate 
should therefore " he' designed primarily to meet existing demands, 
rather than to anticipate any possible dramatic future develop- 
ments of i he larca's] economy ". 

In view of these limitations, the team adopted simple criteria 
for selecting the industries for the estate: existence * - readily fore- 
seeable possibility of sufficient demand to make the use of modern 
production methods economical, that is, to justify the minimum 
si/c of plant at which the factory's costs would be compel ili v- 
with imports and local harufi.iui'is: • and economic availability 
of raw materials and managerial and entrepreneurial skills. 

Ine te m took into consideration the Government's goal of 
saving foreign exchange expenditures on imports, but found that 
import substitution could not be a general selection criterion, 
though a lew industries chosen on other grounds would acccs- 
sorily play some role in this connexion. 

Also, the experts subscribed lo the Government's objective of 
increasing employment opportunities, bul did not adopt as a basic- 
selection criterion the applicability of labour-intensive techniques 
in certain industries. As has just been indicated, the team's primary 
concern was lo creale industries which would be economic from 
the standpoints of investment and operation, and the choice of 
technology was largely influenced by this consideration. In analys- 
ing several of the proposed industries, it found that profitable 
operation would not be possible, or profits would be reduced sub- 
stantially if heavy investments were made in elaborate equipment, 
in particular conveying or elevating apparatus. In recommending 
labour-intensive methods for carrying out these operations, the team 
was consistent with its criteria and fitted them in with the Govern- 
ment's goal of increased employment.•' 

Out of a score of potential industries thoroughly studied by the 
team, only eight appeared to meet the above-mentioned criteria: 
bag and burlap factory; cigarette factory; concrete and gypsum 
pnniucts factory; meta'-working and bicycle factory; oil-seed miU 
and refinery: shoe factory; tannery; wood-working and marble 
¡ictory. Before examining the team's recommendations concern- 
ing these industries, u may be of interest to give a brief explana- 
tion of its reasons for failing to recommend certain other indus- 
tries, as this provides another illustration of its use of its criteria. 

Cordage manufacturing was rejected because existing handi- 
craft ropewalks produced adequate cordage at a fairly low price; 
the proposed bug and burlap factory might br abk to produce 
twine foi processing in these shops. 

I stablishment of a flour mill was rejected for a similar reason 
local flour needs are met by small-scale milters at a reasonable 

cost, furthermore, there would be no advantage in setting up a 
large-scale mill as the area d«K» not produce :• surplus of wheat 
that mig it be shipped to other parts of the country after milling. 

As regards glass, the area d«*-s not provide the necessary fuel, 
has only inferior raw materials and a small market. All three 
requirements are fully met in another part of the country. 

Manufacturing insecticides was not reconnu.tided since, until 
such time as the farmers and fruit growers have been trained in 
and become accustomed to their use, the only customer for the 
product would be- a government agency. The team could not favour 

V,T, in this connexion. I'mted Nations, " Problems of Si/e of Plant 
in Industry in I ndcr-developed t outlines ". Hull, un on InJmirinli-a- 
lion din/ ProJiiiiait\. No. 2 (Sales No.. VUI.B.H. 

S.v I'niled Nations, "Capital Intensity in Indti.lrv in t'nder- 
dev eloped Countries". Hullrtm on InJuMrmliumon nul /'/•,<,/,<, m.,,, 
No ! tSales No.: 5S.II II .'l. in particular the discussion of l'acuir 
combination m selected industrial operations, page 2\. 

establishing an enterprise dependent upon a single market outlet, 
especially when the extent, duration and variety of such market 
could not be closely estimated. 

The experts considered that the possible market for plastic 
consumer goods for instance combs would be quickly satu- 
rated by the output of even the smallest production unit. The plant 
might try to make a large number of different products in small 
quantities, but the cost of the dies would be prohibitive. A plas- 
tics factory formerly established in the locality was closed for lack 
of sullicient business. 

A beet-sugar mill of economical • i/c involving an invest- 
ment of up to il million - would not be profitable in the area 
under any probable circumstances. The Government subsidizes 
the sales price of sugar by bringing in imports at a favourable rate 
of exchange and by requiring farmers in another area - where a 
null is established to grow minimum acreages of sugar-beets 
irrespective of the greater profitability of other crops. In the loca- 
lity »here the estate would be established, the mill would be a heavy 
consumer of expensive imported fuel (the other mill has ready 
access to coal), furthermore, only a few experiments were made 
to grow sugar-beets and sugar-cane in the surrounding area and 
r.o conclusions have yet been reached that these crops could or 
would be produced there at a reasonable price. 

Tyre recapping was rejected for lack of market, the experience 
in the broad geographical region to which the country belongs 
being that truck owners could not he persuaded to bring in tyres for 
recapping before the casing was irretrievably damaged. 

Truck bodies arc manufactured in another part of the country. 
To the extent to which an unsatisfied demand develops, truck body 
manufacture could be undertaken by the proposed wood-working 
plant, without additional equipment. 

RECOMMENDED INDUSTRIES 

I. Bag ami burlap factory 

Most of the country's products, including wheai, cotton, kara- 
kul, skins, sugar, rugs and certain building materials, are trans- 
ported in bags, burlap-covered bales, or nets. Jute fabrics are not 
now made in the country. Most of the country's requirement for 
wrappings are met by imports of finished jute bags and jute burlap 
cloth and yarn. A domestic wrapping products industry would 
therefore have to compete with imports. 

The team proposed the establishment of a bag and burlap fac- 
tory in spite or two unfavourable factors. In the first place, it 
ascertained that jute could not be grown successfully in the area; 
in the absence of a substitute crop, it would therefore need to be 
imported. In the second place, the country's demand for jute products 
- which the experts estimated at 900 tons per annum, or 3 tons a 
day (1.5 tons per shift» — would be too small to utilize the full capa- 
city of the smallest economical production unit, which is 600 kilo- 
grammes (1,323 pounds) per hour, or .7.4 tons per eight-hour shift; 
to be profitable, the unit should operate at least two shifts a day. 

With respect to the first point, the team came to the tentative con- 
clusion that the best substitute crop in the area would be Kenaf, 
which could probably be grown profitably at a price low enough 
to justify the establishment of the factory; the feasibility of grow- 
ing kenaf should, however, be investigated further. If jute has to be 
imported - either to start the factory, pending this investigation, 
or permanently, should the investigation show that the growing 
of kenaf would not be feasible or profitable - a protective tariff 
of 35 per cent should be imposed on imported bap and burlap 
cloth. 

Tariff protection would also be necessary in view of the fact 
that the proposed plant would have some excess capacity, parti- 
cularly in machinery used for softening, carding and spinning 
the libre in preparation for weaving, and for finishing the cloth after 
weaving which represents the bulk of the investment in the 
plant. Consequently, thr- factory's capital costs per unit of finished 
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product would be comparatively high. If the factory is to meet the 
totality of the country's requirements in jute products, maximum 
flexibility in output should be achieved: the factory would produce 
several types of bags and bui lap material (twill, as well as plain 
weaves), yarn for sewing and in addition would manufacture 
cheap carpeting and produce twine and rope. 

The experts described the techniques for growing kenaf and 
estimated the maximum cost of production of usable libre in the 
area. They described the processing of the fibre and the technology 
of the cloth manufacturing, made e timates of the required amount 
and cost ' of equipment, building and grounds, management anil 
labour, and utilities, and also gave alternative estimates of total 
investment and receipts and expenditures based on the use of locally 
grown kenaf or imported jute. The factory would provide employ, 
ment for 141 persons, all of them nationals of the country. 

2. Cigarette factory 

The country's tobacco crop is sold muinly for domestic consump- 
tion in the form of pipe tobacco; part of it is exported t.» a neigh- 
bouring country. Demand for cigarettes is growing and is met 
entirely by imports, legal and illegal, the former at prices four 
times higher than the latter and far above the means of the average 
consumer.' The teim estimated '.hat a cigarette factory on the 
estate could sell a minimum of 730,000 cigarettes a day, six days 
a week. Allowing for seasonal fluctuations in demand, the capacity 
should be one million cigarettes per eight-hour shift. 

Cigarettes would be manufactured with domestic tobacco; * if 
necessary, the entire requirement could be produced by growers in 
the neighbourhood of the estate. Part of the processing and curing 
of the tobacco would have to be done at the factory. Other material 
— iugar. glycerine, flavourings, paper and packaging components 
— would have to be imported. The experts estimated that the pro- 
duction coït, including payment of the government tobacco mono- 
poly excise tax, would be less than one-half the price of the smug- 
gled cigarettes. 

The standard tobacco-processing and cigarette-making machi- 
nery has in general a larger production capacity than that required 
for the proposed factory. In order to achieve maximum economy 
in investment and production, the experts chose the smallest machi- 
nery units from several different sources, eliminated conveyors 
and other labour-saving equipment, and suggested that one machine 
be used for two or more functions wherever possible - for instance, 
the casing machine to be used as an " order " machine h and the 
cooling machine as a fluffing machine. While one large packing 
machine could handle the entire output of the plant, the team 
considered it preferable to install two small ones, so that the entire 
factory would not ha-c to shut down in case of difficulties with a 
single piece of machinery. It also recommended that certain opera- 
tions normally done by machines, for instance " stemming " the 
leaves, be don« by hand. 

The factory would give employment to 117 persons, two of whom 
would have to be recruited from abroad: the tobacco blender, 
preferably a Greek or an Armenian with long experience in this spe- 
ciality, and the chief foreman. 

3. Concrete and gypsum products 

The team's recommendation to set up a factory prt*iucing 
modern building materials — concrete blocks, brick, pre-cast 
beams and pipe, and gypsum roof slabs was mainly based on 
the expectation that dema id for building would increase in response 

* While cost estimates were based on prices of new equipment, the 
team recommended the purchase of reconditioned, used machinery. 

' A package of American cigarettes sells at a price equivalent to 
{0.32, oi almost twice as much as an unskilled worker's daily wage. 

« In the opinion of the experts, tobacco is a particularly desirable 
crop which maximizes employment and cash income per unit of area, 
while requiring the minimum of land and water. 

'  Machine for moistening tobacco leaves. 

to the economic growth induced bv the dam and maunon cimi 
construction programme and the esiabl.shmcm ot t|K- mdiistml 
estate. Producing these materials would pros ule an oppoi mints ,,, J,, 
away with the shortcomings of the traditional construction OK-.hods 
and materials mentioned earlier In vi.-w oi the ditl.cultv ol di ink- 
ing traditional practices, th project could he successi ,,nlv ']( 
prefabricated modern materials were produced at a low , osi „,d 
in a lorm that could be used bv local budding «,-,U-,s and k„n- 
tractors without extensive training. 

As already indicated, the expeits estimated that the costs of 
ouildin« with pre-cast products would he competilo.- with ihose 
obtaining in traditional construction. In the absence ot actual 
demand for such products, they thought u reasonable lo sèi i In- 
capacity of production at the amount of materials required to 
build one medium-si/ed house a dav, sa\. a dwelling 4 s |n S 
metres (15 by 26 feet». 2.7 metres (') feci» high; tins would require 
production of 800 standard blocks per eight-hour d.'v lor 
which 16 tons of concrte would be needed 1 tons of beams, 
36 square metres (387 s.iuare feet» of gypsum roof planks ami 
2 tons of gypsum. Seasonal fluctuations or an increase in over-ill 
demand could he met by operating several shifts. 

The plant would use cement produced in another part of the 
country, and locally available -and. gravel and gypsum. Kein- 
forcini  steel would be imported. 

Eventually, the plant might produce other products, such as 
chimney blocks and concrete pipe, but, in view of the uncertainties 
regarding market possibilities, the team did not recommend instal- 
lation of equipment for mant acttiring these products. 

The factory would empn.y forty-six persons, including one 
European foreman. 

4. Metal-working ami bicycle factory 

Metal products haruware. t.mls, agricultural implements, 
housewares, machinery, furniture and vehicles appear to be a 
large and growing part of the country's imports; however, there arc- 
no detailed foreign trade statistics on which to base a list of pro- 
ducts for manufacturing by the proposed plant. In addition to 
imports, important quantities of some producís are made in the 
country by handicraft shops. 

The experts made a limited survey with the aid of local importers, 
bazaar and other tradesmen, handicraft producers and metal-work- 
ing industrialists in other parts of the country Out of do/ens« >f pos- 
sible products, they selected a small number which, m their opi- 
nion, met pressing needs, required simple technological processes 
and inexpensive machinery, and appeared to be protitabk- 

The recommended producís are: aluminium riots now imported 
and subject to a 35 per cent cu->;.-ms duty which would he manu- 
factured from aluminium sheets imported duly-free; metal bed- 
steads made of pipe, angle iron, simple castings ami wire, by pro- 
cesses well within the capabilities of a small metal-working plant; 
bicycles, which would first he assembled from imported parts and, 
later on. manufactured in the factory (the team recommended pro- 
ducing frames as early as possible from imported pi|K: and dis|vns- 
ing with the import of finished frames, which is expensive in view 
of the large shipping space required; the factory could also repolish 
and rcplate used bicycle components); building hardware, sudi as 
door locks, bolts, hinges, catches and padlocks; inexpensive cut- 
lery, electroplated wit» i a light coating of silver oi nickel; agricultural 
handtools, especially' scythes and scarifying ploughs (which arc- 
not known in the area, where the peasants cut forage with tiny 
sickles or even pull it out by hand, and plough with pointed sticks, 
sometimes crudely shod with sheet metal); hand, iimior-driven 
and, above all, windmill pumps, for irrigation and domestic water 
supply; simple machinery, such as belts conveyors, materials ele- 
vators, packing fixtures, wool washers and other items, which 
would he required, in particular, by industries on the estate Ihe 
factory would also provide facilities to repair and make rcplao 
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meni parts for machinery a particularly important activity, in 
the opinion of the team, which found much expensive equipment 
lyine l'Ile for kick of such facilities: some pieces were delivered 
with missing or btoken parts, and were never put in operation; 
in other eases, the original manufacturer of the machinery could 
no longer be Inurul or persuaded to provide replacements for 
obsolete parts. Lucl mg any alternative, the larger industrial enter- 
prises in the eniint:y have had to set up their own repair shops, 
which operate al a nigh cost in view of the low volume of work 
required. I he experts considered that the proposed factory could 
ohtam business not only in the locality but also elsewhere, since 
even enterprises having their own metal-working equipment would 
find it cheaper to let a specialized plant do the work. 

The processes involved in manufacturing the above-named pro- 
ducts would require only a minimum of gen-ral-purpose metal- 
working machinery lathes, shapers, milling machines and the 
like. " The plant should deliberately limit the size and cost of its 
machinery, even though this limits the si/e of the work it can 
handle and may cause some inability to meet local demands for 
repair services." The plant should concentrate on special activities 
such as metal spinning, electroplating and linishing, and assembly 
so as to avoid investment in costly machinery and permit rapid 
change-overs in the type of goods produced. 1 he number of pro- 
ducts requiring dies which are generally very expensive - 
should be as limited as possible. A small cupola and casting equip- 
ment would be necessary for producing repair parts and cast com- 
ponents fot various items. All raw materials for the metal-working 
plant would have to be imported. 

Total employment would be sixty-three, including one foreign 
specialist for electroplating and two for m oil spinning, since 
these operations require workmen with mach practical experience. 

?. Oil-eeti mill 

The two most important uses of vegetable oil in the country 
are for cooking and the manufacture of household •,-.ip. I he 
demand for edible oil and soap is met by \\w output of u govern- 
ment-controlled cotton company, by imports and handicraft pro- 
duction. Much of the country's needs will be met by a large toilet 
soap factory, oil refinery and hydrogénation plant now under 
construction in another region. A small oil-seed mill, refinery and 
-oap plant on the estate would therefore ret; largely on export 
markets and local consumption, both of which were judged suffi- 
cient It» justify construction of the plant. In addition, the team 
envisaged the possibility 01 prov.ding sulphonated ca-tor oil as 
a base for fat-liquor in finishing leather at the proposed lanneiv. It 
also contemplated the possibility of developing, in the futon:, a 
paint industry in the locality which would use some dehydrated 
castor oil. 

The fuel that 'he castor plant is one of the few economic crops 
thriving in the locality was another reason for proposing estab- 
lishment of the mill. The team recommended processing 2,400 
tons of decapsulatcd castor beans ' per year. Another 2.000 tons 
of varimi» locally grown oil-seeds col/a. linseed, mustard, sesa- 
me.sunflower and others would be i .sod fur producing edible oil. 
Caustic S4Kla for refining would be imported. The experts recom- 
mended that newly-developed containers consisting of reusable 
polyethylene bladders inside corrugated paper cartons be used for 
shipment, instead of the conventional steel drums, »hose purchase 
price and freight ciwt would be considerably highct. They made 
proposals to use waste products as fertilizer or low-grade fuel. 

To save on fuel consumption and scale down capacity of pro- 
duction, the experts recommended hydraulic pressing with the use 
of small expcllcrs instead of the solvent extraction process u.*d 
in more advanced countries. Should there be a need to expand 
operations at a later date, solvent extraction equipment might 
be added to the pressing equipment  (pre-press solvent method». 

1 It recommended thai decapsulation be done by hand; decortication, 
however, would be done by machine. 

Soap-making machinery would have a capacity  of about one ton 
a day. I mplovment would be III. including one I uropean foreman. 

ii   Shoe faeton 

Most of the country's need for leather shoes is met by handi- 
craft production, and the total output is not known. A small part 
of the demand, particularly for hißher-quality shoes, is met by 
imports, which amounted in 1457 to about 231.000 pairs. The 
localitv i> a centre for hanuicr ifl production oí men's shoes. There 
are about 2<X> handicraft <hops and It*) craftsmen working at 
home, with a total labour force, including apprentices and jour- 
neymen, of N(X> to I .(XX) shoemakers, producing an estimated 
300,000 pairs a y.ar. The team judged that a shoe factory on the 
estate could count on sales of about %,(XX) pairs of high-quality 
shoes and %,0(X) pairs of low-quality sandals or shoes a year; 
the total output would provide one pair of shoes a year for approxi- 
mately l.<> per cent of the country's total population. Both 'ocally 
produced and imported raw materials would be needed. Part of the 
supply would be produced by the tannery discussed in the next 
section. 

The team considered that, if the plant were to compete success- 
fully with low-cost local artisan production and with imports, 
investment in machinery should be Kept to a minimum. Mecha- 
ni/atior should be introduced only where it contributes substantially 
to quality, or makes a very considerable saving of labour at the cost 
of a small investment. Accordingly, the team did not recommend 
mechanization of the cutting department (apart from the provi- 
sion of a pattern-makinj machine): cutting machines require a 
separate d'e for each part of each shoe si« of each style, and 
these dies arc expensive. Also, it did not recommend the purchase 
of lasting machines, which are quite costly; local workers would 
do a creditable job of lasting by hand. 

In view of the existence of many different methods for marufac- 
turine similar ¡ypes of shoes, the team presented only a tentative 
list of machinery for estimating purposes. It recommended that 
the final choice of technology be made with the co-operation and 
advice of an expert on shoe production who would be appointed 
as a member of the estate management team. 

Total employment wtuld be 217, all of whom would be local 
workers. 

7.  Tannery 

The country's total consumption of leather is not known, since 
much of the present demand is supplied by handicraft and home 
tanners. The experts judged the locally produced leather to be 
poorly tanned and, for the most part, unsuitable for modern foot- 
wear. I he demand for good quality leather ¡s met entirely by 
imports, which amounted to 325 tons in 1957. The country exports 
i certain amount of hides. 

I Malli-hment of a tanncy on the estate would make it possible 
to supply good quality leather to the proposed shoe factory and 
to handicraft shoemakers. Some up-grading of present hide 
„'xports into exports of semi-finished or even finished leathers 
would also be achieved. Another result would be to increase produc- 
tion of valuable " Kashmir" wool for export. Goat and cow 
hair, sheep wool and glue would be sold as by-products. 

¡n the absence of another tannery in the country, competition 
would come from imports and, to some extent, from handicraft 
tanners. The experts set the capacity of production at around 
333 tons of leather a year, approximately the quantity now 
imported. This amount could undoubtedly be sold, since demand 
was likely to increase and part of the output could be exported. 
Raw material requirements were estimated at 500 tons of hides 
anu 500 tons of skins a year (green weight), part of which could 
be supplied locally, and pan obtained from other regions in 
the country. Lime would be obtained i>om local brick kilns. 
Chemicals, dyes and fats, and vegetable and mineral tunning 
substances would be imp"-!_d. 
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The arca in which the estate would be located does not have 
a good supply of heavy cowhides, such as might be used to produce 
vegetable-tanned sole leather. Furthermore, it does not now have a 
sufficient supply of vegetable tanning matter to support a modern 
tannery, therefore, most of the tannery's output »ill probably 
be chrome-tanned. The team recommended that experimental 
cultivation o; several plants producing tunning ii.»rcdicnts be 
made in the locality, but considered that investment in extraction 
facilities for tanning would not be justified at the present time. 
For the foreseeable future, the tannery would have to rely on 
imports of vcp'.ii'blc tanning materials lor producing a limited 
amount of vepuable-tanncd leather. 

The experts proposed to adopt modern leather-making methods 
using strong vegetable-tanning extracts, new mineral tanning 
agents, particularly chromium salts, and heat, mechanic <I -.amuiiun 
and other means to speed up tanning and other processes. They 
considered fast processing to be economically important, since 
it reduces the i >«t of capital equipment and of working capital 
tied up in hides. It is also technically important, because it reduces 
the time during which hides are subject to spoilage by bacteria and 
other natural agents — a valuable advantage in a warm climate. 
Furthermore, speedier processes make possible closer and more 
effective control of tanning, using scientific laboratory methods 
rather than mere guesswork and tradition, and reducing the need 
for highly-skilled supervisors and workers. 

In view of the high cost of tanning machinery, especially if com- 
pared with tlie low-cost equipment of handicraft tanners, the team 
proposed to install only the minimum machinery needed to produce 
high-quality leather, and recommended fwo-shift operation to the 
extent feasible, it ptoposed that machine operation be reserved 
for heavier hides and skins and hand operation for the lighter 
ones. Chrome tanning would require hiring from abroad four 
experienced drum operators for the first year or two. The manager 
of the tannery should also he a foreign specialist. Total employ- 
ment would be 261. 

8. Wood-working and marble factory 

In the locality, wooden furniture, packing materials, doors, 
windows, panelling and other millwork are now almost all made 
by hand, out of unseasoned, roughly-squared lumber. The quality 
is low and the cost is high. Marble table-tops, hies, wain noting 
and exterior trim are also made entirely by hand; although the 
quality is good, the cjst is heavy The team reports that local 
entrepreneurs have bee-i impressed with the success, in another 
city, of a mechanized wood-working and marble factory and would 
be ready to follow -uit. Combining these two industries would 
be logical since manufacturing methods — sawing and polishing — 
are basically similar for the two materials, and there is a strong 
demand for wooden furniture with marble tops. 

While demand for either product could not be estimated, 
numerically it appeared at present to be considerable and only a 
fraction of what could be developed in the future. The team consi- 
dered that provision of properly seasoned, well-cut lumber at a 
reasonable price would in itself tend to encourage greater use of 
wood in construction. Furthermore, it expected the demand for 
lumber to increase as modern prefabricated building materials 
became available from the concrete and gypsum products plant. 
Also, there would be profitable opportunities for export of lumber, 
furniture and marble not only to neighbouring countries, but to 
Europe and the United States as well. 

Only one large wood-working plant exists in another city of 
the country. In the opinion of the experts, it would be unlikely 
to provide serious competition for the proposed factory; it might. 
in fact, even become un important customer for the proposed 
forest-area sawmill. The proposed estate factory might possibly 
compete with it on its own market, in view of shortcomings in the 
design and finish of its prouacts. 

Since no sawmill exists m the country., the proposed pl.ru would 
not only have to arrange loi il-. suppb ni limivi, bin .,1-,' in 
provide Us m\n facilities fur drvng. Since pnm to.ids III.IM n,im- 
portation from lotest arci-, dilhcull. sawn limivi sli,.,,!,| Iv (-in- 
duced m the forest. using a portable diesel-,'pctau -I \ininill 
Sawing instead of rough-squaring would ICMIII in a ensuk üble 
reduction in waste of lui.iber. and in saving in lite weight it.ins- 
ported. Hie team est,mated lh.it die est of sawn rvai.U dclncicd 
b> truck would he below the pre-ent est ni munii-, v.v n timbers 
delivered by cinel, even alter allowing I'm ..minili c»si-, In cou- 
nexion with lumbering operations, n recommended tii.'i the l intern- 
ment set forth forest conservation regulations 

In view o/the .ounln \ high-temper.dure, low-'uiniiduv climate. 
proper air-drying was not possible, and kiln-drvmg lauImes sii,mid 
be installed in the plant. As a wide varici v of articles would be 
produced, including doors, window sasl,. panelling. I m inline and 
tool handles, diversified machinen would Iv required However, 
the team proposed, whenever possible, to use velatile tools, such 
as radial saws which can cms-cut, rip and perform a ninnivi 
of other operations, It recommended purchasing, i i>. ad ol a 
planing machine, a moulder which could al the same tune plane 
the sides of boards and plane and shape the edges, large pieces 
would be surfaced on a simple jointer-planer.' Maiblc-ctitli ig and 
polishing equipment would be similar, but heavier. Total eniplov- 
ment would be 122. 

The following tables sommari/c cost and other data relating 
to the proposed i,idus,rial estate 

ORUANI/ATION OI  TIII  isivu 

Si,ice the managerial and organizational sinici lire of an estate 
may vary considerably according to the si/e of the project, the 
type of facilities and services provided to 'he occupants and other 
factors, the arrangements recommended by the team for the pro- 
posed estate may not necessarily provide guide-lines for planning 
projects under different conditions;k they arc summarily described 
in this section to complete the picture given in the precedili : pages, 
as they are thought to be appiopriale to ihe project under conside- 
ration and the general economic conditions in which the esi„te 
would have to operate. 

The experts proposed that the estate should be developed and 
managed by t corporation organized alone, co-operative lines 
The corporation would acquire title to the land, build ami main- 
tain a. central building, including ollice, canteen, testing laboratory, 
library, fire and guard si .iions, bank, posi ollice and display room. 
install utilities, construct streets and so forth. Ihe plots would 
be sold i.r leased to the enterprises joining the estate ami the fac- 
tory buildings and other faciline, would be consiruci•:il by ihe cor- 
poration for the account of ih • individual enterprises. I lie corpo- 
ration would provide technical assistance m phnniug:. manufac- 
turing, procuring and installing equipment, ami m raising ihe pin- 
ductivity of the industries on the estate. It would assisi industrialists 
in organizing a company, obtaining liuincmg and selecting and 
engaging foreign technical personnel :s part of their own siali; 
provide training to both management and labour, and organize 
a vi tuniary quality control association and a co-operative advci- 
tising effort.' It might provide services of a similar nature, preferably 
on a fee basis  to enterprises that are not members ul the estale. 

' .SV<'. in this connexion, 1,'nilal Nations. " Chinee ol lmliistii.il 
Technology: Ihe Case of Wood working ". hv (.. k lio.m hull.-nn 
on Inilitsliialirtitiiin ami Pradutli\Hi.   No.   1 (Sales  No     Mill II 11 

' Sci- William Bredo. op. tit , for ease descriptions ul e.iiie. ami 
typical agreements with occupants in j varietv m connine. 

' the team pointed out that quality control t.i^ nen-.-tr. mi the 
one hand, to guarantee the safety ot  user, ol certain pmdu.i lor 
instance, by making sure that Ihe material, produced In Ihe • man-lc 
and gypsum pr id act s plant or iciUin item, in.imilaanr, I !>'. Ilu- 
machine shop meet strength standards continuously on tin- nil, i hand. 
In cn.,,,ii» oie industries to compete successfully on the d    J« market 
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TAMII   I. IMHSIKIM   F SI-MI  PRIMI CI: I SIIVIvrm COSTS 

it mini Stales dollars) 

Hag and  hin hip •'  
Cigarette     

Contrete and gypsum products 
Metal-working and bicycle 
Oil-seed processing     
Shoe    
Fanning  

Wood-working and marble    

To TAI , above industries . . 
1 state corporation  

To rM . . . 
Suggested allowance l'or expansion .. . 
Suggested   request   lor   foreign   loan 

financing     

BuiUtiii: II   .IA.-JII; ill faillite 
Sl.i.lnn, n •"••' '•""' . xirii-ii /../«/ ,   ,.„,., ..   ri 

2d 1. ids 84, .VI) 121.350 467.595 299,350 
166,72« 1>V(.(K) 178,960 439.288 296.200 
75.211 27. MO 14.591 117.442 89,688 
69 .118 41.200 54.569 169.887 130,680 

14'.435 2d,420 153.631 323.4X6 162,941 
(''».40;; 48,720 7S.466 196.594 123,633 

112.22.1 109,920 143.2(H) 365.343 221.173 
129.'44 72.247 42.2(H) 244.391 160,359 

1.027.432 504.(27 791,967 2,324.026 1,484,024 
139.872 174.0'5 IS.150 333.377 198.247 

1.167.304 678.662 NIC». 117 2,657.403 1.682,271 
317,729 

2.000,0«) 

Assuming use ol locally grown ku.jf. 

TAULI  2. INDUSTRIAL I   IMI  PHOJK I: VAU I Oí  PKOIHCTS, 

PHOIII, I   :|'|OVMIM   v\t> ARI \ 

/•i...//•/.• /»«/./..i- 

IWM/íIí ni/«,'            umiu,il <i„ m /'/un/ und        .Morate 
"//""•'"•'i                r».'/il 'num.'; r „I „H„e              v'"'f* 

ImluMrv                                               il'MU-J Statu ,l„:iar*' r,i-n\ tsque-r nulr.s 

ling and burlap         302,400        83.299 I4| 2,025           100 
Cigarette            361,000        68.015 117 I "ft35           900 
Concrete and gypsum products                  117,000         29,134 46 560           120 
Metal-working and bicycle            170,345         45,875 63 1,000 
Oil-vxd processing         620.lXH)         60,097 III 580 
Shoe         412,  .r         66,035 217 1,200 
Tanning         442.45i!         70.919 261 2,700 
Wood-working anil marble           . ...        234,324         74,720 122 1,260           610 

loi At. above industries          2,661,219       498,094 1,07,N 10,960        1,730 
Lítate corporation            58.0S8h         1.468 IIS' 

Ti UM.           2.719.107        499.562 1,196 

• Warehouses, sheds or open storage space. 
Value of rentals, printing, agricultural products, meals and transport. 
Including eight foreign experts and thr-.-c lo.cign secretaries. 

4 Including estate grounds, 4.4   housing lor torcigli personnel. 2 9: sewage disposal. 34 0. 

«Ä.J 

1.3 
1.0 

10 

1.0 
0 6 

1.5 
2.7 

10 2 

41 3' 

51.6 

I ach enti.prise joining the estate would he required :,• sub- 
scribe to shares in the corporation, i.i an amount at leas! tediai 
to a lived percentage of its total assets land, buildings, machinery. 
working capital and so forth or in accordance with some other 
équitable formula to be worked out by the -irigin.il shareholders. 

The corporation would have a Hoard o( Directors elected for a 
one-year term. I ach enterpiise in the estate would have the right 
to designate one director, who need not be a shareholder in the 
corporation. 

The corporali-m would be tinanccd hv loans from national. 
foreign or international lending institutions.   Ine cosi of utilities 

Willi li.indmafl products and imports and on export markets with lo cir/.n 
goods. In ottering distinct advantages not only ,IN regards price, but 
ah i cjualily and linish. | lu standards should, of course, he adapted 
li the economic conditions o. the country, the learn emphasized thai 
in the case of the industrie» on the proposed estate, il was lar more 
important thai producís he uniform in duality litan that the) !>e lueh 
in duality. It recommended lluit ICA technical assistance support include 
laboratory ai.d testing app.ii.itux lor controlling processes and pro- 
ducts. It also proposed thai a distinct.ve bi.ind name or trade-mark 
be adopted for p: iducts that meet the standards, promotion would 
be made by coopet.i..• - advertising 

would be met by an arm;;:! service charge, estimated by the team 
ai npprovmately six-temhs (>f one per cent of gross sales of the 
occupanls 

An tig the lust responsibilities of the corporation would be 
that of seeking on a contractual basis a managerial and engineer- 
ing expert group, financed by technical assistance grants, to assume, 
under broad directives of the Board of Directors, the construction. 
operation and further planning responsibilities of the estate cor- 
poration for a minimum period of three years. 

\ snail and speciali/ed group would be required during the 
construction phase, which t,light already provide some training 
to I - .¡i workers. During the next stage, which truiy be defined 

pcr.iiing and training one, eight foreign experts would be 
cd- manager and learn head; productivity engineer; indus- 
¡juicer (metal and wood); organic chemist; construction 
ci. textile specialist, shoe specialist; accountant. Three 

torchili se.rct.uies would also be needed. 

I he local stall of the estate would include 107 persons, from a 
Jeputv estate manager down to canteen workers and gardeners. 

as ,u 

reqi. i 
trial 
cngi,- 
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Brookhollow and Empire Central Industrial Districts. Dallas. Texas 

Top: View taken in l**54. showing area of districts before development 

Bottom: View taken in April ItHl. IX>v*ntown Dallas is in the background: adiaccnt ii> it i-- 'lu- 

(C*nurtc*>  BriH>khollnw  Intimimi  Disine!. Windsor Proporli**. Inc.,  DJII.IV   IC\.IS) 
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Trinity Industrial Districi, Dallas, Texas 

Opposite page: Top: View taken in 1947, showing arca of district before development 

Bottom: View taken in October 1957 

Ahove: View taken early in I960. Downtown Dallas is in the background 
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Iiuliisln.il /one of Marghera, Venice 

Tup: Pari Ml view of area /«»ned for meditim- 
si/ed and small-scale industries 

Ikiitum   Partial \ic\*  of area zoned lor large 
industries 
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Common service faciliti» on the Ouindy Industriai Estate 

l'orge shop Tool room 
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Two views of the Madurai In- 
dustrial Colony. Madras Stale 

(louritw   Ministry  Tor Industry ami 
labour.  Madras! 

Industrial subdivisions in Puerto Ria« 

Hill« Rc>  Indusirial Subdivision .11 K10 Piedra- t'attua» Noiih Industrial Subdivision al ("aguas 
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